worth 21 merit an.
vol.

I SUBSCRIPTION PRIOR,
I IP PAID IN ADVANCE.

LXIV.

$2.00 FEB
$1.M.

Till,

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

aonmi&emnus

WEDNESDAY

LOCAL AFFAIRS

Or. G

Muff lost

proud

ending

Have yea Made Good Your Pledge to Buy War Savings Stamps ?
These "Baby Bonds” are a big help to Uncle Sam. If
you
have not done so, buy your limit in .stamps—only a few
more days to make good.

at

midnight.J

Weather
conditions

Temperature
12 m
3028—
33—
4086—
38—

4am

Wed
Tbura
Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon

Slacker!

a

Tuesday,

observations
taken at the power
station of the Bar Harbor & Union River
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in Inches for the twenty-four hours

of.

Don’t Let It Be Said You Were

Finding at Midnight
Dec. 23, 1918.

| Prom

Their courage, their devotion to duty, their sacrifices
we're all

Prances Wilson of Ellsworth
Basil Howard Stinson of Swan’s Island
were married Monday at Bar Harbor
by
Rev. A. M. MacDonald. The bride has
for the past few years been employed as
night operator at the central telephone
office in Bar Harbor. Tbe groom is in
the naval reserve. Mr. and Mrs. Stinson
went to the groom’s home in Swan’s
Island for Christmas. The many Ellsworth friends of the bride extend congratulations.

and

WEATHER IN ELLSWORTH.
Week

For

1514—
7—
20
22—
42—

forenoon
fair
clear

clear
fair
fair

Precip-

winter

fair

.71

MArLS CL08B AT POSTOFPICB

Going West—10.40
Going East—6.15 a

Saturday—Jack Pick ford in the 5-act play “The Ghost House."
Monday—"The Lion’s Claws," a two-reel comedy aud war news.

5.50 p m.
3.56 p m.

a m;
m;

postofice

half

flock
all

General Admission: 0-15c.

Lieut. Robert P.

furlough

over

King is at home

on

all

club

afternoon

will

M.

Larro

Dairy

Bran, per

I

ewt

are

Tapley

O. W.

3.6G

*

to Patten to

2.35

1

and wife.

Misses Alice and Celia Smith
the

ret

and

son

Jarvis of

“]

cJ

ff

<___

"Cash

and

Carry” Grocer,

Ellsworth

_

Augusta
week.

in Ells-

are

3

his sister. Miss M. A. Clark.
Earle Holt

Mrs.

has

returned

from

a

hence did not have the State of Maine

visit in Boston with her

ensign

on

Miss

husband, who is
the transport Cobasset.

tificate

65 Oak St., Ellsworth
lively Day, until further notice.

her

N.

is

Telephone

Edward M.

positively

rificed

ro

Here

ciose out.

2

Sunlight Peas,

are a

Prices

Tuesday.
few' Big Values

Lieut.

can

size

Miss

WILLIAM E. WHITING
....

J.

A.

119

F"iro,

IN/1

:

Office 11—Residence

MAINE

116-13__

THOMPSON

IN/1 A1ISI

Representing
Co.
The Equitable Fire and Marine Insurance
OF HARTFORU, CONN.

C. C. BURRILL

&

SON

—Established 1807—

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
^presenting

som-*

will

be

commence

at

given by Kev.

Gray, superintendent

of

the

Hooper,

Artelle McGown

Saturday

Mrs. Susan Murch left Saturday for
Philadelphia, to visit her son, Lieut. Arthur E. Murch. She was accompanied
from Portland by her sister-in-law, Mrs.
Margaret Bonsey, who has been visiting
her daughter there.

to he
“The

Austin, who recently redischarge from the service, has
been spending a few days at his former
home here. He has returned to Portsmouth, where he is employed in the
printing office at the navy yard.
Edward

W.

ceived his

This (Tuesday) evening, there will be
dance at Hancock hall, under the
a
management of Misses Hazel Nevells,
Ella M. Johnston and Isabel Falvey, to
of uniforms

raise funds for the purchase
the receutly
music for

organized

an

York about the first of
twenty-six stories

streets, Lexington

12nd and 43rd

by

avenue

Grand
2,000 rooms.
each with a bath, and the largest ballroom aud banquet hall of any hotel in the
world, with a balcony of tifty-bix boxes
This room will seat 3,000 at an entertainment, or 2,000 at banquet tables. Mr
Young has been identified with promi-

Depew place,

aud

|
!
|

the year
high and

bounded

entire square

occupies the

Unitarian

evening.

Ellsworth man, ig
world’s largest hotel.

\ouug,
steward of the
Commodore/’ which will be opened

in New

( Tuesday) evening, and those of the Conchurches to-morrow

For

the old cnurch

The hotel is

Christmas with the usual festivals. That
of the Methodist church will be held this
and

since

Walter M.

Ellsworth Sunday schools will observe

Baptist

western division.

or

years,

Maine Con-

burned, on the western side of the river,
the society has labored under a heavy
debt. Several attempts were made to reDurmove it, with only partial success.
ing the pastorate of Rev. T. S. Ross the
present parsonage was purchased, which
was a good work, but it left an increased
debt of $600, making the entire indebtedUnder the leadership
ness about |2,300.
of the preleut pastor, Rev. R. H. Moyle,
backed
by the district superintendent,
Rev. James H. Gray, both the mortgages
have been paid and discharged. The society thanks all who have so kindly responded to the appeal for help. While
everyone is cordially invited to the service, a special invitation is extended to
them. Light refreshments will be served
in the vestry, free of charge.

sociable, with program and refreshments,
to which all members are invited.

Ellsworth band.

arine and Automobile Insurance

H.

twelve

Sunday school will have ils
Christmas tree at the vestry to-morrow
evening. In addition there will be a

and

STREET

Addresses

intendent of the

Baptist

gregational,

Central

next door
It

Terminal.

to

the

has

has beet
hotelB many years. He
with the Florida East Coast hotel, Royal
Palm, the Continental at Atlantic Beach
nent

the

Ansonia,

New York.

Manhattan and
He

was

mont

yacht club

wide

acquaintance

Biltmore it:

steward at the Larchyears, and has e
with yachtsmen in

some

aud abroad.

He has retained

country
Frank H. Ingraham, esq., of Rockland, his home in Lirchmont. Mr. Young hag
a candidate for election as memmany friends in Ellsworth who have beet
ber of the governor's council from this interested in his rise ir. the hotel world
j
councillor district, was in Ellsworth last and are pleased that he is “making good.
Wednesday. He was calling on senators The buying of all the provisions for a hoand representatives-eiect in this county in tel like The Commodore, which is the
the interest of his candidacy. It is Waldo steward’s office, is “some job.”
county’s turn for the councillorship, and
it is understood there are two other candiA Sc.ith Surry Freak.
dates in the field.
American’s correspondent al
The
was
Ellsworth
Woodruff
of
H.
L.
D.
Dr.
who is

a

Fire To-Night?

TAPIvlvY

W.

Insurance and
Tapley Building,

DIED

69 Main

St.

this

IN

Cheaper Flour Kxpeeted.
Cancellation of ali flour milling regulations, including fair-price schedules and
the price and quantity restrictions on the
sale of wheat, flour b}’ millers, which officials expect will result in cheaper flour,
was
formally announced $riday -y the

SERVICE.

fighting

of the hardest

of the

He

war.

He was
twenty-two years of age.
employed iu South Framingham, Mass.,
when war was declared by this country,
and immediately enlisted, going overseas
was

with the 26th division.

Ward

Wescott

W.

FOk THE

AMERICAN

every upward movement of
fall in the price of flour.

announces

Thursday,

Harbor

hospital

and will not

several weeks.

feeds,

comes a

Hospital Closed.

Bar Harbor

Deputy Sheriffs.
Sheriff

servation of the market trend in flour and
mill feeds, it was said, shows that with

The Bar

This

be

closed

last

re-opened for

institution has had

appointment of the following deputy as patients a large number suffering from
coming year:
influenza. Owing to the highly contagious
Cecil W

Amherst,

Bluehill, (court crier)
Brooklin,
Bar

Ernest L

Rodney

Clarence E Madden

(civil)
Harbor,

(liquor)
Bucksport,
Brooksville,
Castiue,
Dedham,

George

Fred J Perkins

George A1 Perkins
George W Brewster
Paul W Scott

Isle,
Ellsworth, (turnkey)

Fred A Patten

and receive
before

a

disease, the hospital will

fumigated

fresh coat

aud renovated

of

paint inside,

it is re-opened.

County Teachers’ >!eetiog.
department of education

The State

Fri-

day announced the dates of the county
teachers’ meetings throughout the State.
That for Hancock county will be held at
Northeast Harbor

Friday, May

9

Vernon G Haslam
Samuel A
O. Seal

Bragdon

James A Hill
Harbor,)
Leroy S Clement
Irvin K Saunders

Orland,
Penobscot,
Southwest

nature of this
be thoroughly

E Clark

Chandler M Wilson

Deer

Eastbrook,
Franklin,
Gouldsboro,
Mt Desert, (P.

Crosby
Osgood

W Smith

Archer L

Reuben W Cousins

Stonington,

9on

of Mr. and Mrs.

Buckeport,

Mark P. Bow den of North

Nyal Prizes
Bring

in your sales

for the

Died iii Service.

Harvey N. Bowden,

ilUbtxiisrcmuv

Bridges

John J Carter

Harbor,

died

slips
awarding of

Nyal Prizes

Wednesday, Dec. 11, at the naval training
station
bor.

at

Bumkin

Island,

Boston

Har-

He had

spent a furlough at home at
Thanksgiving, returning to duty DecemHe

ALEXANDER’S PHARMACY
80 Main Street.

ber 1.

Eiisworth, Me.

nineteen years of age.
He enlisted in July, but was not ordered to rewas

port at the training station until October.
He was a clean-living young man, and a
member of the Methodist church ot N jrth
Bucksport. He leaves besides his parents,

brothers—Harold, Ivory

three

An

and

Merle.

Appeal to Sunday Schools.

president of Hancock County SunKev.
day school association,
Ueorge
Brookes, wishes to remind all Sunday
school superintendents in the county ol
the continent-wide effort to raise |2 000,000
for the suffering Armenian and Syrian

HOMESTEAD INDUSTRIES
MADE BY MAINE WOMEN

Canned

Goods, Jellies, Pickles,
Preserves, Marmalades and
Fancy Articles for
Christmas

The

children.
It

is

expected

will

take

cause

either

an
on

that every Sunday
offeriug for this
Dec. 22

or

Dec.

without
Harrielte Cole, Sedgwick.

ward

the

same

—

MISS M. A. GREELY
58 West Main Street
ELLSWORTH

Maine

NURSE

worthy
29, and for-

delay

KOK .SALE BY

school

to

Miss

Miss M. Elizabeth

Goodins

94 FRANKLIN ST.,
Speed Up the W. S. S.
Lt. V. de Wierzbicki of the French High
Commission, says: uFran<*e, in treasure
as well as men, has lost four-fifths of its
industries and one-fifth of its wealth, yet

people paid taxes four limes as great
j
writes: “A white Wyandotti
as paid by the population of the United
elected president of the Hancock County South Surry
I
countries
and
foreign
this
rooster was killed here recently which
of the leading companies of
Statea.
To equal the loans raised In
Medical association at its annual meeting
bad on one side two perfectly formed anc
in Bar Harbor last Wednesday evening.
| France, the loans of this country would
wings and on the other, ou<
have to reach the stupendous sum of sevThe other officers are: Vice-president, Dr. fully grown
and one small one.”
enty-(our billions of dollars.
R. G. Hagertby, Bar Harbor; secretary, fully grown wing

SUBSCRIBE

Real Estate

Telephones: Of*tce 14, Residence 43-3

South (iouIdsboro Boy Died of Frysi pel as Overseas
Following closely upon the receipt of
Christmas greetings from Harry C. Hammond, who was with the American forces
iu France, came last week official noti- food administration.
fication of his death of erysipelas on De- !
Immediately there was a sharp rise in
cember S, while on leave iu the Alps.
the price of wheat, bran and other mill
Private Hammond had been with the
feeds, which officials expect to be folfamous 26th division, and had seen some lowed
by a drop in flour prices. Close ob-

sheriffs for the

will

service

Christmas falling on Wednesday, the
regular publication day of The American, the paper is issued a day earlier than

The

Bank
Maine

O.

the

The

ference; and Rev. Albert E. Luce, super-

L.

County Savings

Suppose You Should Have

Dec. 31.

a

eastern division of the East

afternoon from 4 to 6.

uncertain, I will make an inventory,
of charge, ami write insurance enough to cover you in
the best companies, at the lowest rates, and guarantee
prompt adjustments, in case of fire.
The way to judge an insurance agency is by its setAsk anyone.
tlements.

over-

and wife.

will be held at K. of C. hall next

Low

was

to the

James

Linnehan and J.

Hancock
Ellsworth,

mortgage-burning at the
Methodist church next Tuesday evening,
7.30.

Katherine, are spending
parents, E. E. Brady

will be pleased to
The young people
know that the first of a series of dancing
parties which were so popular la9t winter,

are

Telephones

N., and his

at home, having received their discharge from the service.

Is Your Property Covered by Insurance?
tree

ELLSWORTH

S.

There will be

are

O. S. COTTLE
If you

Brady, U

George H. Gould, Harold

13c

Correspondingly

Edmund

fact

was elected

cer-

princi-

Christmas with their

Harold

14c

can

Raisins, lb.
Prices

who

usual this week.

1.80
1.80
2.30
1.90

Wilson Peas. doz.
Canned Corn, doz.
Tomatoes, large size, doz.
Tomatoes, small size

Other

:

$1.90

doz.

Evaporated milk, large

sac-

25c
23c

cans

String Beans,
Flag Brand Peas,

family,

few
months in
spent the past
Hoboken, N. J., have returned to Ells-

sister,

Sto

and

have

LAST CHANCE
will close next

Moore

Tbit*

school

regret that he cannot be retained. Mr.
Stanley completes his w-ork here to-day.
The school board expects to All the vacancy iu time for the school to reopen
as scheduled next Monday.

GRADUATE OPTOMETRIST
140-11

high

a

those who have observed the way he took
hold of the work at the high school, re-

cordial

Edward H. Baker

in

position.
Those who have met Mr. Stanley, and

Portsmouth,
H.,
Ellsworth, for Christ mas, receiving
of
his
friends
many
greetings

in

for

looked when he

parents, John W. Coughlin and wife.

Charles E. Pio of

required

palship in Maine.

Dorothy Coughlin is at home from
spend the holidays with

Massachusetts to

i will be at my office

contest

Stanley, who was recently
principal of the Ellsworth high
school, has resigned, and will go to Eastport to take charge of the commercial department of the high school there. Mr.
Stanley, who was well equipped for the
position here and had gained instant popularity with the pupils, has in recent
years been teaching out of the State, and

Harold H. Clark of Washington,
C., is here to spend Christinas with

D.

state

Roderick K.

Major

r*

the

elected

Woodward, daughter Marga-

worth for Christmas

■

have gone

holidays with their

sister, Mrs. Laroy Miles.
Mrs. H. C.

a
Mowing river, some people follow the lines of least resistance
spend all their surplus cash for luxuries. Drifting is easy but
accomplishment requires determination. Decide to save all you ca:i
Start an account with the Hancock County Savings Bank.

and

on the afternoon of Friday, January 10, and at the West Side
grammar school on the afternoon of Monday, January 13, to receive the money.
The New Year should And the Victory
Boys of Ellsworth up to their word in this
work, and show the people that they mean
what they say.

and wife of

spend

Like

grammar school

Greensboro,
visiting Mr. Tapley’g parents,

1.5C

Bags

Feed, j>er ewt

C.,

WHY BE A DRIFTER?

pens.
flock

The

Capt. Martin L. Hall is at home to epend
Christmas with his parents, Henry M.
Hall and wife.
N.

thirty-six
made by a

make

A.

Florida.

Tapky

the

highest scoie was
Wyandottes, 20.7 The rate for
these pens is considerably higher
in

i

Duffy’s

in the State for

highest
of

total

a

of

Mr.

“Victory Boys” of Ellsworth must
good—they will maae good. The
second payment on their pledges is due
Juuuary 15, and all who have then paid
their full pledge will receive a diploma.
Miss Higgins will call at the School street

next

meet
Miss

with

Dodge of Bar Harbor, formerly of
Ellsworth, is spending the wdnter in

Clarence

second

record
15.1.

Connecticut.

H. A.

$1.50

was

than shown

a

Clark.

Best Flour, '» bbl.

The
was

of white

Christmas.

woman’s

The

Tuesday

Pillsbury

contest.

classes,

The

Johnston is at home from Bath
holidays.

Carroll
for the

Bags

this

in

second in the class

Registered mail should be at
au hour before mail closes.

Tuesday -ParamountFilmCo. presents Vivian Martin in the 5-act play
“San Trail.”

of Ellsworth,Maine

J. Duffy’s
flock of Barred
Plymouth Rock hens has won the winter
egg-laying contest in that class for
Maine, with an average egg production
per hen of 15.7. There were twelve pens>

Days.

Bank with

Union ThusT Company

John

From Wbst—6.47 a m; 4.31 p m.
From East—11.11, a m; 6.24 pm.

Thursday and Friday—Fox Film Co. presents the 5-act play "Her One
Mistake.”

William Tell Flour, '* hbl.

A hint to the wise is sufficient.”

US.

school.

CHRISTMAS DAY—Paramount Film <’o. presents Sessue Hayakawa
iu the 5-act play “Call of the East."

Day.

“

MAILS RBCBIVBD.

Week

Matinee at 2:80 Christmas

every year.

her

former Bluehill woman, and a sister of
Mrs. Ward W. Wescott of Ellsworth. Mr.
Woodward is a graduate of Harvard law

effect, Nov. 2 7, 1918.

FELLOWS BUILDING

ODD

of

Shanghai, China.—AT. Y. Mail. Mrs.
Knapp, mother of the groom-elect, is a

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

Tn

home

planning what

The best and most substantial present is a bank
account with us, because it increases in value

mother in Camden, 9. C. Miss Winkler is a granddaughter of the late Gen. John D. Kennedy, one-time American consul at

cloudy

rain,cloudy

No doubt you are thinking and
to give for Christmas.

Miss Betty Winkler, daughter of Mrs.
Cornelius L. Wiukler of New York, will
become the bride of Sherman Woodward,
son of Mrs. Edward D.
Knapp, of Boston,
on the afternoon of December 28, at the

itation

afternoon
fair
clear
clear
fair

ST RLL8WORTH POSTOFFICB.

bijou theatre:

No. 52.

I

A.

Miss Alma

Burrill National bank
J A Haynes—Cash and carry
In bankruptcy—Edgar I Lord
Non-resident tax sales— Brooksville

“The Boys” Have Made Good Their Pledge

I

Neal, Southwest Harbor; censor,
Dr. J. H. Patten,(Bar Harbor; delegate,
Hodgkins, Ellsworth; alternate,
Dr. R. W. Wakefield, Bar Harbor.

Bijou theitre

ELLSWORTH, MAINE

) BNTKJBKD AS SBOOND CLASS HATTBB
AT THH BLLH WORTH POSTOXFICB.

1918.

Dr. Lewis

NKW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK

AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 25,

Telephone 149

ELLS’*ORTH
A

I____

Storage Battery Repairing
and

the

Recharging

Batteries Stored for Winter and
Given Froper ('art-

A
4i8St»

e

R. ROYAL

-t., next Court House. _:t iworth

I hlK

3fobrrtissrmmte.

«UrtJfTtt*rmfnt».

K Kit

\

ShipK*''
.loiinirtl
IVt.V* * « < \«0 l*M*
*
-*
«‘[Per**nal Uein»*i1*oeaeea” bv
Xaritit*

No Headache

H
N
York
is
if
there
I wonder
CaKtine

Here is an absolutely safe and reliable remedy for headache.
It acts in the RIGHT WAT by relieving the stomach, liver
and boivcls of impure matter that must be gotten out of the
system before permanent improvement can be assured. This
is accomplished promptly and agreeably by taking as directed a teaspoonful of the genuine “I*. F.” Atwood Medici: o, so long in use in New England homes. Follow in-

Co., Portland,

‘rHelpful

a

enjoying a

Hopeful.'

inpublic servant, a purveyor
formation and suggestion, a medium for the. in.
terchange of Ideas. Jl this capacity it solicits
communications, and Its success depends argufy

the support given it in this respect Cou»mun‘.cations must be signed, but cite name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to appro\al or
rejection by the ed'tor of the column, but none
will be rejected wtihout good nsason. Address
all communications to
The American.
ElNworth. Me.
OLD

FLAG.

Draw n like the rest to the window.
While the rallying drums passed by.
With the stars and stripes above them
Appealing to ear and eye,

And stirring the depths of feeling
In every thoughtful heart,
\V hen one cannot speak for its throbbing
And the witness tear-drops start
—

’mid a group of children
Woo had silently left their play,
One little lad * hose bearing
I have oft recalled to-day.
1

saw

He stood near bis little schoolmates
In careless ease and grace,
And radiant health aiul beauty
Met in his boyish face.
With an earnest impulsive gesture
When the dear old flag came nigh.
Was his cap uplifted
As though a king passed by.
“Twas a simple act yet its meaning
Was fraugut with reverence true;
And from my heart 1 blessed hi n
And prayed God bless mm, loo.

sway.
Sent by L.

—

Dear Aunt

Madge

and

It* rich body teem* with good flavor Eoch tip it
evidence of the superior care and skill exercised m its
•election, blending and roasting.

these ships, leaving their home
Brooksville before daylizfat in
their boat, reachingtbe shipyard in Cm*
worked

—

en

Weit

work alt

to,”

tine in time to “turn

day

a-t

These good points are uniformly assured—indefinitely
retained-by the sealed packages in which SUPER BA
Coffee is always packed and sold. Order of your dealer.
Saying SUPERBA Teas and Canned Goods at the
same time assures SUPERB quality.

task, calking, then row
back to their comfortable homes, a warm
supper and theito bed-many times too
was
weary to even sleep soundly. This

1

routine, day in and day oat, summer
Little wonder, then, that at
the age of sixty or seventy their backs
tbeir faces deeply
were
curved and
wrinkled, while neither could attain the
their

short eoc; il, w. inspected their
home and then started tor our

and winter.

erect

position
Anyone who tills
let

and

iron

bottom for

on a
a

tb«*t

youth

ever

used

deck

living

or

a

gave

E. T.

M. B. Sitters:

The poem I have sent to the column is a
great inspiration to me. lbe~ dear old

flag is dearer to aiy heart than ever.
Christinas will be lonely for many, but let
us count our many blessings ana be glad
that in the near future our soldier boys
will come home.
Kt-cently 1 heard from my nephew, Priv;
ir rank Trundy, vino w somewhere in
Jbiu. c. working at his occupation, blacksmithing. He is in the best of health, and
enjoying life, bur, f course, i- anxious to
We feel very proud of
get home again.
him, for he was anxious to go acrost to do

j

calking mala vessel’s

under

will understand

how

it will in time misshape the strongest of

Thanks for the poem and letter, L. E. T. men.
will all enjoy the following from
These were thoughts that came to roe us
Sadie.
read sod saw in last week’s Marine
I
Dear Aunt Madge and our Sister Mutuals
Well, Thanksgiving day of 1918 b*9 Journal sn article and illustration of an
come and gone, and the thought his come
automatic calking device, operated hv one
to me, what w ill happen a year brnee or
man, that was able to calk 3,200 lineal feet
when
we
be
where shall
Thanksgiving
rolls around next year. It is “all w ise” in cue day, white an expert calker, in the
that we do not kno-v what the future days I tutor to, with mullet usd cut icing
may bring us. As I sat down to my diniroo, did well if be covered 500 feet in u
ner w ith only one son and his son and
this machine was tested to
daughter, and one daughter and her day. Recently
daughter, (who, by the way, is Mrs. Laura its limit with an experienced operator .md
>
and
is
seas
across the
Kice. whose Dicky
assistant, who in thirty-four hours calked
other relatives, we were a merry gather13,000 feet single strand oakum, thereby
ing. A« l am an old timer, my thoughts
went back so many years ago when 1 was establishing a recordbf 3S2 feet p*r hour.
a happy little lassie.
1 had to tell them What would “Uncle Job” and “Uncle
about how Thanksgiving was kept in oldBob” Tspley, both of whom 1 remember
en times.
Our President says it is not
could they see, as we have, the
Thanksgiving
day now, it is Turkey- well, say,
day but turkeys are so scarce in this vicin- day the roost tiresome job iu the construcity w e have to make chickens and spare- tion of a ship—calking—was made comribs do.
easy?
My parent* used to keep large flocks paratively
But to return to our old friends, the
of turkeys and ge se so when the bomliys
came round (it whs before stoves wen
elder “brothers Tspley,” who passed away
heard ot) they wcHilri hang a :u key or some
years ago, both of whom had large
a
a
hardbefore
siring
blazing
goose oy
families.
Uncle R bert’s were all boy a.
wood fire with a pan to caicb the drippings and a long handled spoon to ba*te w hile Uncle Job’s were girls. The entire
with. There were uncles and aunts and ;
group were bright and intelligent, the
cousins, and w hile my mother ws* getting
latter’s young women lekiog care of the
the turkey ready l*»r the table and ihe
plum pudding boiled in a bag, my father stock and doing the chores of their farm,
concocted
while their father followed his trade in
eggnog. 1 know the recipe:
Hot milk, eggs, sugar, nutmeg, a piece
Castine in winter, and in summer, when
of butler and more or less of New England rum. It was not like the vile stuff ! nece**.-ar,y, he worked his farm with the
of lat^r years, but clear a- water. Wb>*n help of his girls, w hom he jocularly called
my molfcn r w as married her father gave “my boys.”
her as one
of her wedding presents j
ine omer reader# or tois publication are
a
a
decanter and twelve
tray, with
long stemmed
wine-glasses. She was more or Ie*s familiar with Uncle Robert's
choice
of
brought boy a, eight in Dumber, who becam*
them; only
very
them out on rare occasions. After they
a# soon a# they were able t-»
mariners
had drank a glass and some of tbein
sat
down to dinner, and climb aloft, after having learned the
more, they
necessity of the first rule ingoing loses:
Lilly and 1 had to wait.
Would they ever get through dinner!
keeping one hand for themselves and tbe
There was one old man, who had no retother for tbe ow tiers.” As we write, th
ail ves, that my parents always invited.
He wag the plainest man that 1 ever »aw. familiar faces of these eight Tapley brothBilly would get behind him and doable ers are before ua in one photograph pub
up his fists and make up faces to ma*e lisbed in this
paper, April 17, INCH, under
me laugh.
This took place many ye .rs
tbe title of “An Illustrious Family of
ago as i related to my children and grandchildren bow we lived at home. They Shipmasters,” viz :
Robert, William,
wire glad
they did not live in these Simeon, Abram, Thomas, John, Jerome
tinv*. 1 <aid wre did not have to use
Th litter is the only
and George Tapley.
substitutes and bad all the sugar we
besf hardy New fclngone living new.
wanted.
After dinner we had a treat of banana®, | laud mariners had ail been in charge of
oranges, grapes, cakes, candies, nuts. e*«
j fine vcaacla in their day, each owning an
sent to us by loving hands from away,
interest in them. The writer sailed before
who could not
be present.
Hope this the mast with four of them. Each wa«
will find the sisters well and happy.
every inch a sailor and the pride of niSadie.
many r iatives and the village they hailed
from.
Ed* n\ Dec. 16,1918.
Dear Aunt Madge and M. S Sitters:
Chris use* is hudosc here and w hile we !
Convincing “Argufiers.”
are doing ail we can to make the children
“Some men,** said Uncle Eben. “is
glad, for it isthe children’* ow n day, let
ns extend a helping uand and sympathy
such smart argufiers dat dey kin alto tbe ones w ho will feel sad and lonely,
most make you go back on somethin’
To ail those I wish aii the blessings of
you does understand an' believe someChristmas may be theirs.
thin’ you doesn’t.”
How we do rtjo.ee that peace is once
more on earth,
it seems to me that the
song the ange'ic host sang long ages ago
To feel sfcroD*. have good "ppefite am
to the shepherds most come to every one I
digestion, a’eep soundly and e» Juy life a«e
wiia a truer, deeper meaning, and may
Burdock Blood bitter", tbe fuuily *>y ien
never again such a strife as the w orld has
tome. Price * 25 -id rf.
witnessed be od eartb.

Mabel aud 1 are still diseussinglhe good
time we had at the reunion. Giad Aunt
Madge dir? not g*i »ck, arc! how proud 1
a ole.
ft it to sit mi btr
These hot rolls
she served were delicious; also the string
beans and many other good dishes. L
was so kind of her and Narcissus to remember
mother
with a generous
my
donation. She surely appreciate d it, and
would
gladly have been one of the
guests if her health would have permitted.
1 have not seen L'ncte
Aunt Maria,
Mark at Bocks port recently. Was there
and
when
1 went to the stable to
recently,
get my horse, the proprietor was out, ana
a man « bo wga-putling a handsome spaii
of horses in, kindly put my horse in the
wagon. I think it was your son.
ju*t
Last month Brother B. and I went to
Ellis.
the village clamming. Called on Laura of
This good sister, who is a sbul-in.
Lynn (she keeps house for Dell’s John) has so
and
aptly
sympathetically
and invited them to go with us. He had
expressed my own feelings in regard to
to go on an errand before going. She ac- i this Christmas season 1 want to endorse
companied us. Before we got our bucket ! every word of it.
full she went home, after
giving us a
I recommend heartily the
recipe for
strong invitation to have dinner when we j oatmeal bread sent by C. 1 have tro d it
got to their home. They gave us a royal and it ib excellent.
welcome. Capt. C. made one of his faCordial holiday greetings to all, and if
mous ciain stews, and she had made some
you do not all hear from rn» personally at
delicious biscuit out of w beat flour, and Christmas
time, be assured not one of you
served also among other good things. I is
Aunt Madge
forgotten bv

j

auu»ru&im

U. S. Fuel Administration Urges
Reclamation of All Waste

|

CASTORIA
F-T Infants and Children

!;i Use For Over 30 Yearc
Dears

tbe

Signature of

Mb

Thousand* of ton* of coal

reclaimed un<l

saved In
fuel bills If the householders of the nation will adopt the
simple, homely method of si ft g i
five
their
Altout
bucket
ashes.
fuls of coal are thrown away In the
ashes

each

seek

the wasteful
bucketful weighs

by

Each
householder.
about nineteen founds, and fresh nut
coal --old by the bucketful costs about
10 cents each. If this coal I* reclaimed

by Rifting the ashes. It would represent a saving of 80 cent* a week and
conserve just so much coal for the
dealer to supply other householders.
The Cnlted States Fuel Administration give* the following directions fur
reclaiming coal from ashes:

]

R ibert Conary, w ho has been
attending
Colby college, is spending the hoi ids 3 re_
cess

i

at

home.

Mies Liatie

spending

Conary

the winter

O. VV. Emerson,

of Biuahill Fails w
with her sister, Mrs.

R. I). Conary, who has been
spending a
days with hia sister, IIr». 0. W.
Emerson, has returned to South iitu>h-1
Dec. 18.
few

EAST FRANKLIN.
8. B. tlulbert. who has been
i-n.p.
in the Haiti shipyards, is at home.

.;

Kalnh Condon is home Irom Ha
',r,
been employed tv
,tra
Liiut. Warren Minton,olSeal:
w ,.n
la visiting his sister, Mrs, T. Llmd li-»udell.
where he baa

John U. Hardin n ts horre free p,
he baa been workirg hi s ■.‘nn-

where

yard.
Harvard Hooper and wife hr.
Watertille, where be :s at « ts
railroad.

,ed

to

Rvt.

Henry

Devena,

with

Woe-dee me ft.
his wife, is vis

be

,np
r

;

r

people here.
T. E. Hooper and wife are h m- (r m
E<st Machiaa. where they hate been 1, kiag for a camp crew.
Mr. and Mrs. Burns of Benton !!; >r,
Mu-b
are with
Mrs. Euros' daughter.
Up. Frank (olgrove, for the »

j

Lieut. Raymond W. Blaiadell In® trap
Taylor, Louisville, Ky., anil .V
!* •;«!
M. HlaisdeU, who is teaching n :‘eterhoro, N. Hi .* will spend Cbristm, «-tk
withlthcir parents here,
Dec. 16.

(j.

WEST

EDEN.

Mrs. Emma Lunt has gone

j

for

d

a

week.

a

Malcolm Peach and Mrs. IN
arc at B. T. Knowles'.

Oik

,1

Hill

Arthur
home

loved: therefore be it

Hadley

and

Raymond T:;j

froth Orono for the holidav

ire

*

Resolved: That we do extend to the he- j
y.
Harrj Dighton has gone t
reaved parents in this dark hour of afflic- |
Mass., for the winter to *us
plion the heartfelt sympathy of Keewayden lodge. No. 144, Knights of Pythias: yaret.
be it further
nMiss Muriel fripp has returns
Resolved: That our charter and book
of luw oe draped in black tor a period of lou to resume her school, after a ■'hot!
thirty days, and as soon as possible that vacation.
a memorial service be held in honor of
: s
George Mayo has returned hct.
bis memory.
Resolved: That a copy of these resolu- two weeks’ visit wilh his daughter in
tions be sent to the bereaved parents, that
Mass. He also visited Can 1
ven,
, Athol,
a copy be spread upon our records and n
where he baa a son in the trsioir t
amp.
be forwarded for publication in j
copy
Vi.
Thx. Elia worth American.
Dec 16.

j

Almost without exception domestic
water is provided in the cities of the
east by pumping plants which burn
coal.
Therefore, any of the hundred wavs
in which we habitually and commonly
waste water is a direct waste of coal.
So far as cold water Is concerned,
this is a very small waste Indeed, hut
it is a much more serious matter win re
hot water is commented, the United
States Fuel Administration points out.
A leaky tap on a hot water p!{n* will
waste several gallons of water—and
several pounds of coal—in an hour.
SEE THAT AI.l. VOUK WATER
PIPES AND FAUCETS ARE WITH
OUT LEAKS.
A little careful supervision In the
kitchen will often out In half the
Quantity of hot water used, with an
obvious saving In coaL
Likewise, many of us are spendthrifts when we get into a bathtub
and use two or three times us much
water as necessary for a perfectly
good hath.
Don't let the water run after you
have enough in the tub for a bath.

COALOGRAMS.

*

*

*

If you waste coal, some one
* else will have to do without.
* Save anthracite.

*

*

*

*

*
*
*
*

General Influenza’s forces defeated the anthracite coal miners
in their battle for big production.
Save what anthracite you have.

*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

The more wood you burn, the
less coal you need. Saw wood
and save anthracite.

*
*
*

Domestic sizes of anthracite

are

ex-

tremely short because of the cut In
production caused by the influenza
epidemic. There Is, however, plenty
of buckwheat size anthracite.
Every

& WHITNEY

C,RANGE SERVICE FLAG.

The usual weekly meeting of Harboraide grange at Forester’s ball Wednesday
A
evening. Dee. 11, was well attended.
feature of the evening was tbe displaying
of a service flag, which contains twentytwo stars. This means that nearly half of
tbe brothers of this grange have answered
tbe country's call and are now in service.
A gold star shines forth to represent the
glory of the supreme sacrifice made by
one brother.
As the flag was unfurled tbe
orchestra played "The Star Spangled Banner.’* Tbe program :
Paper on service flag.Nelson Perkins
Heading: “What to Do to the Kaiser,”

1

THROWN OUTDOSHS

Lamoine, report*

days with

—

W AST ED I! GT WATEH
IS SO fii'JCH GGAl

nation at

Mr*, n. L. Conary is spending 8
tew
her mother, Mrs. Allie
Stic.-,,,
in Sunset.

SOUTH BBOO&6VLLLE.

>

*
*
********************

WHITCOMB, HAYNES

roiling
good catch.
the

j

*

PWiilrd accord 10;- to
U. S. Food RegulUions

COUNTY NEWS

Ashes.
rtha Smith
Shake the 6ffter until all the dust* Patriotic paper.. Philip Urav
Music.1...
Orchestra
like particles fall through.
You will
Tableau, “An Old Patriot, his Wife
then have left In your sifter a mix* |
ana Family.**
ture of Mack and white-covered pie*****
Heading: “Bill’s Mistake,”
Iva Huntington
of coal and probably a few clinker*
Patriotic paper.Beth Condon
and pieces of stone.
Music.Orchestra
Pick out and throw away all stone. Stump speech. 1 !well Cha.to
Do not throw away clinkers unb-ss j Tableau: 4*The Triumph of Democracy
over Autocracy.”
C»ul :
they are thoroughly burned.
Heading: “Tbe Flag in France,”
will often fuse in such a manner that
Hattie Hah
j
‘he part in the center is not bum* <1. j Music.Orchestra
Hecitatiou:
“in
Flanders
Field.”
Kreak clinkers apart, and if there is
Philip Gray
is j
any black substance in them it
Bong.Beth and Henry «. ondon
carbon, and they can be burned o%er Remarks on Camp Devens..Nelson Perkins
Remarks on camp life in 8 A T Cat 1
again.
of M.Morris Chatto
White chunks generally contain a
Closing
song, “Columbia”
large amount of carbon, though their
Tbe sen ice flag w as purchased some
covering might be soft and have Hie f
time ago, but the closing order issued by
Do not throw
appearance of pshes.
the board of health, for the jrevention of
them away.
tbe unfurling of the
Coal
thus
recovered
should
be j influenza, delayed
at an earlier date.
spread on the ground and sprinkled flag
Dec. 18.
Spec.
with water. This will open the seams
ui the coal, and when it is placed in
BLU&HLLJL.
the heater the fire will reach and tgMEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
uite the unused carbon.
Again »t has pleased tbe Divine Chan
It is better not to mix the coal thus
*
reclaimed with fresh coaL Keep it in cellor in His isdotn to remove a beloved
brother, WilliamC\ Dodge,thereby breaka separate pile.
ing those ties of fraternity and’ mutual
Reclaimed coal should generally t>« affection which hind us one to the other.
Whereas: Our departed brother ha*
used on a red hot fire, although ft ran
also be used in banking a fire at night proven true to the highe.'t principles of
Pythian Knighthood and in thus making
U. S. Fuel Administration.
the supreme sacrifice m the laying down
of his life on tbe altar of freedom and in
defense of his country, he has brought
lasting honor to the fraternity that he
How to Sift

*

DAISY baker

NtU*.

lie

can

proj>ortlnriate dollar*

********************
*
*

“Mr. Hoover says we must guard
our flour supply, so I am
guarding
WILLIAM TELL. I don’t know
what we would do without it,
‘cause Mother won’t use anything
else. She says it’s the best and
the “saving-est” flour there is.”

CO.

to Aid Fuel Situation.

>

Aivrays

ft ILUKtN-TOMLIN SON

tbtm.

j

God bless the boy aud the mother.
Whom he honored thus to-day,
And grant that soon our nation’s fl‘?g
resumes its

of

[

No need to ask of the future
W bat bis manhood’s prime shall be.
Whose childhood bears his country’s flag
Such reverent loyalty.

In peace

some

You

on

DEAB

where

and

shipbuilding port,

in

1 hope, sisters, that you will each do
your part to beip Aunt Madge this winter.
Kemetnh r, she has tier home duties to
perform, and she is patient and never
scold* her meets for not giving: their valuable aid.
May the sisters and Aunt
Madge enj \v a happy Christmas and a
L. E. T.
prosperous New Year.

U9e—a

THE

h

finest ships that sailed the ocean, such
us the Ostervsldt, Pica* une, Cssiiue and
others, were built. The Tapley brothers

preserve, which is easily prepared and far better than citron. After
doing justice to the delicious dinner and

The purposes of this column are sucdnc y
I
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mm
benefit, ami alms to be helpful and bopefui
Being for the common good. It is for the com
mon

»o

[

d

the

pumpkin

HAWK"

and

l*v.-s<

that back-breaking

,e«

Its Motto:

anyone

BwofceviHe,

West

K

*^«w

• *

'writer's* native village] who remember*
brotbem, expert calkers. feimltert.v
c-ited "Unde Robert” and "Unci*? Job*’
Tupley, nt m time when Cast me ww* quite

Me.

fflutual Benefit Column.
EDITED BT **4CST

Sf**

two

structions on the bottle and g'-t into condition to enjoy your
■work. This is a money saving remedy, for it will cost you
only one cent a dose, 50 cents for 60 doses, to get well and
stay well. Ask your dealer for “L. F."s, prepared by the
L. !■’. Medicine

or

»****••■

householder should use -5 per cent,
buckwheat, which costs him less than
stove sizea.
Soot spoils your draft and m.-ltrs for
wasted coal.
an 1
Keep your ..a
and save anthracite.

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

Death has again entered
removed from our midst.
lieu el be it
Rt salted, That
ei*ler, Mountain

in

the

SUTTON.

order and :
Sister Nettie

our

death

of

Massapaqua grange
Wednesday evening,

Officers of

b«

Jan.

1.

ripurlmg
Ogunquit.

The schooner

Herbert

Portland, landed
islands and proceeded to
from

is

Lor.:
t rt.:

:

Steut
ahe met with trouble about la
account office. She • ill be ha

»

Northeast Harbor.

Dec. ltt.

SUnttumAB*
IKY THIS TO BANISH

!
I
will

Thelma

school in

lives in the hearts of Her friends.
Resolved, That these expressions of
sorrow U forwerdt-d to the family snti
to
The
Ellsworth
for
American
publication, also a copy be written on
our records, and oar charter be draped
in mourning for thirty days.
“Just beyond the golden portals,
Free from every sorrow's sigh.
Where there comes no pain or parting,
We shall meet her bye and bye.”

SOUTH BLUEBELL.

abort vacation.

Mias

h

worthy member, who was highly respeeled by ail.
Reoired, That in the loss of our sister
from car temporal gatherings, she still

installed

on *

our

liebekah Ic-^ge .'oaea

home

Lawrence and Philip Bunktr

ALL RHEUMATIC

PAINS

lor
People wbo have been tormented
to
even so crippled that
years —yea,
n»
quested to bring >ie and cake.
were unable
to help tbenwelres
hea*
to robust
bach
been brought
MF.MCR1AL RESOLUTIONS.
of
the
through
mighty power
MViereaa. The silent messenger ha* ; Eheuma acts with apeed; it
again entered our lodge and removed front a few days the relief you have
<•
our midst our soldier brother, William C.
It antagonizes the poisons tbai
Dodge, therefore be it
and pain in the joints and
sgooy
Resolved, That in the death of our and quickly the torturing soreness
brother while in our country’s service,
pletely disappears.
>
Massapaqua grange has lost an honored
It is a harmless and inexpensive
it
member. In bis honor we add a gold star
jut sure and certain, because
d
to our service flag and in our hearts payrheumatisms
forced
that has
J
liacovery
tribute to his valor.
sciatica to yield and disappear.
■
Resolved, That as a grange we extend
treatment. to-d»>.
He (tin (be
Kheuma irwiwon
ine uneunia
neitin
our beirtfelt sympathy to the bereaved
r you do not get the joyful relief you
ones.
ect, your money will be returned.
^
Resolved, That our charter he draped
J. Alexander always has a supply
for a period of thirty days, that a copy of
uarantees it to you.
these resolutions be spread on our records,
a copy sent to the parents and a copy sent
to the Bangor News and Ellsworth
American for putlication.
Of TOUT Grocer. HirdnX*
Heeler or C
Be sure and gel a SwaSJ
BUNBBINE.
Bean 1’ot and enjoy
*
e *
baked Beans.
Olive MvConary has resigned as postbake beans as »■•»
Pot
mistress.
Swaie) Beaa
Name on every oar.
W. I. Conary and Emery Buckminster,
Portland, MrE. SWASEY it CO.,
who have been dragging for flounders near

Supper

will

be

served. Members

are

re-

I

—

j

Rheumy

brs,*yfnr

J

low

V,

»*'>■»

Buy Swasey

Bean

Pot8

rookeryJ*’

“This is what I take for a cough
sore throat: Kemp’s Balsam,

or

and you can
quick. rene
to
it
give
pend upon
It’s guaranteed. I’ve used Jt tor year
and always
ana
keep a ueimt on liana.
always Keep
Sold by druggists everywhere.

isn’t

disagreeable,

bottle^

.y

SIGHT BOMBING
VIVID WORD PICTURE BY FOR
MER ELLSWORTH BOY.
WITH THE FLYING SQUADRON IN RAID
ON GERMAN BASE AT ZBBRCGQB—
DODGING 8KARCHLIGUT8
AND “ARCHIES.”

Belgium, Nov. 16,ibis
near

wish

I

could

us

ntter, the engineers cnplace of bombs. etc., and
secure
the city,
Uje advance patrols to
Scon

—««g.

to clear the

ttrtd

troops have been sent through
retreating German army,
being rushed in for the

then

t

jj,

to fellow up the
are
si id a applies

Belgian people.
<uoh

welcome

a

to

Americans,

as

we

through the city! Thousands of
p,op'e showered us with flowers and flags,
and reached out their bands to grasp ours,
utiog: “Vive r Amerique,” “America
Forever." it was a great day for the citijena f Ghent, for their mayor also returned to the city from Germany, where
hf ha 1 keen a prisoner during the war.
1 never saw’ such deep, sincere joy, and
It was
oc* cannot describe it in words.
only after talking with the people and
bearing them tell about the last four and
one-half years that I could realize the
dr

e

And of every one,
tbe most

Joyous expressions.
received
They can’t say enough

of their

significance

joyfully.

an

American is

thanks and gratitude, and one splendid
Belgian lady whom I met told me about
the wonderful work which tbe commisBhe
sion for the relief in Belgium did.
iu

has had charge of the food distribution in
Ghent (her husband was a banker and
was

and her

deported,

had been in the

son

army for four years and she bad never
been able to hear from him until he came
home at the end). 1 was especially interested to hear positively that all the
food and

provisions

which

this

commn*

brought*to Belgium went to the Bela
kina tieople— the Germans did not get
si.

bit.

Well, the city looks prosperous again,
people bave dug up their belongings
from the ground, where everything of
value baa been hidden, and the cathedral
the

ami

famous

other

buildings

un-

are

touched. l'be cathedral is the most beautiful one I have yet seen. Salisbury had
the finest 1 saw in England, but the one
in Ghent ia finer, 1 think, and l appreciate
much

fo

to

opportunity

the

them.

see

shall study up all
father’s books on architecture, and although ! am seeing these fine works in
quite ignorance now, still the subsequent
study will be even more interesting, and
in the end more instructive, I believe.
When l return home I

of

thing which did not escape my
the number of pretty girls in
the city. It would never do for me to
selected
stay m Ghent very tong—I simply
the prettiest, and mothers, daughters, sisAnother

notice

was

greeted

ters and wives

us

just

you will

as

get home. It is a fact,
would tell us why, and it
was easy to understand.
They treated us
war
as if each, individually, had won the
for them, but it ia a certainty that the
commission for the relief in Belgium deWithserves a tremendous lot of credit.
out that help, the people say they never
greet tne when
aud then they

1

could have existed.
I am so glad I bave

come

to

know

the

a
Belgian people so closely, for it corrects
I w’as given by
very wrong impression

certain of
overseas.

shortly afler I came
Havin^geen them, my impresour

lighted

we

until

we

and

To Be No Slump in the Demand
for Labor.

were

possible, which

Devastated

Europe Will Look
United States to Help
Rebuild.

did, and got

we

is

just

allies

w

to

Last Resting
Places of Yanks.
Guard

shortly

before 1

saw a

handley

fall with

a

of bombs, catch fire and blow to
kingdom come, and not a man was killed
or even severely hurt.
Well, aside irom all the more serious
side of flying over the lines at night, it
it \s,i» h beautiful sight. The Germans
sent all sorts of stuff up at us, star shells,
like Homan
green bills, which look

facturod goods, raw material and machinery in great quantities. So will
Italy and the Scandinavian countries.
George E. Roberts of the National
City bunk maintains that the United
Stntes will pass out of the war period
with more wealth than she possessed
candies in series, and coil their way up
before the conflict began. There has
into the sky like a fiery snake. They are
been much scientific development of
designed to illuminate us, and if possible
and agriculture has been
Industry,
to set the machines on fire, but 1 always
stimulated as never before.
he'ieved they helped us more than the
There Is no obstacle, he thinks,
Bocbe, for they lighted up the ground to a continuance of business activity
wonderfully, and it seemed as though i
except the difficulty of readjusting
they invariably sent them up just at the business to a
peace basis. This obstawe were ready to drop our
time when
is great but surmountable.
cle
boi.bs. It was at all times great sport to
maneuver out of the lights, and many
a time 1 hive burst out laughing to see
the loug beams of light a*etp right across
HE SURE IS A BIG
and past us without seeing us, or on other
MAN AT THE FRONT
occasions search around after they bad
aheld us in tne lights for a time, and then
•
mule
a
Topeka, Kan.—Is
lost u>*. It was a good game of hide and
•
•
driver essential to the winning
seek.
2 of the war? This is the prob- •
I was interested to hear the report of
» lem before the Industrial
adthe bombing we did on the first trip we
•
vlsory board of the First dls- dmade over the lines from thi9 group
•
trict. It was the first case to
(squadron N.». 1, U. S. N. A. F.) The in•
•
come before the board. The mule
telligence otti.-e reports that the bombs
driver claims his work is essenblew up part of the traiu that Ludendorff
i> tlal to the operation of a Kanwas on, which had backed into a siding
•
sas mine.
for shelter duriug the raid. Well, I didn't j
*
•
•
see the old fellow running for a dug-out, !
nor did I even know his train was there, j

£

asked about some of the parties—I
the siege with
was at
Ostend during
squadron 214 (Hi A. F.) and of course the
whole thing was quite one-sided, for the
Germans were retreating and there was
little opposition from hostile scouts, or

barrage from “Archie,” but
plenty to see, looking down at

there
the

was

firing

from the fleet, and the allied bombs bursting. It was all interesting, but by far the
most exciting night I had was in midsummer, while with 214 we dew to Bruges
from

to bomb the docks.
We approached
the south, following the Bruges-fhorout
track, and it was fun to watch the search-

lights pop up here and there on the
ground around, until soon we were in a
maze of white beams of light which would
heavens for us, sometimes

search the

us completely, and then pass
without having seen us.
But before very long one “old bugger”
caught us and held us, and then every

they insist tnat it was, far be it j
TAKE PRISONERS IN AIRPLANE
Now that the war
from me to disagree.
is over and won, I suppose it does no harm
British Flyers Round Up Sixty-Five
for them to kid us along.
Huns and Herd Them Into
I hope you are well aud happy, for I am.
Camp.
I hope l shall see you before very long.
but if

Miss Alice Uoss, who has been teaching at Eagle island, is home.
Miss Flora Davis has gone to Swan’s
Island to visit her sister, Mrs. Stanley.

SCOTS EMI

Velina

school, lor their vacation. Miss JSylvia
has been ill since her arrival.
The Sunbeam has arrived with nine
cords ol wood lor the church, parsonage
and schoolhouse. .The ladies here gave
to the men and boys who
a supper
delivered the wood at the buildings.
GDec. 23.
BLUEHILL FALLS.

others

reached

their long tentacles out and fastened on
us.
Then “Archie,” of course, started,
and we could see its red flashes pop
np around on the ground, and then hear
small noise near us like a hand-clap and
see little red flashes over, under and

a

beside us, which looked like stars—the
ahella bursting.
Until we were up to the city our
motors roared, but suddenly, a9 soon as
*e could
get out of the search-lights,
by diving, side-slipping, etc., our motors
were throttled down and we went into
1
thouquiet glide from about ten
over
sand feet to about six thousand,
the city. Then,
when we were over
our objective,
would
we
pull the
toggle and release our bombs, and
while the motors were roaring forth
•gain, and we were “buggering off” by
higgling through the search-lights, we
would watch our bombs burst on the
docks (and they were easy to distinguish
because ot their prolonged red glow)
When we were lucky we would see a Are

Clark

Bridges

on a

twenty days’

furlough.
Colomy spent
recently.
Mrs.

a

week in Oceanville

j
i

Wednesday
Mrs. Lula Candage
with
Irom Boston, alter a lew days there
triends.
K. D. Conary arrived home Friday, alter
three weeks at Deer Isle with
came

spending
relatives.

Miss Lizzie Conary has gone to Sunshine
Mrs.
to spend the winter with her sister,
Emerson.

Dec. 18.

__Crumbs
has

gone to Lowell,

Mass., where he has employment.
lor

Bridges, who is at Green Lake
the winter, spent Sunday at home.
BrooksMrs. Ida Wardwell has gone to
M. F.

nurse.
ville, where she is employed as
are reMr. and Mrs. Harold Perkins
birth ol
ceiving congratulations upon the
a daughter, born Dec. 10.

Dec. 16.

W OODLOCKE.

TO

REBURY

Elaborate Burial Rites Will
Transfer of Bones of

DEAD
Mark

Chippewas.
Superior, Wis.—Chippewa Indians
are preparing for elaborate burial rites
to be held at a cemetery here where
the bones of nearly 200 of their tribesmen have been interred again after being removed from their former resting
place near the harbor. The old Indian
burial ground is being converted into

ish In the recent advance.
Flying fairly low, seeking parties
of Germans or war material to bomb, i
two officers in one machine were fired
upon from a sunken road. The pilot
dived and the airplane machine quickly accounted for four Germans. Very
quickly the Germans hoisted a white the site for an industrial concern and
|I
flag In token of surrender.
the company engaged in the work is
The airmen were in a dilemma, as
the skeletons of the red men
placing
j
there was no British infantry in the in the new
cemetery.
vicinity. They descended to 50 feet,
however, and ordered the Germans out
SEIZE
VESSELS
of the road—05 of them In all. They TO
obeyed. Then rounding up the party,
the airmen directed them toward the Officers in Washington Take Drastic
Steps to Stop Traffic in
British lines. They circled over them
Booze.
with the ever^menacing bombs and
machine guns until they encountered a
Wash.—Vessels
that bring
Hoquiam,
party of British, who took the entire
S liquor into this port will be seized unlot to a prisoners’ cage.
1
til those responsible are punished, according to a decision of police authorDUTCH TAKE TO BAGPIPES ities here. Automobiles and other conveyances that carry Intoxicants will be
Craze In Hol- confiscated. As fines and
Imprisonment
land and People Can't Get
have failed to check the traffic, officers
Enough.
| have decided to take this drastic action, which is made legal by provisions
the
Is
all
London.—Doedelzakspeel
of the prohibition act.
rage at The Hague.
Doedelzakspeel Is Dutch for bag- t^tm**********************

pipes.

Some of the British released prishave brought the bagpipes, and
their kilties, through Holland—anil
Doedelzakspeel has become the jazz
band of the nation,
No cabaret Is complete without it,
and highland flings are flung about the
oners

j

|

restaurants of the white light district
with the same abandon Broadway
knew when the tango was ut its highest.

PENOBSCOT.

Maynard Perkins

INDIANS

FRANCE HAS MORE
MEN THAN JOBS
Returning Army to
Brings Problems

Near Beer Too Near.
that was
Pittsburgh, Pi -Near
too near brought warrants to nearly
400 proprietors of drug stores, groceries and soda fountains in the East
warrants
The
section.
Liberty
charged selling liquor without a license. It was said that the near beer
contained more alcohol than In the
real article.

l^er

Light Wire
| Grounded
Makes Peculiar Catch
*

Henry
Mechanlcsburg. O.
Stanley insists that this is a
—

“true” story.
linemen.

It Is about three-

coming across the
Hopkins’ country
home. Noting the lights had become dim they looked around for
They

field

were

near

the cause.
distance
Some
they
away
found a wire down with the insulation worn off at three places.
Hanging to the wire were a
coon, an opossum and a ground-

hog.
Another
trouble.

case

of

“element”

|*»»»»»»**»*****»»4 *******

Civil

Life

Unlike

Those in U. S.

L

M

An

Notice

Important

The home service

department

liflerent Country.

of the Red

Cross

brings to the attention of all men
discharged from the service the following
points regarding government insurance:
It is impossible to over-emphasize the
advantage of keeping this insurance in
force. If the right to continue it is lost,
the holder cannot

again

obtain insurance

except from private companies, at

in-

an

Moreover,

many of the
uninsurable as a

in cost.

may have become
result of the war, through physical impairment, and if they drop this insurance,

they will
Labor Readjustment Is Subject of
Greater Importance in France
Than in Any Other Bel-

Returned

to

Soldiers and Sailors.

men

WORKSHOPS ARE WIPED OUT

i>42

GOVERNMKN I INSURANCE.

crease

opportunity for

lose the last

protection.

ibeir families to have such

premiums

Unless
one

paid

are

days after the insured

active

will

insurance

service,

thirty-

within

be in

ceases to

lapse.

money orders should be made
treasurer of the United
States and ‘cut direct to the Bureau of
War Risk Insurance, Attention of Iusur-

Checks

or

payable to the

Paris.—Readjustment of labor after
demobilization looms as the biggest
after-tbe-war question in France.
A committee of members of the
French chamber of deputies has officially asked the government what
steps toward labor reconstruction are
to be taken.
Appointment of a commission to
study the question has just been announced.
Labor readjustment is a subject of
greater importance in France than in
any other belligerent country—outside
of Belgium, perhaps—because so many
factories and commercial enterprises
have been destroyed by the war.
Workshops Are Wiped Out.
When the soldiers are demobilized
great number will not be able to
return to the work in which they were
engaged before the war. Their workshops have been wiped out.
Many others who have been employed on war work in munitions
plants will be thrown out of employment. For such concerns will have to
shut down while they adapt themselves, many of them slowly, to a
peace-time line of manufacture.
Another class of men, who have
been away at the front four years,
will find no places open because they
have been replaced by other labor—■
a

women, in

numerous

cases.

The government faces the problems
having more men on its hands than
it has jobs. A quick solution is imperative, according to the view of
prominent labor leaders.
“Every other country except France
has thought about this matter,” said
Emmanuel Brousse, a Frencl) deputy
and a member of the newly appointed
labor adjustment commission.
“Britain has been working on the
labor question for a long time. Twenty-five commissions composed of specialists in various Hues have prepared
solution.
“Germany had its after-war program
definitely mapped out. First the men
who In civil life were engaged in such
occupations as technical, commercial,
and
financial
industrial,
transport
were to be freed from army service.
Other kinds of workmen were to be
a

demobilized successively.
“France must not lose a moment in
mapping out its labor readjustment
plan. Otherwise there will be a social

catastrophe.”
Labor leaders In France point also
to the preparations in America for
distributing farming land to demobilized soldiers. But they remark that
this method of finding something for
the ex-soldier to do is closed to the
French.
Land Cultivated Intensively.
France has no vast unoccupied lands
as the United States has, except in its
All of
northern African colonies.
France is cultivated intensively, leaving none for reclamation by demobilAnd it is calculated
ized soldiers.
that few will want to leave their own
country for the purpose of coloniza-

Department,

nce
Treasury
Section,
Washington. D. C.

will

War Risk Insurance Bureau
under certain

The

„'rant reinstatement

con-

made within
;t application is
months after the date o‘. 1 ip.-e. Whi n
nsurance has been allowed to lapee in

ditions
ix

be hhny instance, the insured will
sistfcd in being reinstated by the home
sei io« of the Red Cross.

bolding

Every person

insurance

this

nay keep it tip for a period of five years
if ter peace is proclam d by the President,
f
premiums,
pay mem
upon regular
sot later than five years after the termi>ation of the war, this term insurance
nay be converted without medical exmi nation into such other form of inmay be prescribed by reguas the insured may request.
'm accordance with the provisions of the
law, these regulations will provide for the
as

u ranee

ationq and

right to convert into ordinary life,
twenty-payment life, endowment maturing at age of sixty-two, and into other
usual forms of insurance, but it will
continue to be government insurance.
to
Before allowing
your insurance
lapse, consult ycur home service. Advance
sent to them

notice will be

government arranges
policies: Rev. R. B.

the

as soon as

the

forms

of

new

Mathews of
of

chairman

the

is

worth

E'lshome

the

for Hancock

department

service

of

“Doedeizakspeel"*Latest

___

is home

rescuing ships.

'•*&

Emulsion for Increased Strength.
Try Soott’s
Scott & Bowne. Bloomfield. N. J.

LIQUOR

Miss Sylvia and Etta Lunt have returned
from Camden, where they atteud high

on

)

sr

The energizing properties of Scott’s have been
proved in thousands of homes nearly everywhere.
The habit of using Scott’s regularly at trying periods
as a means of building up strength and thwarting
weakness is a habit well worth cultivating.

|

her

Sargent has
school here and returned to Sutton.
Mrs.

Dublin.—A. J. Cone, an American,
praised by the survivors of the
Leinster, which was torpedoed by the
Huns on the day they started their
overtures for armistice.
He is said to have spared no efforts to stay the alarm and confusion
which ensued when the first torpedo
struck the vessel. He passed out life
preservers and worked incessantly at
the boats to get the women and children away from the big ship in the
•
lifeboats.
He was assisting at one of the small
boats, when the second torpedo struck
the ship. Mr. Cone was thrown down.
When he attempted to rise he found
j
Both his
had
; himself disabled.
j> been broken by the shock. legs
Then he rolled himself to the edge
of the deck, worked his way through
the guard and dropped into the water. He was picked up by one of the
is

]

FKENCHBORO.

PRAISED

J. Cone
Distinguishes Himself
When Leinster Is Torpedoed
by Huns.

—

why I have had one of the most interestthe past
ing experiences of my life during

closed

A.

With the British Array In France
Airplanes can be used for capturing
infantry. It was proved by the Brit-

me

would catch

seventy-five

2

2

few weeks.

You

2
2

2

be with you all again, and secure in business, but i am at the same time in no immediate hurrv to get back.

you

5

1

BRAVERY OF YANKS

..

v

—

living.

ton

think that Andover had beaten Exeter
about 70 0, and some time 1 will tell you

Paris.
Americans will have no
trouble In finding the graves of relatives who fell on the field of battle in
France, after they obtain from the
craves registry bureau the locution of
he Interment,
The French are taking excellent care
of the last resting places of Americans.
Crosses with name plates have
been erected over the burial places of
every identified man that bus fallen.
Usually the steel helmet of the
man—and it generally has his name
written on the hatband—has been
placed on the g ave, together, with his
bayonet, thrust into the earth as a
sort of foot stone.
Often his canteen
and cartridge belt have been hung
from the cross.
An Identity disk is nailed to the
cross, and sometimes papers describing his identity and how he fell have
been placed in a corked bottle, the
neck of which is imbedded in the
earth.
There is no danger that French civilians in the regions where the men
are buried will appropriate any of
these articles as souvenirs. Four long
years of war, with the discarded equipment of Germans, British and French
scattered over the terrain has purged
them of all desire or longing for souvenirs.
Civilians returning to their shellshattered homes have found their front
gardens converted into a cemetery of
three or four graves. But the graves
have not been molested, on the other
hand, they are kept up by civilians,
who keep the edges trimmed and a
spray of flowers or leaves on the
mound.
Even the children respect the burial
places, and while they nmy pick up
bayonets or grenades that they find In
the fields they never touch the equipment placed on the graves.

r

Robustness to many is almost entir
matter of habit, the habit of taking care
consistent use of

Americans Will Have No DifficuPy in
Finding Graves of
Relatives.

New York.—Jobs- for all will be had
for the asking In the period of the
world's reconstruction. There's to be
we had our finre
lighted and could not
no slump in th"
extinguish it, and about two minutes
demand for labor.
It has been estlnrated that no fewer
fter we were out of the machine he
than 10,000,000 men have been killed
circled over and dropped three
daisy in
Europe. The»United States, which
“cutters,” we call them (a twenty-five
has not lost 15,1X10 men, must make
pound bomb which has the disagreeable
good this huge labor loss.
habit of bursting laterally and
is very
Devastated Europe will look to the
destructive, especially to life.) But he
United States for help to rebuild. We
did not come very near us, and all the
must finance this big job and supply
time the fort near by was setting up a
lively barrage, and he then “ouggered the materials and tools.
off.”
According to M. Tardieu, French
j
high commissioner, it will take two
The night of August 20 we were flying
in a Caprnni, and only could make about
years to get the French coal mines in
seven thousand feet, which was a
fairly working order and ten years to put
them In prewar condition. To recone.isy mark for the west ends batteries at
struct private homes alone will rethe lines. We were going to Zebrugge that
night, but w. re forced to return shortly quire the work of 100,000 men for 20
after we had crossed the lines, and do our
years.
best to make a decent landing somewhere.
Prof. Van den Ven of Louvain, now
We got as far as Fort Mardyck, near Dunin the United States, says the war
kirk, and we had our difficulties there, losses of Belgium total approximately
because the Germans were sbeiling the
$4,000,000,000. Before the drive more
city with the long-range gun from Nieu- than 45,000 buildings had been deport, ami from German cruisers out at sea stroyed. Practically all the Important
and from German planes above. To come
factories have been robbed of their
down through that and the barrage which
machinery, and, in many cases, not
our own batteries had set up was very
only the walls razed but the very founconfusing, and the trouble was increased dations destroyed.
The machinery was shipped to Gerby the fact that the people on the ground
would put out no laudmg-lights for us.
many. Towns and villages have been
We had our Holt flare lighted, but conwrecked. Farms have been robbed of
sidering the confusion and, our engines, all live stock.
Miles of interurban
which were running badly, it is little
railroads have been torn up and
wonder that we dived into the ground
shipped to Germany.
and completely wrecked the machine.
The problem is first to keep alive
main
was
that
the
luck
came
Where the
the population released by Germany;
landed
for
we
had
did
catch
chine
not
fire,
second, to reconstruct the industrial
for
with a ton of bombs. Luck it is,
machine so the people can make a

aud go to Antwerp and Brussels.
1 understand that there is a very good
chance of our being sent home soon. Of
know how happy I will be to
course

°ne of about

French

from the machine as quickly as
possible, for you see a Boche scout had
followed us home and attacked us when

hat'll was when I left home—
that they are a thrifty, democratic and
healthy people in all ways. One cannot Lots of love to you both from
David.
judge a country by the worst element in
it, and ignore the good. 1 only wish I
p. S.—The
night the armistice was
could spend several months around here signed I was in a celebratiou that made

sion

THE GROWTH OF HAII

our

navigation lights
everihiug went tine
ready to laud. We had
lighted our Holt landing-flare and were
about a hundred feet from the
ground,
wh*.i
we
heard, out of the' darkness,
tne familiar pat,
pit, pat, pat, of a
machine gun, hut there wus
nothing
better to do than take it, and land as
side,

our

^'’rrtiarn' nits.

ALL WILL GET JOBS

away

been with

have

v,>terd«y and seen the reception we received when we entered the city of Ghent,
with several regi ents of Belgian cavalry
The Germans evacuated
and artillery.
(ibenl last Sunday night and Monday
p,

line*,

<*n

soon as

Mother and Sitter:
\ou

i*rrnk out, as
did on thin special
night raid.
lost night, after we had crossed the

county.

A W Ait ORPHi.N,

Many Americans Finding Pleasure iu
Self-Imposed Obligation.
Many American

and

ir.eu

or a

in the

a

for

care

ear.
This, ith what the
rntnent adds, is sufficient

hildwith

its

mother.

given

is

{36.50

fatherless child of France

a

w

hild

to care

It costb

wafiorphan.

French

are

women

finding'pleasure—yea, happiness,
hiigation taken upon themselves

The

one

French govto keep the
name

of the

person paying this

each

writes.
um, and in a few weekB the child
Other letters follow, hack and forth,
hotographs are exchanged, perhaps, and
hat was at first an impersonal benevointi■nce, soon becomes a very real and
nate personal attachment, binding hearts

-get her.

child in
“Mamaa! Mainan!
V letter has come from the lady iu Amerkindest
a, and she says the deareBt,
ords, and she says she loves me. And,
And the
laman, oh! how 1 love her.
she sent, and
noney came yesterday that
Can

you

that excited

picture

exclaiming:

'ranee

invite Lucie to eat with ns to-day?
no godmother, and her mother is
ck and she has scarcely anything to eat.
io you think some one in America might

an we

he has

ant

her, too?”

To
’ierre

the little Lucie, and
whose brave lathers

Jean,

and

have

died

America as well as France, will you
ot be the beloved Amerioan godmother?
n
thankfulness that your dear boy is
back, will you not help these

nr

uniing
oor

children

whose

fathers will

never

turn?
Ten cents

keeps

a

for

child

month; {36.50 for
tioold be made payable

or a

a

day;

f3

year. Checks
to the “Fathera

tion.
Subscriptions
ess Children of France.”
HanG. H. Roberts, Eritlsh minister of
nyahle by year, month or quarter.
interested
may receive
ock count} people
labor, recently discussed xthis subject
1 information necessary by communibefore an audience of British soldiers
iting w ith Mrs. Georgia Pulsifer Potter,
at the British Army and Navy Leave Oldtown.
club in Paris.
The British minister said temporarWEST TREMONT.
ily unemployment difficulties of demoEdmund B. Reed, jr„ and B. B. Reed,
bilized soldiers would be met by a
jr., are home from Bucksport seminary
free out-of-work donation covering a
for the Christmas recess.
period of 12 months after discharge.
Mrs. Emma A. Reed has gone to
This will be additional to the month’s
Mass., to spend the winter
Arlington,
furlough given each man on his diswith her daughters and sou.
charge, during which time pay and alLeslie Gott and wile, who spent the
lowances are to be continued.
are home for
The skilled workman among British past season in Rockland,
Mr. Gott has been away for
soldiers, Roberts said, is safeguarded the winter.
than a year.
by the munitions of war act. giving more
Mrs. I.ouia Romer, with son Daniel,
him the assurance of reinstatement in
has gone to Gloucester, Mass., to spend
Committees, he said
employment.
Her sister.
would establish employment agencies ChriBtmas with her husband.
will
1
MrB. Perry Robbins of McKinley,
| in all cities and everything possiblf care for
her twin girls, Margaret and
would be done to make labor resettle
Mary.
I ment as speedy and smooth as possi
Thelma.
Dec. 23.
ble.

|

system for second-class mail. “Miserable incompetency,” is the term applied to the poaUitfi re department by
He said: “The
Senator Hitchcock.

(The Orllswortf) American
PUB! ISHED

EVERY

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

only explanation for the failure to
deliver mail to soldiers in France and
for the failure of the letters of soldiers
in France to be delivered to their
families in this country is, in my

ELL8WORR. MAINE
HANCOCK COUNTY

PUBLISHING CO.

It
rank incompetence.
due to the most disgraceful break
the
down
of
poetofflce department, in the firs* place, and of the
war
department management, iD
second
the
place, that the sol

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
Strictly in Advance)
months.75
.38
Three m*1 nth*

One y**ar
.flJSO
Four months.50

Single Copies.05
ADVERTISING RATES ON

dlers

APPLICATION.

prived

lishing

Co.. Ellsworth. Maine.

at

home have

rankest sort of mismanagement and
iucompeienoy. We mtgni as won oe
plain about that. It is one of the

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 25, 1918.

things that is causing this country
wid» .tpread dissatisfaction, and
indignation, and no explanation for it

tne

page 7 a letter from
David Hale, a former Elis'.onh bo.v,
who is with the air forces in France.
It is one of the most interesting
letters from the front we have yet
published. The writer has rare descriptive power, and his story of the

has been made and noue can be made
except miserable incompetently.”

night raid by his air squadron

Maine

We

print

Zebrugge

on

most

casual nr lis r.
Foreign and Home
Lists of Dead Hud Wounded.

over

is vivid.

In

Men

DIED OP WOUNDe.

is ruined for generations
to come. This is the greatest
it> that has happened to any country
We are
in two thousand years.
ruined politically, industrially and

“Germany

the declaraeconomically.”
tion of Dr. Emil Rathenau of Berlin,
head of the German Genera] Electrical Co., and one of the largest emof labor in

Only

the other

1

]

Germany.
President Wilson
American soldiers

day

told ns that the
had fought for a certain “fourteen
principles’’, which, since their utterance, have been duly added to, sub-

tracted fiom and otherwise amended
and yet Mr. Taitey ;a Herald correspondent in Paris) is told that the

IN SERVICE.

S Goulds boro
HARRY C. HAMMOND,
N Bucksport
HARVEY N BOWDEN,
BERTIE M STANLEY,
Cranberry Isles
SLIGHTLY WOUNDED.

session

would be
are

brief one, but
it will ran

a

that

of water powers, enlargement of the state
bouse or toe erection of separate office

for

building, grunting

“the dear old U. S. A.,” not for a
highbrow altruism or a maudlin sentimentality; and having done their

the

right

of

suffrage to

women, the aoolition of town farms and
the creation in their stead of county or

almshouses, a resident hunter’s
license law, amendments to the workmen’s compensation act and the prohibition of the sale of **Uno” or “near” beer
district

full part to win the war over Germany, they now expect their government to do its fud part to win the
peace over Germany and over its
supporters in this and other countries
who still are striving to bring about a

are

included in the matters

be considered

which

are

to

legislature. Problems

the

by
relating to the reconstruction and adjustment period after the war will also be
Prussi:-r. peace.—Sew York Herald.
taken up.
The act to provide for district or county
Five of President Wilson’s fourteen
almshouses was defeated by the last legisof
were
held
principles
peace
up in lature. but the proponents of the idea
the Senate, Saturday, as questions claim that the sentiment will be in favor
which might lead to division among
the nations which have conquered
ti.rmi.ny and W iich certainly should

of

it at the coming session.
The State
board of charities and corrections, which

favors the

proposed law, says that under
the proposed plan there would be a better
average distribution of tbe cost among the

be postponed until after the peace |
conference. They are the first four
several communities composing t be union
and the last of the points enunciated
or district.
by the President in his speech of Jan. ]
Not a contest is in sight, in sharp con8, 1918, ai.d relate to secret diplo- I
trast to two years ago, for the State offices,
macy, freedom of the seas; economic the incumbents of which are elected
by
barriers, reduction of armaments and the legislature.
Attorney-General Guy H.
the league of nations. Senator Lodge | Sturgis of Portland, Secretary of State
said the United States must share in
indemnities imposed on Germany—
“not only direct indemnity for its

Bhips destroyed by
its people murdered

FraDk W. Kail of

Joseph

I

submarines and
the Lusitania,
and other vessels, but a suitable restitution, in part at least, of the vast
expenses

forced

on

upon

us

by Ger-

W.

Simpson

Milo, State ’treasurer
of York and Commis-

sioner of

Agriculture John A. Roberts of

Norway,

will be

elected

without

a

mur-

mur.

LAND
Government

FOR SOLDIERS.
to

Investigate

soil

in

Washington County.
The United States Department of Agriculture promises to send to Maine a government expert to investigate conditions

many."

There will be no ‘‘made in Gern.«ny” peace at Versailles. The representatives of the various countries of soil in a big tract of land in Washingallied against Germany will meet and ton county that it is hoped will be taken
first decide territorial concessions up by returned soldiers. This tract is what
and financial reparation to be made
by Germany. The German delegates
will then be called in and informed of
the conditions imposed.
There will
be no chance fot argument; she must
take her medicine, or resume fighting.
But there is no fight left in her, and if
there were, almost stripped of navy,
munitions, guns and airplanes, and
with the allies occupying strategic

positions

German territory, she
of. Ger.
many must swallow the dose. The
gathering about the peace^table will be
would be

on

speedily disposed

is

known

generally

as

the

Cherryfield

plains.
The eight men who, at the solicitation
of the Maine Agricultural and Industrial
League, visited Washington last week to
acquaint Secretary Lane with what agricultural opportunities Maine has to offer
returning American soldiers, have returned
home enthusiastic over ‘their reception
and the results of their quest.
included
Gov.
The party
Milliken,
Dean Leon 8. Merrill of the University
of
Maine
Woods
the
C.
D.
of Maine, Dr.
Agricultural Experiment Station, Manager Charles

H.

White

of

the

Maine

Industrial
League,
Agricultural and
entirely different from that little dip- Major H. A. Philbrook of the Maine delomatic card party of which Germany partment of agriculture, Traffic Manager
dreamed when she talked of a “peace George S. Hobbs and Industrial Agent
Hunton of the Maine Central
by understanding.” There will be William G.
and John A McKay of Portland.
no opportunity for Germany to win
act carries an approThe pending
by under-the-table dealing and cunof $100,000,000, and the original
priation
ning diplomacy what she lost at arms. plan offered was te devote a considerable
The oards will be sucked by the alportion of it to reclaiming arid or swamp
lies before she is allowed to sit in the

lands and

game.

lands

The postoffice department came in
for a scoring at the hands of Senator
Hitchcock, democrat, of Nebraska,
last Thursday, in the course of discussion of an amendment to the revebill praotically^nullifying the zone

nue

large areas of cut-over timberthroughout the United States.
Secretary Lane, in the course of the interview, remarked that he was much
pleased at the showing of facts laid before
him by the committee in behalf of Maine,
interests
and that Maine’s agricultural
will certainly receive due consideration.
It is his
ment

a special governWashington county
conditions in the big

purpose to send

representative

to

investigate soil
tract mentioned, and to visit other parts
of the State where large areas are available
He also promised that the question of
in which
utilizing individual farms,
Maine seems to show a special interest,
will be carefully considered.
From the office of Secretary Lane the
to

State of Otaie. City of Toledo,
Loom Ooanty. as.
Frank J. Cheney make* oath that he is
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney Sl
Go., doing business in the City of Toledo,
County and 8tat? aforesaid, and that said
arm will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh
that cannot be cured by the use of HALL’S
Frank J Chsnby.
CATARRH MEDICINE
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
presence, this 6th day of December, a. d. 1866.
A. W. Qlbason.
tSeal)
Notary Public
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine is taken internally
and acts through the blood ou the Mucous
Send for testiSnrfaowi of the System.
monials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.
Sold by all druggists. 75c£
Sail's Family Pills for constipation.

bis

DETAILS ARE MADE PUBLIC

Maine delegation went to the office ol
Land Agent Davis of the reclamation dewith

partment,
profitably spent.

whom two hours

were

He, too, expressed great
interest in Maine’s agricultural resources
and opportunities, as presented by the
committee.

forty-first

sary of his father's death.
Everard H. Greely was

April 18, 1832,

worth

Up hotel.; il.o ,h. V 8
kitchen, diah, luuudrj and
chr la. pa "try and all-iround
cook.
*e«.nd
ann
third cook.
hotel po.luona,
Applyralway* to
Aoihcv, new unarter* m Main *»

the

Bauaor.

wanted

atantp

non

'—tern

Kwrmpw

USES HISTORIC RUINS
Darky Chef Finds

Good Place for

Kitchen.
Beef and Fried Onions Replace
Marie Antoinette and Louis
XVI History.

Indian Keeps His Word.
Milwaukee.—When Will Davis, an
Indian, was convicted last August of
selling liquor on the Indian reservation, he asked permission to return
home to harvest his crops, and requested that his sentence be deferred
until that time. The request was
granted. Davis, true to his word, returned after the harvest, and is now
serving a 60-day term In the house of
correction.

oSJ
wl

wT

early acappealed more
so

special Coitus.
\^1VA ‘Wa'V.

THB,

at It o'clock a. m., for the pnrt>o.er,(
a board of director* for the
cnauine
»‘,d Iranaactli.g any other
which may legally come before aald
meetint
H. T. 8iL*m, Clerk.
Aurora

electing

hn.ln'e.I

Jlcga. Actftta.

Jt the old-time stage drivers in
eastern Maine.
From this time out, Mr. Greely ’a life

cJofcely

them.

He

was one

with horses, and
complete without
of the first in Maine
is

''pilK

recognise the importance of breeding
tor speed, and be soon began to buildup
a racing stable.
For years be was known
on every race
track in
Maine, and on
some
of the grand circuit tracks. He
had owned hundreds cl horses, some of
them famous.
to

KMTNicnt

uutik:

uc

ever

iiru

»«»

Bingen, the great racing sire, which he
brought here from Kentucky a yearling,
and trained until, as a two-year-old, he
found, as he once explained, that “be was
too valuable a horse to pouud about the
roads and track* of Maine,'* and be sold
him for wnat was then a big price.
For some years Mr. Greely maintained
his training stable at Maplewood park,
Bangor, making daily trips there summer and winter.
He sold out there some
years ago, but retained the Bingen strain
in Maine Todd, which he brought to bis
stable here, and which he owned at bis
death.
Mr.

Greely married Ann F. Jarvis of
Ellsworth, who died October 22,1914. He
one daughter, Mms Mary A. Greel.v,
brother, I>r. Harvard Greely, of
Ellsworth, the laat survivor of a family

leaves
and a

of eleven children.
The funeral was held at the home Monday afternoon, Kev. J. W. Tickle offlciat-

ing.
NORTH

KLLsWOKTH.

At
the regular
meeting of Nicolin
grange No. 389, Dec. 21, officer* for the enwere
elected as follows:
suing year
Charles 0. Camber, master; Webster M.
Higgins, overseer; Helen F. Maddocks,
lecturer; Eugene H. Moore, steward; Earl
DeWitt, assistant steward; Tiliie Salisbury, chaplain; Frank M. Moore, treasurer; Claudia M. Richardson, secretary;
Artelle McGown,
Annie'Camber, Ceres; Caroline Dewitt, Pomon a;
Minnie Danico, Flora; Grace M. Phillips,
L. A. 8.

gatekeeper;

BLUEHILL.

Benjamin

Snow

hu

been

discharged

(rom the service and arrived home Dec. 18.
Mrs. Sadie Snowman has received

a

tele-

gram stating that her ton Willie,
was taken prisoner by the Germans

Jane

10, has
France.

been

liberated,

and is

Public schools closed Friday.

primary

in the
ance

school

perfect

who

now

in

Children
in attend-

Thelma M. Urindle,
Grindle, Arlene Merrill,
R.
Osgood and Pan! M.

for the term:

Frederick

T.

Marguerite
Saunders.

WATE or MAIN K.
Collector** Notice of Sale.
land sitnalrd ?n the town >'
Unpaid
Brooksvilie, in the county of Hancock. fothe year 191#
following list of tasea on real estate
JL of non-resident owners in the tone 0f
Brook •Title lor the year 1918. committed to
me for collection for aaid town, on the
day of April. 1918. remains unpaid; and notice
is hereby given that if said taxes. interest
and charges are not previously paid, so much
of the real estate taxed as ts sufficient to
pay
the amount due therefor, including interest
and charges, will be sold at public auction at
town house in said lown, {the same bring the
place where the last preceding annual towa
meeting of aaid town was held; on the first
M one ay of February. 1919. at 9 o'clock a m.
Name of owner, descrip- No. of
Tax oa
tioo of real estate.
acres Value ret! ett
Mrs N H Bragg, cottage
and lot at Harborside,
bounded on north by
Penobscot Hay tidewaters, south. A. Gray;
west. Alvarado Gray.
20 40
Tbos Fessenden, cottage and iot at Harborside. bounded on tbs
north by
Penobscot
bay.east, Hilda .Smith;
south
by Alvarado
Gray; west, Mrs N H
Brag*.
$VX)
♦17 00
Mrs Geo T Knight, heirs
or unknown, cottage
and iot, bounded on
uorth
by highway:
east by
Malue Coast
Granite Co; south oy
tidewaters; west, land
of I^ettie Gray,
4
1175
33 95
F K Perkins, house and
lot, bounded on the
north. Curtis Durgain
and A A Goodall; east
by highway south,
Eugene 8now; west.
500
17 04
1
Eugene Snow.
Abty P Snow, house
and lot. bounded on
north by Sam Jones
heirs; east and south.
K E Cummings; west
511
150
by highway,
taxes on

associated
him

A<1J

AlnttTAI. MtrTINO.
‘h* ■tockholden
a’"t.ln«
of M"0?,*1,
the Union
Hirer Telephone Co a.;
be held on
Monday, the twentieth day oi
January, 1»1». at the ofllce of the clerk in

of the last

iuc

Hot

rrLi?„I

and in later years related many interesting experiences in this work. He was one

sketch of

a

aail«i.clJ?:
gotxl.^/

rooroa. Our educational 'acllltle*
make
adrancement poealble. II you are the
.on w
woman who want* to work
youny
and tfyou hare a lair education, writewith n.
for
free booklet ••Working For Condor;
can tell you right
away whether or not »,
can uae you.
W. H
Gaauarr Pea. c''
Dept. K. A., August*. Maine.

carrying mails from Bangor to Ellsworth
and Cherryfleld, and from Belfast to Ellsworth, by way of Bucksport. For years
Mr. Greely drove stages on these routes,

was

secure

at^congenial
*“'k!n«

tainment*. an

strongly to Mr. Greely than commercial
life, and in the early ’60s be became associated with the Hales id the tage business.
The company had 1 be contract for

no

i„

joa'Ju,
lndu?t"nu. work,*0.'^",.
ylre
occiruTnlf’,’atmonthly, r,”,'
of gymnasium, emplcyee*'
animating pool, aocial

storekeepers.

But life in the open and
for horses

lo^rcp,,.

T',r.r,
‘:ll),t^
hotel*
ffig CTUSJg

summer

Pa.

work and lor
«»»■
cotiditloua arc
clean. Il*ht building. aril
heated.Hour
and all aorta of Intereatiog
work to do a.
we employ only the
blgheet claaa.
find yourself sm^ngcongenial fellow »n.hW
We want failhrul.
them in return ample receaaea
tloua with pay. a library,

of the late

As a boy, he entered the store of G.
C. Means A Co., dealers in flour and
grain, and later, with Mr. Means, he engaged in the coal business. Later he entered into partnership with George W.
Brown,
lumberman, storekeeper and
private banker. He was afterwards employed by Black Bros., lumber operators

love

heat

a

10*.

W.

quired

hktafcllahrt

for

nant

Ells-

in

here.

and

ZTSl
H*,S

Working for Comfort.
you
chance to
OFFKRfipo.llton
amid plcaaaut aauoon!'

Samuel
and
Desire (Stinchfield)
His entire life had been spent

Dr.

acruh^h*“b«p

W«.

anniver-

born

l,’r*

HOTEL HELP WANTED

Greely.

down East blue noser 50 years ago,
admitted the convoy game was a new
With the American Army in the Arone on him, and hung over the rail
gonne.—A darky cook from Alabama
our
watching
many war-colored neighIs turning out hot bully beef and fried
bors.
onions In Varennes In the ruins of the
"It Is not hard to see why the conInn where Marie Antoinette and Louis
voy system was effective.
Take the
XVI were captured by French peasease of a convoy of 25 ships (72 is the
ants In their flight from the revolulargest number I’ve heard of In one
tionists.
convoy; our mate told me of being
The old stone building itself had
caught In a 72-shlp couvoy In a sail- fallen Into
decay long before this war.
ing ship In the Bay of Biscay). When But the Germans had burrowed dugthese ships went in convoy Instead of
outs Into its cellars and some sort of
there being 25 different units scattered
a
German headquarters was estaball over the ‘zone’ for the U-boats to
lished there until the terrific bombardfind, there was only one. That is, the
f that preceded our greatest ofm
Hun had only one chance of meeting
fensive completely leveled the ruins.
a ship where he had 25 before.
And ! Varennes Itself fell to the Yankees a
if he did meet the convoy he found
few hours later as the Germans reit usually with a naval escort, whose
treated to the ridge of hills, beyond.
sole business was sinking submarines.
For a few days American tanks had
He found, too, 25 lookouts on watch
their headquarters in the yard surfor him, 25 sets of guns ready for him.
rounding the ruins. Then the tanks
where there were but one each before.
moved up and colored laboring detachIf ti(e Hun showed himself to a conments
established
headquarters in
voy and Its escort, the odds were that
Varennes while they smoothed over
he was due for a quick trip to the botshell holes In the roads.
What was
tom.
left of one of the walls of the old Inn
"The usual convoy formation was In
struck a colored cook as a good leancolumns In a rough square. This was
to against which he could protect his
the most compact, and the Inside ships
fire from the wind and in a jiffy he
were practically Immune from attack.
had his kitchen going.
The escorts circled the convoy, if
Not a single building in Varennes
necessary, and the outside ships conhas a roof. During the first four years
centrated their fire on any submarine
of the war the town escaped heavy
that appeared.
shellfire, thongh It was within easy
different
were
made
at
“Convoys
up
But the
range of French artillery.
and
even
the
rustiest
old
speeds,
battering fire of our guns on the opentramps were provided for in a six-knot
ing morning of the Argonne attack
class.
and the response from German artilin spite or this, some captains imlery after we had captured the town
agination always tacked a couple of laid the old church In ruins, flattened
There
knots to their ship’s speed.
out the modern dwellings along the
seemed to be a nautical version of
river and sent strong buildings In the
‘Horae, Sweet Home’—‘be It ever so center of the town sprawling Into dehumble, there’s no ship like mine,' and bris.
vessels making nine knots on Broadway make a bare seven off Fire Island.
SUES MOTHER OF DEAD BOY
“It was remarkable what a snappy
escort commander could do with his
Girl Aiks Redress for Death of Child
charges. After a day or two together
In Accident in Which Chauffeur
he had them maneuvering In position
Is Killed.
like a second grand fleet; zigzagging
‘dark’ through a black night, not a ray
Cincinnati. O.—The mother of a lad
of light showing anywhere If they
killed In an anto accident has been
were In the danger zone or a tin fish
sued for $25,000 alleged damages by
was reported near.
a girl who was hurt In the same acciColor Schemes Are Bizarre.
dent.
Miss Lola Singleton, nineteen,
“The war brought no stranger spechas brought suit against Mrs. Cathertacle than that of a convoy of steamine Duncan, mother of Jackson Dunships plowing along through the mid- can. eighteen.
dle of the ocean streaked and bespotYoung Duncan, while operating a
ted indiscriminately with every color
machine in which Miss Singleton was
of the rainbow In a way more bizarre
Miss Singleton,
riding, was killed.
than the wildest dreams of a sailor’s
who says she Is permanently crippled
first night ashore.
and disfigured, based her suit on the
“The effect of good camouflage was
claim that the boy's license to drive
remarkable. I have often looked at a
an auto had been taken from him for
fellow ship in the convoy on our * reckless
driving only a few days bequarter on exactly the same courses
fore the mishap, and that a personal
we were, but on account of her camouI appeal
by the mother was followed
flage she appeared to be making right by the court restoring young Duncan’s
for us on a course at least forty-five
license.
degrees different from the one she was
was remarkable even
under such conditions as these, and of
course a U-boat, with Its hasty limited
observation, was much more likely to
be fooled.
"Each nation seemed to have a characteristic type of camouflage, and after a little practice you could usually
spot a ship’s nationality by her style
of camouflage long before you could
make ou* her ensign."

the

on

I'««',Vp
for".””*.

particular* addreaa

50
T25JSJ2?
wallreaeea.
due

Mr. Greely passed quietly
home—to quietly that the
of
his going
be
could not
! detected.
It is a coincidence that hm

stroyers.

actually steering.
"The deception

IIOME
1
For

away
moment

death occurred

^

EMPLOYMENT BRAfniv,.
for u. I. ple,»,nt.
e.,y

»«c.. a» Anderaon St.,

noon

1
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JUclp efflanlfK

at
| Saturday
at btr.

New York.—With the need of seended by the cessation of fighting "on land, on sea and In the air"
the methods used to baffle the Hun
submarines have been revealed by officers of the Halted States shipping
hoard. They made public the details
of convoy management and the proper
camouflaging of grouped ships to make
their destruction hy undersea craft
difficult.
One of the officers begins his description of n convoy's activity from
the time It left the port of New York.
“Once we were out In the stream."
he says, “we headed down the channel for the lightship, beyond which
our convoy and escorts were wailing
for us.
All were slowly under way
when we reached them. The ships of
different columns took their places,
and after a few minutes' confusion,
and lively work on the signal halyards
the other ships of the convoy got into

a

if.ON
LtuM.v, ffiTAy.

a
life intimacy with horses had
a
brought
understanding of
perfect
them, and the horse almost seemed in
j human sympathy with the master. And
so the accident long feared
by his family
and friends
never happened, and on

crecy

"Even the old salltnaker alioard our

©Sit^uiredi..C °Ur*

yearn, friends feared fur
he drove about the streets,

as

n,e

Native or naturalised
clilsens
nit week*. Apply to
f*a*ka
school. Municipal
Bldg, Portland
'JO and 6 p m.

but

York.

ship, who had been on the ocean ever
since he shipped as cabin boy on hoard

trm

j

Official of United States Shipping
Board Describes Convoy's Activity
From Time It Left

“As in the army we have turned
bark to medieval helmets and armor,
so on the water we have turned
to
medieval naval tactics: hut instead of
convoys of Spanish galleons and frigates of the seventeenth century from
the new world to the old. our convoys
were
American transports and de-

safety

A«tv«m*n,pnt-Frpt

S^Port l»u$ In* *!• iff<5* o^R^a £hool

of^advancing

ities

New

C’hisnw for

Everard H. Greely, 011c of Ellsworth's
oldest citizens, known throughout the
Btata as a horseman, and acknow ledged
by horsemen throughout the country an
the dean of dri\em of race horses, is dead.
Day in and day out for half a century
he has been seen behind spirited horses,
driving on the streets of Ellsworth. Up
to two years ago, a» eigbtv-four yearn of
With the infirmsge, be drove in races.

Portrait of Capt Robert A. Bartlett,
Bluebill Falls
DANIEL B ALLEN,
an officer In the United States navy,
who plans an airplane flight from
THE NEXf LEGISLATURE.
place.
Etah to the North pole to plant the
above
“Guarded
by dirigibles, hydroAmerican flag where his scientific InSome Important Measures That Will planes and anchored balloons, and on
st rumen Is Indicate the location of the
be Presented.
the surface hy a fleet of patrol boats i
pole. If Captain Rartlett should not
It u> expected that the seventy-ninth as well as our ocean escort, we 'proI he mustered out of service hy July he
Maine legislature,
which will convene ceeded. and America soon dropped beplans to ask for a leave of absence to
Wednesday, Jan. 1, will ratify the pro- I low the western horizon. At sunset
enable him to make the flight.
hibition amendment to the federal conwe were well out to sea.
j
slitution.
It was thought at one time !
Back to Primitive Method*.

about the average time.
Measures looking for the State control

They need no
concerning what

fought

Kittery

present indications

It would be well.

advice, however,
they fought for.
rhey

Henry Wallingford,

that the

President is going to the front to tell
those soldiers what his policy really
is.

Stillwater
Oakland

DIED

This is

ployers

N. Stairs,
Edward R. Blaisdell,
Leslie

calam-|

r

dein France have been
of their home inters and the

been deprived o*
It is
the letters from their soldiers.
due, first, last and all the time to the
♦oiks

Business com muni cat ions should be addrested to, and all checks and money orders
made payable to The Hancock Couwtv Pub-

Jfcjflp (LHanus.

LYB8A&D H. GRF.KI.Y.

Camouflage and Big Convoys
Used to Make Our Shipping Safe.

opinion,

H. Titcs. Editor and Manager.

W

HOW SUBS WERE
FOILED HOW TOLD

OBITt'Ain

PLANS FLIGHT TO POLE

!

Henry Stevens, wood
lot formerly owned by
Isaiah Jones,
Louisa Smith heirs, two
lota of
land, shore
northeast.
G Farnham; southeast
William
by
Hmith; southwest by
Grace Lord; northwest bv river. Lot No.
2, northeast by highsoutheast
way;
by
highway; southwest.
Sewell Tapley; northwest, Mrs Paul Tapley.
Maine Coast
Granite
atone
and
lot
Co,
bounded on north by
highway, east by land
of Etta Gray, tidewaters, Lettie Gray
and Mrs Knights,
B C Perkins ft Son,
wood lot, bounded on
north, C J
Young;
east. John
Howard;
south
of
by land
James Green; weat by
Wilsonand Mark Var-

1

18

Eroperty,

W0

MUC

100
L. F. IIBasicx. Collector of taxes
for the town of Brooksville for the yttr
Dec. 19, 1918.
nnm,

6

90

*

4«

3 40
19i».

Among the Bluehill people home for the
holidays are Allie Osgood, Attleboro,
Bankrupt's petition for DischargeMass.; Lilia McIntyre West boro, Mass.;
In the matter of
Elizabeth McIntyre, Clittondale, Mass.;
In Bankruptcy.
Edgar I. Lord,
Bankrupt.
Martha Osgood, Lnmolne; Rufus Grindle,
To the Hou. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Dj»*
Boston
Edward
university;
Snow,
trict court of the United States for the 1)«*
trict of Maine.
University of Maine; AlbertSnow, Colby
Harbor.
Bar
of
I.
LORD.
college; Lyman Stover of the merchant
Hancock.
of
J in the county
marines and Thomas Grieve, jr., of the State of Maine,
in said district, respect°*
fully represents that on the 15tb day
naval reserve.
_

I^DGAR

A

community

Cbristmaa

service

cas

held in the town hall on Sunday evening,
under the auspices of the village improvement society. There was a large attendance.
The program:
Selection.Orchestra
Chorus, Joy to the World
Reading.Emma Osgood
Duet.Mrs Linscott and Mias Chase

Scripture reading.Mias Walkley
Prayer.Mr Trafton
Chorus, Battle Hymn of the Republic
Reading.Virginia Chase

Solo.Mrs E L Osgood
Selection.Orcheat re
Chorus.Hark the Herald Angels
Solo with trio.Mrs. Linscott

Reading.Mildred Gray
Selection.Quartette

Duet.Misses Greene and Chase
Chorus.American Hymn
Solo.Helena Robertson
Reading.Helen Merrill
Solo and chorus, Keep the Home Fires

Burning.

Chorus.Star Spangled Banner
Benediction.
Mr. Trafton
The society wishes to thank all who

helped

to make

thisja

success.

I)ec. 23.

duly
last
he was
August,
past,
the
under
bankrupt
h„
a
Oo agree a relating to bankruptcy; that
bas duly surrendered all his property •»
rights of property, and has fully
with all the requirements of said acts,
the orders of court touching his o»D

judged

COMMUNITY CHRISTMAS.

8.

'Therefore

f*'

he preye that b, W «
barf*
by the court to hare a full disc
all debts provable against his estaw
os
under said bankruptcy acts, except such
as are excepted by law from such discharge
l,“<
Dated this 10th day of December, a. «•
Kdoab I. Loancreed
from

Bankrupt.

Order of Notice Thereon
ss'
District of Maini, Nobthkbh Divisio^i
»*
On thi* JIM day or December, a. d. 1J1».
rending the foregoing petition, itll— be bM
Ordered by the court, that n bcuring
of
upon the uumeon the Slat day
in tarn
d. t»l». before laid court at Bangor,
clo« ■
district, northern dieieion, at ten o
M
the forenoon; and that notice thereof
the Ellsworth American,
oubliabed in
eaid diMricfc
newspaper printed in
division. and that ail known creditor,.
other peraone in interest, may *PP'*r
,,
the said time and place, and
of eaid pe
any they haee, why the prayer
tioner should not be granted.
tj,„
And it U further ordered by the court,“
the deputy clerk shall send by
said
of
petitl. alicl
kunwu creditors copies
oI
this order, addressed to them at their p
residence as stated.
Hale.
Honorable
Witness the
seal
Judge of the said Court, and the
,ld
at Bangor in the northern division
a. d- UU
district, on the 21st day of December,
ClerkWilliam M. Wiissk, Deputy

oortbe^

‘n^

°‘*r*l“f ,ber*of
I

lost
business section of Ellsworth,
lady's sealskin mnff. Will finder please
leave at Am*bic*» office? Reward offered.

MUFF—In

.Bereoh*
A true copy of petition and order
Clerk
Attest:—William tf. Wesnart. Deputy

KROM ovkr thkkk.
Scenes

r.t

Tell

Ulmvorth Hoys

Kront AHer the Armistice.
JU Treworey, in a letter >o
Kcnben Treworgy, dated at
”
if-Duc, France, November 18, saya:
have seen
.rr„( war Is won. I
"i 1 care to on thi« aide o( the big
me
aboard
send
ibe sooner they
^nd
hound 'tor America, the
n“*
^ *
ha
nino.oH
Haven’t
yet
'be pleased.
--sooner I will
Paris, all hough very near several
Guess perhaps I *111 have to try
u.n nee
(,tll,T,

P°.Vd.."warship

times
l„. place, even if I have to take
to see
dav», which i§ due me.
leave of
the battlefield* bunHave been over
Waa at Verdun only
times
Hred* of
pl*<* was a bi|? town
yesterday. This now
it’s a mass of rums—
the war;
be found. The
a w hole building to

liven

a

JJfore

not
**

was

town

...pciniirliirl
surrounded

the

while

hi*

by

htitro

wall,
huge wall

aa

completely

Germans

this wall,
succeeded in getting inside
ihev never
The French soldiers lived in
the
gat'
“

destroyed everything except
ri.rgrotind

..

whero

rooms

no

Eomh« L-nuld reach them.

heard or read of the
You nave probably
hi laiiiiel drive made by the Americans
tali- 1 drove through the town the
moraine after the Hun was driven out.
in getting through; everydifficulty
Htd
thing mown up. During the day I marie a
a run, as fast a.s a Dodge
was
it
run [and
over an open road. The shells
will g
thick and fast for comtoo
cae-.e niv way
fort. nut they didn’t get my number, although 1 thought they would, for a few

tflis

seconds.
To-day I have

seen hundreds of persons
wlm have just found their way through
the lines, having been released from prisThousands of men,
iu Germany.
on*
w y
women aud children are coming this
and
shelter.
American,
for food, clothing
French and ilritish trucks have hauled a

to-day.

great many

front when fighting ceased.

at

Smith, another Ellsworth boy,
with the 308d Field Artillery in France,
writes to bis mother, Mrs. Ida A. Smith,
A.

J.

follows:

as

Haven’t had much time to write until
Have
now, as we have been very busy.
been up to the front in action quite a few
days. The bocbe have sent a lot of “whir

bsilgs”

over

to as,

with

little gas and

a

None of us was hurt,
bigb explosives.
us
they came mighty near
though
several times.
Everyone was glad when
order

the

through

came

to

cease

tiring at 11 a. m. on all fronts. I was some
surprised, because 1 wasn’t looking for it

quite

so soon.
Have seen all

the action I care to and
the sooner they send me home the better.
1 think we will be here several months
yet, probably all winter. near the German
border. We have a goo., place to sleep
now-, in little wooden camps, and plenty
of wood and stoves.
We can hardly realize that the war is
It is a* quiet here to-night as at
over.
home, hut only a few days ago the battle

raging alf around. After we stopped
Tiring, many Germans came across our
lines and traded souvenirs with the boys,
who gave them cigars anti cigarettes. The)
Germans seemed well pleased, and most of
them w ore a broad smile, and wanted to
shake hands with us.
They said the
kaiser wasn’t any good.
when
the news
was
excited
Everybody
came to us, and many cheered and tired
it was some day,
tbeir rifles in the air.
all right; a day none of us will forget
was

ARMY LOUSE ROUTED KEEPS THEM HAPPY MEXICO HIT BY
"FLU”
American Army the Most Sanitary in the World.
Hot Baths and Clean Underwear
Rid
Them of Ills Common to

The American
army In
France is the most sanitary in the
world.
The discovery that the louse
was the carrier of trench fever and
that scabies—the seven-years' Itch of
"ihle fame—and other skin diseases
are

of

Hospitals.

conspicuously reduced by cleanli-

led the army stuff to take measto rid the Yankee soldiers of
these evils. It was deckled that clean
underclothes and frequent baths would
make the lank immune from many of
the Ills common to the soldier In
France. General Pershing ordered that
his army be equipped with efficient facilities to Insure every man In the
army a change of clothing and a hath
at least once, and. If necessary, twice
a week.
The soldiers, as they return from
active duty, ure received in squads.
They disrobe nnd turn in their clothing. Then they spend half a minute
under a hot shower, half a minute under n cold one, two minutes soaping
their bodies nnd then another half a
mluute under a warm shower for rinsing. They emerge to receive clean underwear, sox and shirt nnd. If necesThe whole
sary, n clean uniform.
process takes 3% minutes plus time
for dressing nnd undressing.
The underwear the men leave when
entering goes to the laundry wagons.
It goes through the washing and sterilizing process and Is issued again, a
day or two luter, to other troops.
Lice, known as "cooties” In the soldier's vocabulary, have been common
to all armies In the war, but serious
efforts to exterminate them were not
made until they were found to be genu
carriers. The new American plan, it
Is believed, will effectively rid the
There were cases in
nrrny of them.
tile American army, during the lighting of the past summer, where officers
nnd men did not remove their clothing
for us long a period us six weeks. Under such circumstances lice ceased to
he a terror, ceased even to be a subject of jest.
ness

ures

“Yon will receive n letter in a few
days whieh will bring you good news
Dm! Yes, and you are going
to receive a present, from a
lady—
blonde, whom you are going to meet.”
“Trust Hefty, there, to meet the
blondes,” drawled a lanky Southerner,
and the group of interested soldiers
elnstered about the fortune teller
shouted in chorus, “Oh, oul! He's
there with the blondes!”
Hefty looked
embarrassed, but

i
I

;

pleased.

“Tell me some more!” he urged, and
the fortune teller, conning the cards,
read for the wounded soldier a eoining
day of good luek when muddy trenches,
shivering nights under bombardment
and aching shrapnel wounds would be
forgotten except as a hale of hard
work well done to crown the
days of
peace with content.
The gipsy, in her scarlet kerehlef,
has always plied her trade profitably.
An American Red Cross worker, in a
Paris hospital, has discovered that the
scarlet kerehlef is not a necessary
requisite for drawing a clientele. She
began telling fortunes one afternoon
just to while away an hour for a boy
who had begun to lose interest In getting well. He was restless and weary.
For four months he had been lying in
tile same bed; other patients had come
and gone, until he began to feel as if
be “had just grown" in that hospital
ward.
“You’re going to have an interesting
adventure tomorrow," predicted the
Red Cross lady, and the following day

j

|

was

J

for the holi-

*

J

grandson
pal with whom Hefty had trained In
the States and whom he hadn’t seen
for six months, was carried into the
ward and placed in the bed beside him.
"She’s a wiz,” announced Hefty to
tile ward, and the Ited Cross lady
found herself swamped with demands
for seances.
She sees only happiness
and (rood fortune ahead and the convalescents, with a new Interest in life,
find the days go less slowly when
something good awaits them just
around the corner.
They know it’s good luck because
“Ttie Red Cross lady says so—she saw
it in the cards.”

are

Driscoll

and

of Kuznford Falls

came

who

Friday.
has

been

on

his

Brown,
vacation, returned home Saturday and is
Willie

ill at A. E. Clement’s.
Mrs.
from
has

Perry Dodge returned Thursday

Rockland and

been

Camden, where she

visiting.

There will be

a

Christmas tree at

the

Episcopal church Tuesday evening and
church
at
the
one
Congregational
Wednesday evening.

PLANE PARTS MAKE MOWERS

Mrs. M. F. Jude, who has been with her
daughter, Mrs. Grafton Pinkham, the
past few weeks, returned Saturday to her
home in Ellsworth.

Motor Propelled Machines Constructed
From Salvaged Material at
Texas Camp.

P.

Dec. 23.

WEST HANCOCK.
closed Priday for two weeks.
C. B. Tripp has moved his family to
Harrisburg, Pa.
Mrs. Fred Linscott has returned from
visit in Boston.

a

Irving Peaalee and Herman Sinclair left
last week for

Springfield,

Va.

S. J. McFarland and Je6se Brown, with
their teams, are hauling wood for Henry
Butler at Green Lake.

Mrs. Wade Hamon is improving after
being operated on for appendicitis at the
Eastern Maine general hospital in Bangor.
M. M. M.
Dec. 23.
EGYPT.
Samuel H. Savage recently spent a few
days with relatives in Bangor.
Mrs. Henry Billings has been ill of grip,
but is now slowly improving.
School has closed for the holidays. It

will reopen Jan. 0.
There will be a Christmas tree and entertainment at Egypt schoolhouse Tuesday evening, Dec. 24.
S.
Dec. 2S.

WHEN A FAMILY

NEEDSJ

FRIEND

In the Abeence of Doctor* Nobly Gone
to War, After Influenza, the Grip,—

Fort Worth, Tex.—There Is a lesfor the salvage corps In the operation of a whole fleet of motorpropelled machines with which the
grass on the square mile of lawn at
And
Everman aviation field Is cut.
aviation mechanics are complaining
that they can’t lay down a nut or bolt
or a spare airplane part without It
beconnection
The
disappearing.
tween the two Is the secret of Sergt.
and
Williams
Corporal
Fairfax
William McFarland, who are the constructors of the “Everman scouts,"
the motor mowers are known.
as
Sergt. Williams designed the machines and Corporal McFarland constructed them from the discarded machinery, disabled motors and spare
parts that accumulated from the air-

son

School

Lady Harcourt, who was formerly
Miss Mary Ethel Burns of New York,
daughter of Walter H. Burns, and
whose mother was a sister of the late
J. P. Morgan, Is now an ardent worker
In the St. John’s Ambulance Voluntary aid. Lady Harcourt has been one
of the hardest working members of the
American colony In London since the
outbreak of the war. She has helped
to organize several hospitals and the
American Nurses' club In London. She
Is here seen In the uniform of the St.
John’s Ambulance Voluntary aid.

WHIPS MAN WITH THE FLU

Mennonite Is Roughly Handled
Failure to Aid War Work
Drive.

j

The

men

Kansas City, Mo.—Ruben Myerson
a small fruit store here and John
Benjamin, a clothing vender. Is two
doors away.
Myerson alleged. In
court, that Benjamin stood In front
of the Myerson store and refused to
move, although he told Myerson he
owns

(Benjamin)

had the “flu.”

“I argued with words, Judge," said
Myerson, “but It did no good. Then 1
used my fist. He’s got the Influenza
right now. Judge.”
“How about that Benjamin?" querried the judge. “Yea, your honor,” replied the plaintiff. “I'm not entirely

Those wonderfully useful medicines.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, Peptiron and recovered.”
"Defendant discharged, remove the
Hood’s Pills—comprising the new
said the Judge.
combination family treatment—are plaintiff!”
recommended.
warmly
Teacher Shortage Serious.
If taken regularly, Hood’s SarsaCharlestown, W. Va.—The teacher
parilla before meals, Peptiron after
meals, and Hood’s Pills at night as shortage is serious in West Virginia,
needed, they are reasonably sure to especially in the rural districts. It
beep a family in health and prove to was said that approximately 1,000
be reliable and always ready friends. schools failed to open because there
They purify the blood, build up are no teachers to put in charge of
them. The children left without edustrength and regulate the system.
Get all, or any one, as you think cational opportunity this year are esyou need, from your druggist today.
timated to number 20,000.

BOOTBLACK IS REAL PATRIOT
Every Dollar of Subscription
Work

to

War

Means
Fund
Sacrifice.

O.—Andy Mabon, patriot, shoe-shine stand philosopher and
Sandusky,

feels sorry for the people of Sandusky because of the poor
showing In the war work fund drive,
and what he feels toward those who
could give, but who did not, is not
good newspaper English. Hut Andy
subscribed $50 and then another $12
to be paid on the Instalment plan, and

philanthropist,

when the committee faced & shortage
at the last minute Andy dug down and
subscribed another $20. Every dollar
of Andy’s subscription means a sacrifice and It means lots of shoe shines.

Pigeons Even Patriotic.
Wilton, N. H.—Three pigeons,

one

white and one blue, soared
hill here rthe other day, the
white pigeon flying In the center of
the group. As they flew Into the rays
of the sun their colors were very proi nounced.
red,

over

one
a

j

i

horse-clippers
then went

on

were

fort,

contentment

applied.

their way.

and lasting cheer for

sponsibility.
Kansas City. Mo.—“You’re charged
with failure to buy a license for your
dog. Guilty or not guilty?” asked the
assistant city counselor of A. M.
Brown, In the South side court.
“Guilty." answered Brown. “But,”
he continued, “Luther died yesterday.
He was eighteen years old, and coughed himself to death.”
“No excuse," replied Mossman. “You
obtained no license for the dog In the
past ten months. You must pay one
•
now.”
The judge concurred with the counselor.

ENEMY

Time and Labor saved

W. G.

MEANS,Sdr.
AGENT

Machias,

BONDS

Interned Austrian Invests Money
Earned in Camp In
Canada.

He

Vancouver, B. C.—Boso Pazln, an
Austrian at the Internment camp here,
subscribed for $l.r>0 worth of Victory
bonds. In order, he says, to atone In
some measure for the havoc wrought
by the brutality of his countrymen In
declaring war on Serbia. The money
subscribed was earned since I’azln entered the camp.

Maine

Over 60,000 satisfied users endorse Delco-Light

United States Railroad Administration

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Gilman

high

closed last week

and

the

graded schools

for the Christmas

W. G. McADQO, Director General of Railroads

vaca-

Corrected to

tion.
Mrs. Ernest Swan and

daughter

Mar-

11,

November

guerite left Monday for Bath, where Mr.

employed.
Miss Virginia Ralph, who attends Westbrook seminary, is spending the holidays
with her parents, Isaac E. Ralph and wife.
William Manchester, who in employed
at Portsmouth, N. H., is spending a few
days with his family here.
Miss Cora L. Frost, senior operator in
the local telephone office, is away on a

short vacation.

Mrs. John Haynes and children have
returned to Portsmouth, N. H. They have
been visiting relatives here.
Dec. 23.

1918.
BORN.

DOW—At North Brooksville, Dec 18, to Mr
and Mrs Harold R Dow, a daughter.
HARPER—At Orland, Dec 17. to Mr and Mrs
George E Harper, a son. [Richard Edwin.1
HEATH —At Penobscot. Dec 14, to Mr and Mrs
Arthur Heath, a daughter.
ROBERTSON—At Bluehill, Dec 19, to Mr and
Mrs George L Robertson, a son.
MARR1 ED.
BLANCE—RITCHIE—At Boston, Mass., Dec
Rev Kelley Jenness, Josephine
15. by
N Blance, of Prospect Harbor, to James H
Ritchie, of Washington, D C.
WILSON—STINSON—At Bar Harbor. Dec 23,
by Rev A M MacDonald, Miss Alma Frances
Wilson, of Ellsworth, to Basil Howard
Stinson, of Swan’s Island.
DIK1).
BUNKER—At Franklin, Dec. 13, Addie E,
wife of Fred 8 Bunker, aged 81 years, 10
months, 4 days.
BUTLER—At Seal Cove, Dec 19, Donald, son
of Mr and Mrs Fred Buticr, aged 7 months.
BOWDEN—At Bumkin Island naval training station, Boston, Dec 11, Harvey N Bowden, of North Bucksport, aged 19 yearp.
CONDON—At South Brooksville. Dec 14, Herbert Paul, twin son of Mr and Mrs J R Condon, aged 7 days.
CONNER—At Castine, Dec 16, Alice Maude
Conner, aged 8 months, 24 days.
CROSBY—At vvaterville. Dec 20, George L
Crosby, formerly of Bucksport.
FRCdT—At Lameine, Dec 22, Mrs Syviller
Frost, aged 44 years.
FARNUM—At Bucksport Center, Dec 17, Almeda B, wife of Ambrose B Farnum, aged 36
years, 8 months, 29days.
GREELY —At Ellsworth, Dec 21, Everard
H Greely, aged 86 years, 8 months.
GRAY—At Orland, Dec 14, Ina M, infant
daughter of Mr and Mrs Edgar H Gray,
aged 3 months, 8 days.
HANNA—At Chelsea, Mass, Dec
13, A A
Hanna, U 8 N R F, of Sorrento.
LAWSON—At Bluehill, Dec 19, Andrew Lawson, aged 73 years, 9 months, 18 days.
MURPHY-At Bangor, Dec 14, Mrs Edward J
Murphy, of Otis, aged 39 years.
At North Bucksport, Dec 22, John
RICH
Rich, aged 41 years.
STANLEY—At Bar Harbor, Dec 18, Bertie
Moore Stanley, of Cranberry Isles, aged 19
—

TORREY-At Surry, Dec 20. Mrs Phoebe M
«
Torrey, aged 80 years, 7 months.
WITHAM
At
Orland, Dec 22, Harold
Witham.
IN MEM OKI AM.
To Family and Friends of Alvin A. Hanna,
fc Late Second Officer of U. S. S. Sat ilia:
behalf of the officers and enlisted men
attached to U. S. 8. Satilla, we, the undersigned. wish to extend to the bereaved family
and many friends of Alvin A. Hanna, jr., chief
boatswain’s mate. U. 8. Naval Reserve Force,
our sincerest sympathy.
By the death of Mr.
Hanna, we have lost a valued friend, and the
United 8tates Navy bas lost a capable and
efficient officer.
Signed Roswbll F. Eaton, Lieut.

IN

(Commanding Officer)
Ensign
(Engineer Officer)

Chablbs I. Davis,

LaFobebt R. Burns, Boatswain

(Executive Officer)

U. S. 8. Satilla, Dec. 16, 19!*.

CARD OF THANKS.
wish to express our sincere thanks to

the
good friends and
WE
who
through
kindly assisted
many

neighbors

our sickus
ness
sorrow, when death called our loved
ones away—husband and son. father and
brother; and for the beautiful flowers to
cheer us; also the Foresters and Grangers.
Mbs. Lydia Joy.
Hugh Joy.
Bbrnhard Joy.
Hancock, Dec. 24,1918.
so

attorn isrmmta.

H. W. DUNN
Manufacturer and dealer in

High Grade Granite and Marble
Monuments, Tablets and

Markers

Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Me.

Msme

Central

1918.

Railroad

BAR HARBOR

Swan is

and

ALIEN BUYS

member of the family.

clean, safe electric light for
power to run the washer,
cream separator
light machinery. It brings city
conveniences and modern benefits to the country home—makes the
farm a better place to live and to work—and soon pays for itself in

—

Court Rules That Dog’s Demise Does
Not Relieve Man of Re-

every

provides bright,
the house and barn; also electric
DELCO-L1GHT
and other

for

BUYS LICENSE FOR DEAD PET

planes.
Storekeeper Uses Fists When Afflicted
One Refuses to Move On.

4.

Urhana, Ind.—United war work solicitors in Salem township, this county, took Rev. S. E. Aligyer, Mennonite
preacher, from his home, where a cottage prayer meeting was in progress,
and after his refusal to subscribe to
the fund, clipped his hair with horse
homes
Mennonite
Other
clippers.
were visited, but subscriptions were
Some heard of the imforthcoming.
pending visit and sent their subscriptions in during the afternoon.
The minister was called to the door
He
and asked for his subscription.
stated that he didn’t know to whom
His porch light was
he was talking.
turned on, and every member of the
committee and his neighbors stood out
After parleying a while he
clearly.
flatly refused to donate and some
cried: “Bring him out.”
Aligyer ran
into the house, pursued by members
Two women were
of the committee.
bowled over in the scuffle, but the minister was taken outside.
After another refusal he wns taken
Into the road in front of his home, and
while his wife embraced him, holding
an American flag over him, the ancient
pulling

A "A

*

PATRIOTS CUT PASTOR’S HAIR

a

daughter Madelnit
ill of influenza. Mr Driscoll’s mother,

Fred

Waitress—Oh, them ain’t Bistnareks; them’s Kelly roils!
Patron—Aw’
right,
gimme
some
Kelly rolls, then.

t++*+**++++*+*++++++*+****r

1

called home from Bath
illness of his little

—

$
$
J

Springfield, III.—Heard in a
A popular eating place here:
J
Patron—Gimme a eoupla’ Bis- Jit
4
* marcks, an’ a cupa’ coffee.
J
Waitress (with hang-dog look) •*
4r
got no Bismarcks.
$
J —Ain’t
Patron (pointing)—There they
it
J
£ are. right there.
4

:

last week by the
daughter Charlotte.

NO BISMARCKS—BUT
LOTS OF KELLY ROLLS

*
*

ACTIVE IN WAR WORK

Miss Helen McNaughton is visiting
Nathan Grindal and wife in Bangor.
Earl Coston

In that country has been the most fatal epidemic in the history of Mexico,
tile dentil rate exceeding that caused
by any previous epidemic of typhus,
yellow fever or smallpox. The undertakers of Mexico were caught in the
influenza epidemic without practically
any supply of coffins or caskets on
hand, and even the old custom of renting caskets for burial purposes only,
after which the body is removed at
the grave and placed in a pine box,
had to be abandoned, as some of the
wealthier class were buried in caskets
that were formerly used for rental purposes only.
In Mexico City It Is estimated that
nt least 40,000 cases of influenza were
in that city the middle of October,
many cases developing Into pneumonia
and causing several thousand deaths,
these latter being mostly among the
poor people who contracted the disease
and were compelled to lie down on
the dirt floors of their jackals and
there contracted pneumonia and died.
A big death rate also occurred among
the better class, despite the care given them.
In Guadalajara. Guanajuato,
Torreon, Tampico, Saltillo and Monterey the number of cases of influenza
were heavy, while the death rate was
likewise heavy.
In Vera Cruz over
one-third of those stricken with the influenza are said to have succumbed to
In
subsequent pneumonia.
many
places the heavy death rate in Mexico
was due to the shortage of aspirin,
tpdnine and other necessary drugs used
in the cure of influenza.

}
S

returned home last week.

A GAIN we approach the Holiday Season. It will soon be
time for us to say to one another, 'Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year." What a splendid time for you to
decide to put into your home those things which bring help, com-

Laredo, Tex.—According to reliable
Information brought here by arrivals
from various portions of Mexico, the
present epidemic of Spanish influenza

*

little

Christmas Cheer

Rate.

By GERTRUDE ORR.

days.
Mrs. Alvin Stinson and

You Can Have

Shortage of Necessary Drugs One of
Reasons for Heavy Death

Yankee Soldiers in tha

HAKBOR.

Thursday

History

Country.

—

f

Schools closed

Most Fatal Epidemic in

Relieves the Monotony for Wounded

Soldier.
Paris.

right away.
SEAL

Red Cross Worker Tells Fortunes
for Boys.

2Uibftti«mnrts.

TO

Bar Harbor.-lv..

BANGOR
t9

46m

Sorrento.j.!.n
Mt Desert

Fy lv
Waukeag, S Fy
Hancock..*.

455.

tlO 801j
10 36!
10 39
10 47
11 03
11 11
fll 17
fll 32
fll 43j
fll 52

Franklin Road.
Wasli’gt’n June
Ellsworth.
Ellsworth Falls
Nicolin.
Green Lake
Phillips Lake
McKenzie’s
Holden-....
Brewer Janc.
...

—

12
12

Bangor.a

tl2

011
241
30

Portland.ar

f5 65

Boston via
Portsmouth ar
Boston via.
Dover ar

til 01

t» 25!

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
Boston via
Portsmouth lv
Boston via
Dover lv

*9 00

Portland.lv
Bangor.lv
Brewer June..
Holden.
McKenzie’s.
Phillips Lake..
Green LakeNicolin.
Ellsworth Falls
Ellsworth
Wash’gt’n June
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, E Fy
Mt Desert Fy ar

112
t6
5
5
f6
ffl
6

f2

45

flO
t3
37 3

05
16
21

25
30

69
04
06
16
!6 26
6 39
6 4:

3

4
f4
4
4
4

7 02
f7 11 n
5
7 20

Sullivan.ar
Sorrento.
Bar Harbor -ar

00
10
21

31
45
52
00

5

03

t5

10

t6

05

7 24

t7

43

f8 50

t7 50
8 0
8 55

Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
Daily, t Daily, except Sunday.
f

*

DANA C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager.
M. L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Agent.
Portland, Maine.

^raftssumal CatDe.

ALICE

H.

SCOTT

SPECIALTY MADS OF

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.

AgentUuion Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of Portland, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bond
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Removed to 1 School St.,
Ellsworth, a*c

AmjtrfiBtnientft

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnact
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST WORK; HONEST

PRICES

Twenty Years' Experience.
Personal attention to all details. Telephone
or mail orders promptly atteuded to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 173-2.

money

save:

by having your clothing repaired.
cost money
hauled.

now;

Clothes

have your old suits

Repairing fur garments

DAVID
Main Street

a

over-

specialty

FRIEND
Ellsworth

Ellsworth Steam Laundry
NAPHTHA CLEANING
All Kinds of Laundry Work.
Goods called for and delivered
Special attention to parcel post work
h. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors
State Street.

Ellsworth, Me

Intoxicated by Freedom.
Magistrate—“Prisoner, the evidence
shows that after being a model husband for twenty years, you threw your
wife out of the house and ran amuck,
attempting to murder everybody you
met.” Defendant (sheepishly)—“It was
only a peaceful revolution at the
start, your honor, but after I had
overthrown the autocracy I lost my
head.”—Puck.

college

for the

Bates

A. E.

Hon.

Farnsworth

leave this week for Boston aucl

Bridges

R. C.

and

will

wife

Augusta.

have moved to

family

remarkable

d m’tor's

■access

reliable

for

Calf Island (or the winter.

ttHElibe

■

private
prescription

over

100 years

Robert 1-arabert has gone to New Hampshire, wnere he q*s employ ment for the

■

j
]

winter.
Alfred

Johnson’s

has bought out the store
J. J. Bridges, and has re-

Joyce

and stock of

opened the
George

freighter

store.
Tainter

going to

is

from Rocklund and

run

Belfast,

^“Liniment

a

to

the towns along this coast.

mm

11. Mayo and wife have gone to Ajo,
Arizona, to spend the winter with their
A.

daughter,

Miss Lillian
were

Morgan.

Mrs. Edward

rrajr

thno any other to produce
i j ay
yet the price to yon is the Mumo fw you a
Aw*, hue:: r preparation
Costs

—

more

Grindeil and Pearl Tainter

married

at

Saturday evening,

ratsB&mL

Baptist parsonage

the

Dec.

friends wish them much

7.

Their

many

happiness.

Edith Phillips, who has been til, is
better. She is spending a few days with
Mrs. E. B. Kane
her son, L. G. Phillips.
Mrs.

taking her piaee at R. A. Fiye’s.
chapter, O. E. B., elected officers Friday
evening as follows; Mrs.
Myrtle Powers, W. M.; E. H. Bridges, iV.
P.; Mrs. Clara Cole, A. M ; Miss Musa
Dollard, secretary; Mrs. Ida Cousins,
Alice
Mr®.
Stewart, contreasurer;
is

A

Coughs

-reparation
tor

internal

and external

—

Colds

\Vondeifully
Soothing
Healing
Anodyne

Sore Throat

Grippe
Cramps

—

—

Chflls

Sprains

and many other ilia

use

Lookout

iUgal

Mrs.

Mrs. Frank

Celeste

Kane,

associate

Haskell is in Rockland

car-

Ucga* 3fotia*.

jXona*.

STATIC or MAINE.
Collector’# Advertisement of 8aie of Lands
of Non-resident Owners.
be
installation will
conductress. The
Unpaid taxes on lands situate! in the 'own of
held Dec. 27.
Sullivan, in the county of Haucock, fof the
Dec. 16.
Une Femme.
year 1918
rrHE follow inf list of taxes on real esta'e
1 of non-resident owners in the towu of
DEER ISLE.
Sullivan aforesaid, for the year 1918. committed to me for collection for said town on
Capt. Viuol Gray and wife are visiting ; the
first day of May, 1918, real-ins unpaid;
Capt. Gray s parents.
and notice is hereby Riven that it aaid taxes
and cbages are not previously
Ernest L. Scott has gone to Boston : w'tta interest
paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is
where he has employment for the winter. suflicit nt to pay the amount due therefor, in
interest and charges, will be sold
Ralph M. Haskell of Bridgeport, Conn., eluding
without farther notice at public suction at
is spending two weeks with relative* Orange halt, in said town, on the first Monday in February, 1919, at 9 o’clock a. m.
here.

ductress;

.STATE OF MAIN!
Collector's Advertisement of Sale of Lauds of 1
Non-resident Owners.
Unpaid tares n lands situated in the town
of Trenton, in the couut> of Hancock, fori
the year 1918.
following list of taxes on real es'ate of
r|AHE
1 non-resident owners tn th** town of
Trenton aforesaid, for the year 1818, committed to me for collection for a- id town on
the 16th day of April. 161 §. remains unpaid;
and notice i* hereby given that it s.iiu i*x<-s
wilh interest and charge* re not previously
paid, so much of the real estate taxed a-. is
sufficient to pay the amount due .hereto). in
eluding interest and charges, wilt t> sold
without further notice at public suction at}
town house in said town, on the first Monday
in February. 19:9, at 9 o’clock a. m.
<

{

I

incid li t
description of
and cbgs
property.
ruer, hous* and stable and
duenza, aboard his vessel.
forty-two acres of laud boun ted as
North by land of Geo
follows:
Ernest Pressey is at home from Rock- !
Moore, east bv Jordan river, south by
land where he has been employed as chief
lar d o Geo homer, west uy iaud of
Nathan Ash,
#3000
cook at the Hotel Rockland.
Norris,
C H
bungalow on Alley’s
island,
2 75
H. J. Pickering and wife have goue to
M C Morrison. hous* and "table and
Ridgewood, N. J., to spend the winter
six.y acre* of land bounded as fr»llows: North by Innd of A B H'nilb.
w ith their
daughter, Mrs. Elmer Greeneast by land of Whitcomb. Hayses A
law.
Whiturj, *o> th bv land of Mrs H A
Trim. w»*st bv Union river,
31 *0
Mrs. Woodworth of North Haven has
Geo M Wraith. b«>u«eand
acre of land
tounued as f iiowe: North by towu
sold her home here to Harry M. Lovitt,
road, cast by land of A II Urindle.
6 80
Ar hurjone* north by
who, with his w ife and child, has been oe*
land of J«-n»s
Brothers. east by land of U C Fuilercupying it the past few months.
ton, south by land of Delia Clough,
west by land of Gilman Wakefield3 5i
William R, Powers, who has been in
Mrs Winnie Hopkins, bouse
and
training at Camp Pevens, is at home, hav•table and two anr* one-half acre* of
lane bounded as follows: north by
ing received his discharge from the seriaad of A P McFarland, cast by land
vice.
of "liarold Hiygln*. south by towu
road, west by laud of A. P. McFarLieut. Carroll B. Knowlton, who has
land.
9 20
been home from the officers’ training
Mrs Winnie Hopkins, wood lot conschool at Camp Lee, Virginia, has gone to
taining ten acres and founded as
follows: north by laud of Whitcomb,
Boston to resume his business.
r. n> ues A Whitne.v. east
1 35
by land of
taining *-» acre,
Richard McFarland, south oy land of
Dec. 16.
S.
land
bounded
Johnson. Hanford,
Dorth,
Melvin Htiiaido. w*at by land of A P
east and south by land of W tt BlaisMcFarland.
2 76
dell, west by Porcupine road, c -nA8HV1LLE.
Estate ot Russell Hopkins, bouse and
tainit g
acre; bouse and shed on
stable anu forty three acres of laud
4 73
above lot,
Mrs. Leona Hanna is visiting in South
bounded as follows: North by land of
Dyer, Dana, bouse on land of Eva
1) Hodicg A Bon. west by land of
Goulds boro.
4 C5
Burke.
Htephen Young, south by land of
F.
a ph a m. Collector of taxes
E.
Cl
Miss Ada Bartlett was a recent visitor
T J Hopkins, east by Btate road,
24 16
Dec. 16, 1918.
of the town of Snllivan.
E B R< .ni. k, w<: od lot containing fifty
in East Dixmout and Hampdem.
acres, bounded aafobotfs; north by
land of Natban Ash. east by land of
Alvsh Preble arid George Andrews have
Nathsn Ash. soutb by land of Mrs
returned to Maltawamkeag, where they
Frank Dunbar, west by laud of L B
ST AT B OF MAINE.
100
Googins.
have employment.
Collector’ll Advertisement of Bale of Lands
T. J. Hofeins. Collector of taxe*
of Non-resident Owners.
for the town of Trentou.
Mrs. Sadie Tracy of Uouldsboro, who
Dt c. 16. 1918.
was called
here by
the illness of Mr. Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town
of Dedham, in the county of Hancock, for
STATE OF M AINE.
Robertson, has returned home.
the year 1918.
Collector's Notice of Sale.
Miss Evelyn Leighton, who has been in HPHE following list of taxes on real estate
oi
non
resident
town
owners
in
the
of
X
Unpaid taxes on land situated in the t wn of
Franklin caring for her sister, Mrs. Dedham aforesaid, for the year 1918, comPenooscot. in the county of Hancock, for
mitted tome for coll-ctioii for said town on
the Tear 191*.
Gladys Bragdon, has returned home.
the tenth day of May, 1818, remains unpaid;
following liat of taxes on real estate of
Dec. 16.
PHtEBE.
and notice is hereby giv*-n that if said taxes
A.
non-resident owners
in the town of
with interest and cuarges are not previously Penobscot, for lie year, 1918, committed to me
paid, so much of the re.'l estate taxed as is for collection, for said loan, on the 1st day of
sufficient to pa; the amount due therefor, inicurruaniiniu
May, 1918, remains unpaid; and notice is
cluding Uite>est and charges, will be -old hereby given that if said taxes, interest and
without further notice at public auction at
charges are not previously paid, so much of
town hall in said town, on the first Monday
the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay
in February, 1919. &> 9 o'clock a. m.
the amount due there? r. including interest
rid**.
Name of owner, descrip
Amt of JntA and charges, will be sold at public auction at
the
town hall in said town, (the same being
tion of property.
tax
Value
due chgs
the place where the last
preceding annual
Drin k water, Clara E. cottown meeting of said town was hrld) on the
Does morning hod you with a lame.
tage aud lot at Phillips
first Monday of February, 1919, at 9 o’clock
Lake,
♦ 160
#4 56
#1 06
stiff and aching back? Are you tired all;
Doyle, Irving, cottage on
Name of owners, descrip- No of I
Taxon
shore of
125
856
1 05
the time—find work a burden? Have you
lake,
lion of real estate.
acres Value real est
j Hvgerthy, Phillips
Q R, 62*2 acres,
Union Trust Co., Oeo WarEllsworth : undivided one half of
suspected your
kidneys?
#150
#6 00
people endorse Doau’s Kidney Pills. You j 2Kendall's lota No. 1 and
Warren P Hooper, Geo
north of Cowing forcan rely ou their statements.
Veazie
farm,
Cyrus
F
Q
18
1
250
7
11
merly
Arey,
Leach and George
P
71 acres Crosby lot. forMrs. T. F. McCarthy, Grant St., says:
Connor lot,
1300
id CO
merly A 8 Peakes, later
“I have used Doan’s Kidney Pills on two
Alonzo
Biftset,
300
homestead,
12 00
H P Burrill,
6 07
1 09
218
Jeroin- Sellers est, homedifferent occasions for kidney disorders, Howard, Ha’tie, I1* acres
stead,
350
14 00
between Gang road, soand they certainly did as represented.
J u esiley
Qrindle est.
My
called, and land of J H
Noah Norton farm,
TO
1200
4 00
back bothered me and there was a dull
Webster, east of BucksH D Crie. Hiram Leach
15
port road,
farm, saw mill,
160
600
pain across my kidneys that made me
24 00
oue building on above
1 02
J A Saunders. Turtle Pond
described land,
10
miserable and restless at night. In the
lot, A E Irish lot.
30
Lee, Mrs Thomas, cottage
Albea Hutchins, wood lot, 7
50
lot on southwest shore
morning, I felt tired and worn out from
Abbie Hutch ins. real est,
15
25
of Green lake.
35
I 00
1 02
Charles
loss of sleep. A frieud advised me to gel
PtrkDahlquest,
Hosea
15
acres,
B,
Phillip*,
ins estate.
150
600
of
Graves
lot.
part
Doan’s Kidney Pills, and i got a supply
Penobscot Bay Light &
bounded on north by
Power
miles
of
Co,
4>*
Webster’s
east
and
land,
from C. E. Alexander’s Drug Store and it
electric line,
2250
90 00
south by land formerly
Chas A Thompson and
B. L. Wakdwbll. Collector of taxes
was no time
before the trouble disapWm R-ed,
45
for the town of Penobscot for the year 1918.
1 acr*- situated on shore
Dec. 16, 1918.
peared. 1 gladly recommend Doan’s KidI
of Phillips
lake
be
1 03
tween
Pills.
MCRR
and
ney
NT AT F. OF MAINE.
lake,
I
being part of his former
Unpaid taxes on land in the Plantation of
homestead.
Price 60c at all dealers. Dou’t simply
25
71)
Island, in the connty of Hancock, for
Long
Rosen,
Nelson, cottage
the year 1918.
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s Kidand lot on west shore of
Green lake,
following list of taxes on real estate
180
514
1 08
of non resident owners in the Plantation
Pills
the
same
that
Mrs.
ney
McCarthy
E. W. Buskill. Collector of taxes
of Long Island aforesaid, for the year 1917 to
Dec.
of
the
town
of
Dedham.
16,1918.
had.
Foster Mil burn
1918. committed to me for collection for said
Co.,
Mfgrs.,
plantation on the 81st day of May, 1618, reBuffalo, N. Y.
main#' unpaid; and notice is hereby given
that if aaid taxes are not previously paid so
much of the real estate taxed at is sufficient
STATE OV MAINE.
to pay the amouot due therefor, including
Collector’s Advertisement of Bale of Lands of charges, will be sold without farther notice
at public auc?ion at the achoolbouse in said
Non resident owners8TATJB OF MAINE.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town of Plan, on the first Monday in February, 19f9,
Verona, in the county of Hancock, for the at • o'clock a. m. Described as follows:
Hahoook ss.—At a probate coart held at
A lot or
year 1918.
parcel of land situated on
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
Black Island in said Long Island
following li«t o? taxes on real estate
on the third day of December, in the year of
Plan,
Me.,
beginning at Quarry
of non-resident owners in the town of
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
our
wharf on the nortbeaet side of said
Verona aforesaid,for the year 1918, committed
eighteen.
island running south 80 rods to back
to roe for collection for said town on the 20th
of company's barn, thence west 160
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
day of July, 1918, remains unpaid; and notice
rods to a stake, thence southeast 100
a copy of the last will and testament and
is hereby given that if said taxes with interrods, theoce south 240 rods to a large
codicil of
est and charges are not previously paid, so
rock in Fisherman cove, containing
FREDERICK AYER, late of BEVERLY, in much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient
180 acres, more or less.
to pay the amount due therefor, including
the county of ES8KX. and commonwealth
Amt tax
interest and charges, will be sold without
Name of owner.
Of MASSACHUSETTS,
and chga
further notice at public auction at the scho&iLittlefield estate.
#262 50
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said bouse in district No 1, in said town, on the
commonwealth of Massachusetts, duly au- first Monday in February, 1919, at 9 o’clock
following list of taxes on real estate |
thenticated, haring been presented to the a. m.
of
1
non-resident owners in the Plan. I
judge of probate for our said county of Han
Name of owner, description of
Amt of of Long Island afortsaid, for the years 1907 to !
cock for the purpose of being allowed, file
tax due 1918, committed to me for collection for said
property.
and reeorded in the probate court of our said
Abbott. Joshua, heirs of, land, valuaPlan, on the 1st day of May. 1918, remains uncounty of Hancock, and letters testamentary
and notice is hereby given that if said
tion. #60.
$ 8 00
to be issued to Jsmes U. Ayer, Charles r
ixts. with charges, are not previously paid,
Aboott.
heirs
valuaWatson,
of,
land,
Ayer and Frederick Ayer, jr., without giving
tion. #100,
5 00 so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient
sureties on their bonds.
to pay the amount doe therefor, including !
McCann, John, cottage and lot, valuaOrdered, That notice thereof be given to all
tion, #230.
17 60 charges, will be sold without farther notice]
at public auction at the school bouse in saiti
Verona Land Co, hotel, valuation,
persons interested therein, by publishing a
Plan., on th*» 1st Monday of February, 1919, at |
copy of this order three weeks successively in
#60* ; outbuilding, valuation. #25;
the EllBworth American a newspaper printed
9 o’clock a. m. Described as follows:
wharf, valuation, #100; pavilion, valuat Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, prior
ation, #100; 15 acres land, valuation,
Beal estate containing 8 acres, more
to the seventh day of January, a. d. Jilfl, that
#600; total valuation, #1.826,
16 25
or less, situated on the northwest
they may appear at a probate court then to be Rsrnum, Dustin, one house, valuation,
side of Black island in said Long
I
held at Ellsworth, in and for said coonty of
#6oO: barn, val jation. #125; three outIsland Plan.
Hancock, at ten o’clock in the foienoon, and
buildings, valuation. #60; land, 27
Amt tax
show cause, if any they have, against the
acres, vi'uation, #416; total valuaName of owner.
and chgs
same.
tion. #1,200.
60 00
Charles H Millener,
$110 15
BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of Probate.
Gboroh M. Hall, Collector of taxes
A. P. Davis, Collector of taxes.
of the town of Verona, Me.
A«tra«i copy.
Attest:—Roy C. Hamas, Register.
Verona, Me., Dec. 16,1918.
Long Island Plan., Dec. 16,1918.

ing

for her

husband,

who is

ill

RT VTK or M AIXK.
Oof/fflpf'i
ovrtTY or H*»cw« m.
.Yon- fini (enf Ww#m.
To the Ronor»bl« Justice of the Supreme
Uipoid bZf'i on lands situat'd tn the town Judicial Court, nett to be ho.den at, r.h*
tor worth, within and for said county of !9»r*cock
ui »rl; no» io the
only of
on the fourth Tuesday of April. a d. IUI
the } oat lwift.
for divorce of Com Tucker, of
rI'HK following Hat of Ut*es on real « v*ate of
I
noo-rniijeiiiuwiiPi* tu ihe t«w». of Otttonldsboio, in sa>d co inly, who say1 mm the wife or Warron Bartlett Tucker: f
l*n<1 afore-aid, for the year 1918, comm ited t<»
on the llth
reside in Oould*boro. in said county of Hmn
me for collection for said town
d v of May. t9|ft. remain* unpaid; and notice cues; I was mur'fd to the mid Wmrrer
i* be ebj givvu that if nidi i,* with interBartlett Tacker, at Bieuben. Maine, on De
est «nd tfhvrft s nr not previously pva, so, i-‘mber 19,
190$, bv Lmein C. 8n itb, esq,
much of the t»a? rstat- taxed *• la sufficient justice of the peace, and cohab teJ with t. e
mbi Wmrreu Bartiett Tnckrr in the State of
to pay the mi, efi' d if therefor int iudiug
wdl '-e aold without
inter at »• a c%. » *
Maine, after said marriage: I hare always
further not.ee at p ibi e auction «t the town been a true and faithful »if« to him: iliv saui
hall in raid .oar., on the fleet Monday in Wmrreu Buriletl Tuck*r has
n diver* times
since the date of aaid marriage committed the
February. .919, a: nine o’c oek a. in.
Amt of crime of adultery w*ih one Emma Famenut due
worth, and with o.her women whose name
Name of owner, description of
lucid it*l are to m* unknown
There la no collusion
and Cliff* between us to procure a divorc*
Therefore I
proper >
b
that
a
divorce
decreed
to me. 1 allege
*f
la-.d
Abbott. Decatur, one acr*
of
the George K. Harper hones lead,
2 28 i hat the residence of the aaid W vrrtn Ba*t9
iett Tucker is not known to me and can not
Any, Frank, former homestead of
be ascertained by reasonable diligence.
JSC
George A Dorr.
('ora Trcaua.
Carlisle, Myron H southern half of
*
Dated 0< tehee 19. 1919.
If 'p Ilf ageo’dtug t • t e p.-eu of
Subscrib'd
and
sworn
to
the said Core
tv.
0 .and.
12 70
Tucker this 96th day ot October, a- d. tflf.
8 18
Carter, John, part of lot No 110,
Before
me,
l».
iiuwden
H
toe
James
Crfe,
pan of
Wilbci D. Sphkcrr,
#1
bomeatead.
Justice of the Peace.
Furr, A oert L, h '-Tnes»e*d bounded
1 y own line ou *ae north. *« erljr
t v land o» H S J< bn*on. souther y
STATE OF MAINE.
by land of Mark Ginn. nor beast
if AH coca as.
Sw.IKVIH Junici al Cocet.
v*riy by land cf the helra oi W J
In Vacation.
20 80
Dodge,
Ellsworth fiec. 10. a. d. 1919
A
lot
No
val
Hager: by,
C, V»
2d,
Upon the foregoing libel, ordered: That
*tct No
W>, val 875; Gore lot
the libellant give notice to the said libellee to
bounded northerly by lot No. 2ft,
before
the justice of o«r supreme
appear
t»J (Ml; rus’rrly pari of lot No. it
vsl. 875; lot No. 28 val. #75.
11 80 judlcia. court, to be holden at Ellsworth,
vitbln a^d *or the counlv of Hancock, on the
Hanson. Winifred, beiia of, former
fourth Tuesday of Apri a d I#19. by pubbon e-*iead.
70 ft
au attested copy of said libel and this
Herrick Mrs Trank L. lot No lift,
9 It' liebiug
order thereon, three week* successively In the
F
the
fcUmel
H,
ace,
Harriman,
p
Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in
bouuded northerly by the land of
Ellsworth, in nr county of Hanco. k, the iast
the,Fei:sof J N llirrnruo. easterly
to be thirty days at least prior
publication
b\ highwa
southerly by ceme;rry
u>
the fourth Tuesday of April nest,
that
ano land of CJ 8<Jro»s.
wts erly by
he may there and then in oar said court apland of U S Gross.
2 80
and
answer
to
said
libel.
pear
Morang C L. lot No 109. cal 875; part
Lvkur B Dkakv,
Of lot No lit*. val 850; lot No. ill.
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
val 8100; part of lot Ho, 113 val 825;
A true copy of the libel and order of court
of lot No. Ilf, vai #28; part of
thereon.
ot No. 11 val #50; lot No 8), val
Attest:—T. P. Mauomst. Clerk.
17 20
#100; land of Elmir* Hooper, vsl 825.
Swraxey, Tnomaa, land of former
bonus: cad of l» &wkie
boa-ded
STATIC or MAINE.
northerly and easterly ly Hothole
brook, so-called, southern' by lot
County of Hancock m:
No. 65. westerly b> range line and
December 9. a d. 1918.
ft 40
Dead river,
this Mh day of December, a. d.
Penobscot day E’eetric Co, e’ect'lc
on a
at Kant OrUnd, wl #38.908;
1918,
lien
execution for taxes,
plant
former homestead of S P Mason,
dated November 18. nng. issued on a lien
val #St*> Pole line in town of OrJudgment rendered by the Rtlsw «rth municiat
1.87ft 00 pal court,
miles, 8.VO per mile, 84,750,
land,
EHaworth, within and for th
paid count v of Hancock, at the term thereof
C. R. Rii'LiY. Collector of taxes
begun ami held at aaid EHaworth, on be
of the town of Orlaod.
Dee. 13, !9ift.
l*t Tuesd»jr of November, a. d. 1918, to wit:
On the llib clay of November. 1918. In favor of
M AT E OF M AINE.
F. D. Smith, collector of taxes for the town
tow*
of Surry. Hancock connty, Maine, for the
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the
of wot rente, iti the
county of Hancock, for rear a. d. 1917, against the heirs of Hiram t'.
the year twin.
Black, late of said Surry, deceased, and
following list of t ir# on real estate of against the real estate hereinafter described,
1 nou*resident own* r» in tbe »own of for the sum of five dollars and sixty eight
Sorrento, for the year 191», committed to me ceala. debt or damage, and nn dollars and
for collection for said town oti the sixth day
•even cents costa if suit, together with in
of .*prii remains unpaid: and notice is uereby
tereat from aaid llth day of November, a. d.
giveu that it autd taxes, tu'ries and charges 19 8, and fifteen c«. la rooie for writ of execuue no: previously paid, so much of tbe real
tion. and will be sold at public auction at the
estate
t**;d as is snfti lent to pa* Mor
sheriff’* office, at the jai> in said Ellsworth, to
amount due tueretor, including interest and
the highest bidder on the 15 b nay of Janucharges, will be sold without further notice ary. a. d. 1919, at 10 o’clock in the Forenoon,
at public auction at the Town hall, io sa d
the least undivided fractional pan of tLe folj
town, on tbe first Mon .ay iu February, i9!P. ; lowing described real e«;ate
|tu«teil in aaid
at nine o'clock a. tu.
Surry that any person bidding will take am
Amt of p»> the amount due on said execution with
Name of owner, desciipticn of
all necessary charges of aa’e. and all the
teres., which the said heirs
right, title and
F K Hnpkln*. 1 -10 of land bounded on
of Hiram C. Black have or had in and to the
uuiib o> iMtid of Greeley ami Hamsame on the lath day of April, 1918. at 1 o’clock
lin, W E Jackson J B Meynel. and
and 80 minutes in the afternoon, the time
heirs of C H and W O Emery and T B
when the same was attached on the writ in
*nd beirsof G F Mitchell and H W
the same suit, to enforce the plaintiff's lieu
Dan bar. eaat by land of C K Halt,
claim thereon, for the t nes assessed Against
south by land oi Lydia Littlefield,
said real estate by the assessors of the said
beiraof and Z Chafer, west by waters
town of Sorry,
for the year 2917. to wit:
33
of Frenchmans bay, Containing
$ 2 00 One undivided half of a lot cf laud bonnded
acres, more or less
on th« north by land of R
T. Carter: on the
A 1throse ttice, west half lot No*, sec W.
east ny Morgan's Bav; on the south by laud
1 25
die I
of H Black and E. K. Candage; and on the
2 fie
Lot No II, a*fC W dlv 1
west bv iand of K K Candage. and in possest 8«
Henry H Proctor, lot No l, tec U, die 1
sion of Henry Black of said Surry.
I 37
Lot No 2, aec U div !
Ward W. WaacoTT, Sheriff.
1
lot No. 3, *ec U die
1 S7
lot No. 5, sec U, die 1
1 as
lot No. 7. sec C. die 1
STATE OF MAINE.
1 *7
lot No. 12, sec U. die I
1 t*9
lot No. 14. sec U. die 1
County or Hancock as:
1 *7
lot No. 19, sec U, div
Decembers, A. D. 1918.
183
lot No. 21. sec U, die I
tbit 9th day of December a. d
1 87
lot No. 2&.eec U, div
1918.
1. on a lien execution for taxes,dated Novlot No. 7, aec A. die 1
6 00
ember 18, 1918. issued on a lien
5 iu
lot No. 10, sec A, div 1
Judgment
rendered
the
Ellsworth
8 00
lot No. 7, ec B. div 1
by
Municipal Court,
at EHaworth. within and for the aaid
Heirs of K H Preoie, land bounded on
County
of Hancock, at the term thereof begun and
north by Town road, east by section
held
at
said
»’
on
the
first Tu'sday of
A B
Ellsworth,
and D fn division thiee, south
November, a. d. 1918. to wit: On the llth dav of
by waters of Frenchman's Baa. west
November. 1918, in favor of E. D. Smith, colby section 5. division l. towu ro*d.
lector of taxes for the town of Surry. Hanand land f F P Noyes containing 15
25 00 cock county. Main*-, for the year ►. d. 1937,
acres more or less.
against the heirs of Isaiah Black, late of said
Also, laud bounded on north by land
Surer, deceased, ard against the e*l estate
cf Flanders Bay Land i'o east by
hereinafter describe*
for the sum of five
laDd of M T Ober. south by town
dollars and sixty eight cents, deot or damave
road, west by land of M T Ober. con25 00 and teu dollars and seven cents costa of suit,
taining 25 acre# more or less.
together with interest frdm said llth dav
C. H. Wokkmaw. Collector of taxes
for the town of Borrento, Maine. of November, a. d. 19(8, and fifteen cents
more for writ of execution, and will be sold
December 18,1918.
at
public auction, at the thertfTs office at the
STATE OK MAINE.
jail at said Ellsworth, to the highest bidder,
on the 15th day of January a
d. 1919, at 10
Collector’s Notice of Sale.
o'clock in the forenoon, the lean undivided
Unpaid taxes on land situated in the town of fractional part of the following described
for
in
the
of
Hancock,
Sedgwick,
county
real estate situated In said
Surry, that any
the year 1918.
bidding will take and pay the amount
ue on said execution, with all
following list of taxes on real estate
CJiHE
necessary
JL of non-resident owners in the towu of charges of sale and all the right, title and
Sedgwick, for the year 1918. committed to me interest which the said heirs of Isaiah Black
has or had in and to the same on the 18th day
for collection for said town, on the 17th day
of Aprtl, 1918, atone o'clock and thirty minof April. 1918, remains unpaid; and notice is
hereby given that if said taxes, interest and uUs in the afternoon, the time wben the
charges are not previously paid, ao much of same was attached on the writ in the same
suit to enforce the p’aimiff’a lieu claim therethe real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the
on
amount due therefor, including interest and
for the taxes assessed against said real
charges, will be sold at public auction at estate by the assessors of said town of Hurry,
town bouse in said town, (the same being the
for the year 1917, to wit: One undivided half of
place where the last preceding annual towa t lot of land bound d on ibe north by land of
meeting of said town was held) on the first R. T. Carter; on the east by Morgan's Bav;
in the south by land of H. Black and E. fc.
Monday of February. 1919, at 9 o’clock a. m.
bandage; on the weal by land of E h. (*anTax on
N*ma of owners, description of
)age. aud in possession of Henry Black of said
real eaiate,
est
<

holidays.
and

-\jSius.

STATE OP MAfNK.
of Ott.enf Lttn'ttef

BROOK LIN.
Mm* Irene Wells is at home from

AJUu*.

£*»**U ilOltCn#

Aorcnie.monii.

NEWS

COUNTY

of in-

incld ini
description of
and ch^s
property
Ash. Mrs Harvey, land, bounded north
by land of J Tripp, east by laud of
M fcl Rideout est. south by ira Robertson est, west by land of J Campbell. containing >4 acre, bouse on
above lot.
$12 60
Abbott, C H. land at North Sullivan,
bounded north by land of A K Hooper
and school lot, tast by land of 1* F
Haskell, south by lat doi M K Rideout est, west by county road, contain
ing 1 acre; house and shop on above
lot.
3610
No. 2, land bounded north by Quarry
road, fast oy county road, south and
west by laud of Arthur Newman, containing *4 acre; store and stable on
above lot,
1917
land bounded
Theodore,
Bragoon,
north by land of Crab; ree & Havey,
east and south by land ofjW B Blais
dell, w. st by tidewaters, containing
2 acres: wharf ou above lot,
21 30
Crimmtn. George, land bounded north
by iaDd of H S Braman, »a«t and
south by land of E P Simpson, west
by county road, containing *♦» acre,
house on above lot,
10 13
Robert,
land
bounded
Hickman,
north, east and south by land of J W
Robertson, west by towu road; conName of

<

j
]

owner,

Nume of

owner,

Hervey R<

rpbe

]

THE

Etgal Malices.

THE

A

rpHE

Said;

{Mart

TAKEN

r|,h"

j

—

rpaken

rerson

j

91 m. ut’riruui'.

rieto,

itou, duijoin*,

stable and hennery; bounded on the
north b} land of Raymond C Grant,
east by Benjamin river, south
by
land of John P Carter, heirs of. west
by land of Abram B Carter, heirs of.
and road from Stanley’s corner to
Steamboat wharf
19 78
William
Emerson. 75 acre*, house,
barn and henhouse, land bounded on
the north by land of William J Willins and Bluehiil town line, east by
land of Wm Emerson, south by land
of Thomas Asibury. west by land
of Wm J Willin*. 50 acres of land
bouuded on the north by BJuehili
town line, east by land
of Urion
Trust Co, and Moses B Carter, south
by Ridge road, w^st by land of
Thomas Astbury, and Emerson
$23.87
Donald
Parson, 9 18 acre land and
cottage, land bounded on the north
by land of Wilbur Smith, east by
land of Eben A Hinckley, heirs of,
south
by land of D A Lindsley, west
by Walker pond
$17.44
Angie Closson, 5 acres of land and
bouse, land bounded on the north by
east
land
of
Cortis
road,
Ridge
by
Durgain, south by land of Charles
H Page, west by laud of Charles H
Page, being private road
$ 96
Ecoknb L. FsBorsow, Collector of taxes
for the town of Sodgwick, for the year 1918.
Dec. 16, 1918.
STATE OF MAINE.
on
real estate in the town of
Oastioe, county of Hancock.
following list of taxes on real eatate of
nob>resideDt owners in the town of Castine, committed to me for collection for said
town on the 18th day of May 1$1M, remains un
paid and notice is hereby given that if said
taxes, interest and charges are not previously
paid, so much of the real estate taxed as la
necessary to pay the amount due, including
interest and charges will be sold at public
suction at Emerson hall, in said town, on the
first Monday in February, 191$, at 9 o’clock in
the forenoon
Mra Charles F Bates, one lot or parcel
iA.
of land bounded on the north by
Wadsworth Cove, east by Wadsworth
road, south by Battle ave, west by
land of F H
Clement and
Amy
Wilherle, with the buildings thereon;
amount of tax due
$58 60
Freeman N Stover, No. 1, One Jot or
parcel of land bounded on the north
by land of Smith and Bartlett, east
by land of W H Hooper, south by
Pei kins street and west by land of
Mrs Frederick Smith and buildings;
amount of tax due
$17 42
No. 2, one lot or parcel
of land
bounded on the nor. h by laud of
Rodney Gray, east and south by land
of W H Bevan, and west bv Wadsworth road; amount of tax due
$134
8. W. Casa, Collector,
Canine, Me., Dec. 16,1918.

Unpaid taxes

THE

Surry.

Ward W.

Wrscott,

STATE OF MAINE.
Bounty

or

Hancock

Sheriff.
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matter* hasin*
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•>> csustn,; a copy of
‘"hr.
published three week, «nrc*..
Wi,
American,.
Ht
at Kl,,worth. in aaid
■’ »•'
*PVC»r at a v .cbaierrurt to fwkVn
« *ln
« -rth on th« ac,,„
h
„f
* «
>'« <■! the clock In
lt,,
and be beard sh-reou if
**■
they aer
Lcttlt L. Parker, late of
Caaitne
ceuuty, (l cpa*((l. a certain
ponlng t° be the last wtli and
add deceased. together with
”•
petWon
bat. thereof and to, toe
* the
exe.utor »it;.out giving bond
B rt P Parker.,he

r°,"7 hh

or!S°211hcr*,&*

f-etA.

P*

ld"

hllevrorth

bewananel*!?
cmnntjf^K? Iff***
da\
t7.

cauls

tesutSL*11*
ET”'

apiieTnUBealti*?,7.1.

exi^SW""^!

•

Murray A. Bate.. late of Swan',
aald connty. deceased.
Petition
Marie Bute- or acme other .mAppointed a.lmlui»f.,uir cl the eatate
rie .eased, without glv ng boud,
Aleie Marie Bataa. widow of
Bamn.l K. Whiting. late of
•aid C< note, deceased
Petition that
». Bowen or some other
autlahle n*r»e»
at pointed admlo.atr.t =r dr
0o»«
tbe will annexed of tbe tatat.
caatKd without giving bond.
•»'* oe*l of kin ol
den.

'»

pre.enid?k’
Ell.™,,s'.

w{d deceSJ!

I',Li,1i

,^“J5
'f„3

prew*£i t

Jg

V

ssszSsr*

-

■—»«!.&

ssrjjussau*-Oo,,,d- •**»££.
Albe-t W- Oilley. late of
Isle-ford
berry ftlea. to add coonly, decei.ee! Crav
and final •■count of Veiner A.
OilleyJ. execs.
tor, filed for aettlemcnt.
ndltb H Pray late of Bar
Harbor.
I.
coniity. deceased, .frond and fins
ot Coariaa u. Wood, executor, filed
'er.iUO
incut.

ic^m n,I!

Oeorge Willett Van Neat, late of Intel.
Orange county. New Y„rk. deceased i
account of Gorge V
N. Baldwin l, \ni
Richard V. N. ti.nibrill.
executors, filrt
1CT110J

fV-

t.eUU liien
Hoy E. 8mUb, late of Buckapori, in u«
Fimt and final
count*, d ceased
William H. Smith, administrator,
flieu foi
settlement.
Mary E Saunders, late of Bucksport.t0«atf
county, decrease.1. First account of
Dorr and Ellia N. Pick.rlug,
^
filed for seulemeut.
.Maria W. Lowell, late of Bucksport, inuid
Firnt account of Ma.TA
county, <lr.:e*«fd
Patch, esacuiris, filed for aeiijcmcot.
Renry B. Hooper, laic of Brooklm, iQ Mu
count?, deceased. Fin d sccou>it of RnUad a
Klye, adtuin’strater, fltci f >r settlement.
Harriet K
flarrlman. late of BuckiDQtt
in tkkid county, decram»d
Firm accoaat sf
lliratuj Harrlman. etetutor, filed for«tt e-

acc<W^
Hattie!

adudnlrt^i

«*•

»

"mu.

vi

r.i

*wo-:p,

;g

»un:y, dFirst and final account ol
S*r» V. Grow, executrix, died for Millenwjj.
Fred B. Aiken, Ja»e of hinwo-th. in said
county. deceased, he ond Accooet >t \. y
Mahonev, administrator with the will *anexed. filed for s«'Uieutent.
Iwlyn Kent Bullard, late of E’. swortk, i&
Mid county, deceased,
Firs: ve count of
George K Googli.a, administrator .1, 6o»u
non filed for *et)lemen;.
Kirn Jl. Biabop, late of Klin worm \n uid
county, dt-cea*ed. Second aud Dial account
of Edmond J. Walsh, administrator. dieofor
nettiement.
Montelle W. Abbott. late of HocWorMo
» id (.Oun y, deceased
Firm %c
m
f Merrill Trust Company of Bangor. Maine, executor, filed for settlement.
George WIGett Van Neat, late of Tuxedo,
New York, deceased.
Petition filed at
George V N. Baldwin. Jr.. ai d k. n u V n'.
Gantbriil. « xecutora of the last will and tes
fame it of aaid deceased, tl; «i the amount of
inheriiaf.ee tax on said estate be determined
by the Judge of probate.
Heory B. Hooper, la:e of Brook lid, in uid
Petition filed by Molted
county, deceased.
A. Flye. administrator of the estate of uid
deceased, that the amount of inheritance tat
on aaid estate be determined by the Judge of
c

.■

<

probate.

Her ert L. Abbott, late of Bncktport m
maid county, deceased. Petition fl <1 by the
Merrill Trust Oo.. of Bangor, executor of the
las’, will a ril reetament of said dtec ».«ed, that
:.! estate
the amount of inheritance tsx ©•
be determined by the Judge of probate.
Montelle W. Abbott, late of Bucksp rt. in
said county, decewwd
Petition fi.td *>y the
Merrill Trust Co., of Bangor, executor of tte
deceased,
last will aud testament of sa
that tht amount of inheritance tux on
estate oe determined by the Judge of probate.
EtraJ Bishop. late of Eiisworth, in said
county, ireeased. Petition filed by Edmond
J. Walsh, administrator, that so order be
issued 10 distribute among •&* heir* of said
deceased the amount remain ug in the hand*
of aaid administra or, on tne settlement of
bis second and final account
Evelyn Kent Bullard, late of Ellsworth, in
Petition n.e by 0to.
said county, deceased.
h. Go gins, administrator ae bom» non that
an order be issued to distribute among the
msiclng
beira of said deceased tbe amount
in tbe bands of said administrator dr bow*
non, on tbe settlement of bis first account.
Mary E Saunders, late of ItucksDort, in
Petition filed by
said county, deceased.
Hattie A Dorr and Rltsa N Pickering, administrators of the estate of said dew* ased, tnst
an order be
issued to distribute *moc$ the
beira oi said deceased tbe amount remalaiif
in the hands of said administrators on tb*
settlexneut of their first account.
Ifasel M hannders, a minor of Bucks port, in
said county. Petition filed by Eis;e M « usb*
rest
ing, guardian, for license to sell certain
situated in naid Backsestate of said minor
port, and more fully described in said P*tl*
tion.
John T R. Freeman, late of Southwest Harbor, in said county, deceased. First account
of Kuthie B. Walls, executrix, filed for settle*>

m:

John T. R Freeman, late of Southwest HarDecember 9. A. D. 191*.
Petition filed
in said couutv, deceased
rr*aken thi« 9th day of December, a. d. 1918, bor,
Kathie B. Walls, executrix of the Iasi •>»
by
A on a lien execution for taxes, dated No
and testament of aaid deceased, that
rember 16, 191*. issued on a lien judgment
n*
amount <d inheritance tax on a»id estate
reudered by the Ellsworth municipal court,
determined oy the Judge of probate.
H Ellsworth, within and for the countv of
io
Hancock at the term began and held at said
Nancy J. Robinson, late of Bucksport.
siual acBllswortb on the first Tuesday of November, said county, deceased. First and
W.
adininnurator,
count
of Charles
Gould,
i. d. 1918, to wit:
On the 11th day of November. 1918. in favor of B. D
Smith. collector of tiled for settlement.
Axes for the town of Harry. Hancock county,
of
BERTRAND E. CLARK, Jodge
Witness,
Maine.for the year a d 1917. against Henry
this tnira
at
said Court,
Ellsworth.
Black of said Hurry, and again*1 the real esone
Lord
day of December in the year of our
.ate hereinafter described, for the sum o» six
thousand nine hundred and eighteen
*en dollars debt or damage, and ten dollar*
Boy C. H sin as, Registermd seven cents, costs of suit, together with
A true copy.
interest from said 11th day of November, 191*.
Attest:—Roy C. Haihss. Register.
tnd fifteen cents more I or writ ot execution,
»nd will be sold at public auction at the
iberiff’s office, at the Jail in said Ellsworth,
NOTICK OK FOUBCLObl *K
o the highest bidder, on the 15lh day of Jan*
rary. a. c. 1919, at 10 o'clock in the foreuoon,
THKBBAH Stephen Richardson,,
■he leas, undivided fractional part of the folDe-ert, conuty of Hancock. dt***
W
owing described real estate, situated in said Maine- by bia mortgage deed dated the 9*
tarry, that any person bidding will take and lay of March. 18W, and recorded in the reg
bay the amount due on said execution, with
stry of deed* for Hancock county m b®®.
ill necessary charges of sale, and all the 135, page 338, conveyed to John "
■ight. title and interest which the said Henry raid Ml. Desert, a certain parcel of real e«a»
a*
Black has and had in and to ibe same on the
situate
tn Mt. Desert, aforesaid.. and
6th day of April. 1918. at 12 o'clock and 20
scribed as follows, to wit:l
.-g
ninutes in the afternoon, the time when the
land
“A oertain iot or parcel of
tame was
attached on the writ in the same
tbe Beech Hill District in the town of
mit, to enforce the plaintiff's lien claim Desert bounded and described as to**®**#
the
hereon for
taxes assessed against said
wit: Beginning at the nortbeast coroer
real estate, by the assessors of said town of the Clark lot and running south eighty-tor
tarry, for the year 1917, to wit: Homestead » degrees and thirty minutes east tweutjof rua
*»
>ounded on the north by land of Hiram and ; more or less to a slake tn the east side
r“
th®
Isaiah Black heirs; on the east by Morgan'.
*s cross road from the Beech Hill to
Bay; on the sooth and west by land of E. E. W. Harbor road; thence south si* degree
bandage; and taxed for seven do tars and
and thirty minutes west sisieen rods
»eventy-flve cents. Pmrtof A. J. Green lot. iron bolt; tbeuce north, eighty-three deg
>onuded on the north and west by laud of Al- and thirty minutes west twenty rods “®r?
an Garter; on the east by land of U. O. Hasleu to the nut line of the u
sell heirs and others; on the south
thence noith ill degree* end thirty
land of
lot ■ *
W. G. Kich and R. 6 hmerton, and by
taxed for eut by the e»et line of uid Cl.rk'e con
■hree dollars and ten cents. Land
_s«
of leen rods to place of beginning and
bought
Uion Carter, bounded on the north
or leas. The above
more
two
acres
land
of
by
tlton Carter; on the east by land of
lot being tbe same as that conveyed
Henry
IM
Black, A. J Green lot so called; on the south C. and John G. Richardson to me,
dated Sep'
>v land of W. G- Rich; on the west
by land of Stephen Richardson, by deed
a
I
llton Carter, and taxed for four dollars and a. d. 1897, and recorded in Hancocgc
»®»
lixty-flve cents,
registry of deeds, book 329. page
Wakd W. Wbscott. Sheriff.
whereas said John W. Somes b••
ceased and John A. Homes of said Mi•
f
has been duly appointed admiuistraior
ut*te of uld John W. Somes, mud
l
as
administrator
said John A. Somes,
»»
•aid, on the fifteenth day of Novembsi#
PAUPER NOTICE.
assigned said mortgage and the not*'
8
as'
interest
his
A,
contracted with the City of Ells- secured and all
to the
tg|d
worth to support and care for those ;vbo miuistrator in and
ami whereas the cond*l*®“ tore. by
uay need assistance during five years begin- Homes;
the
now,
e*.
has been brokeu,
e0f,
dng Jan. I, 1911k and are legal residents of mortgage
the breach of the condition
Ellsworth, I forbid ail persons trusting them reason of
I claim a forecloeure of aaid rnortgage.
< n my account, as there is
plenty of room and
John A. boM»»
ocomBodation* to care for tnem at the City
1 arm boose.
Mt. Desert, Me., Not.1*. »!«•
Astmus B. Mitch all.
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think it highly improbable that she will

".iMtKI-KNTAVr C.KHM ANY

’nH-ry

*

p»*«5
scheme

il

,„rioo«
«e think we
made her
or
*»“
shy

ri“fw,"'‘1

WB

of world conquest,
have chained her
and

able,

be

Not One Sian of Kegret
H,t‘ Olsen Colossal Crimes.
for
(Bu John Barrimgk*).
for the time being
lierroany » eroebed

r»-

oat

of

tribal

at least in this

generation,

the

narrow, intense,
feeling into the larger

world-kinship
Franco

and

brotherhood,

or

England

and

have exemplified

j

States

|

*uch

j

have enabled her to

feeling,

a

for

the

which

United

and

over

instance,

gtt

to

exclusive
feeling of

as

appreciate the

over;

or

r
“

we

or

or

or

ambitious—we

yet

j she grants to her colonies. You cannot
or her rulers
! put a soul into a- soulless people. What
si!;n have her people
colossal
their
regret
is born in the bone cannot be got out of
given that they

crimes.
There

arc

nearly

or

seventy

quite

vast rethere yet with
Billion people
and economic
,ou-cesof land and money
in manufactoriea, in
power entrenched
in agriculture, and in
mining, in trade,
industries, cherishing
,11 manner of
their tribal gods,
their kultur, invoking
the
wrath toward
,ud nursing their
their schemes.
nstions that defeated
that on the surface
It is highly probable
deliberately working up
are now
state of apparent chaos and diaorgan,ration, hoping by the disappearance

|

flesh, and the tribal psychology
certainly in the bone of Germany.
The only safe way for the guardians
1 he

civilization is,

j

heel

on

there.

now

that

we

is

least, and see what time will do. The
tremendous and growing spirit of huroanitariauism of our time, like a genial

climate, ought

itself felt at last.
If we thiufe the brute abdicated with
the kaiser, we deceive ourselves.
He is

ifcey

still there

to make

in

every
junkers and

one

of those

unre-

pentent
pan-Germans who
and by j
of any responsible government
; molded the kaiser to their will and
of small, inthe setting op of a number
on
the
war.
The whole German
j brought

the payment
deiiendeut state* to escape
; army was thoroughly
brutalized. The
which they
of the huge war indemnities
atrocities and cruelties they committed
Snow are due and will be exacted.
idmit of no other interpretation. And
The world is waiting for some sign of i not a man of them has
changed. The
German contrition. N >t one authoritative ; leopard cannot
change his spots. A less
voice has yet renouned or repudiated their chivalrous, a less decent, a less honorable
robber schemes. At the beginning of the ! race never appeared in
history. Who
war
nearly a hundred of their leading else but a German would mock, and
I
minds physicians, divines, antbors. col- insult a defeated
enemy? Who else but
lege professors signed a paper Indorsing the a German would erect ironical signs on
In
on
their
of
bringing
emperor
couise
tbe site of a church or a villa which their
■

the war. Later, in 1916, over thirteen guns had demolished, as they
did in
hundred, comprising the leading men Belgium and France? Who but a Gann an
|
a
names
to
their
of, alt classed, put
: would desecrate
cemeteries, or make
to their chancellor setting forth
i 8wine of themselves in private dwellings,
for
enemies
their
demands
ibeir
upon
I or wantonly destroy works o,f art, or
lands and money; declaring franc* must be
bombard
cathedrals? All
century-old
and
that
crushed
impoverished;
utterly
such things are in keeping
with their
Channel
be
the
retained;
Belgium must
j rabid tribal spirit.
African
colonies
the
ports occupied;
One may say; “How non-Gerraanie are
greatly enlarged, and so on. Let thoso the British and the Americans.” Think
and
a
same men now come forth
sign
of London fairly outdoing New York and
petition to the whole world beggiDg Washington in celebrating the Fourth of
forgiveness snd acknowledging their sins.
July the past season-a day commemorating
convinced that
We want to be
they the loss to
England of a great colonial
have met with a change of heart.
of Great Britain’s
armies
empire—or
At about the same time the German
marching to batle singing the boche’s
business men, embracing the League of
“Bong of Hate,” or of appropriating the

pe'tinon

the
German
Peasant
Agrtobl’nriats,
League, the Westphalian Peasant society,
of
German
Central
Association
IndustrUtiats, the League of Industrialists,

ibe

ana »,ue ucruisii

took action

.\nuuie

together

in

v-iass

a

bssuuiuiou,

petition

to the

Red Cross Swift and Efficient
Help Wins High Admiration.

London.—So rapidly

Prevented by "Fruit-a-tives”

proud.
When the survivors landed at Belfast only 12 hours after they had been
taken off the disabled Otranto by a
daring British destroyer, they were in
a pitiful plight.
They had been clinging to the deck of the destroyer with

constantly breaking over
them, and witii a cold wind chilling

heavy

sens

them to the bone. To save themselves
from being carried overboard many
had lashed themselves to torpedo
tubes and to the vessel's superstructure.
Because of the loss of the destroyer's wireless equipment, due to her
running Into the troopship while taking off the men, she had been unable
Conseto give mtfioe of her coming.
term “Old Contemptibles!” That Great
quently no provision had been made
Britain should frankly publish her losses
on shore for the reception of the surof men in battle, and the number of her
vivors. The seriously Injured and sick
ships sunk, filled the Teutonic leaders were
rushed off to hospitals ns soon as
ambulances could be brought to the
long way from the spirit of the tribe.
dock. The others, wet through, and
What attitude this country should asshivering with cold and exposure, all
sume toward Germany and the Germans
of them without shoes and many withis a serious problem. The German people j
out much clothing, were marched away
have lor years abused the privileged and I
to the Victoria barracks.
r

imperial chancellor setting forth the rich
and
harvest of territory, mines (iron
coal), colonies, harbors, coast lines, and
must yield Gerso on, which the war
’rany. Germany must hesitate at noththe hospitality which we
and oit.
ing that would increase her political, nations have extended to them
Consul Aids Men.
by their
military, maritime, and economic power, secret and ceaseless efforts to prepare
Meantime the American consul hn>l
and secure her against danger of pressure
the way for world dominion.
Their heen notified of the men’s arrival. He
from outside nations. They must not
has been tireless and thorimmediately pot in touch with Red
propaganda
only seize French territory, but all “the
Alough. Its ramifications, like a system of Cross headquarters at Belfast.
large and medium-sized properties must hidden
or telephone wires, exthough it was Sunday night and long
telegraph
be placed in German hands, and their
tended every where, plotting the Germanpast nine o’clock the Red Cross was
’’France must reowners driven out.”
ization of the world. Their business aud
ready for the emergency. The emerceive and indemnity the original owners.”
and
warehouse,
prepared
economic hold upon this country had
gency
In fact, the cool and matter-of-course
stocked six months before in preparareached the danger point when we were
air, with which they enumerate the terri- drawn into the war.
tion for just such a disaster, was
tories adjacent to their own which they
Shall we allow them to resume their
opened at once, and a “flying squadmust ha
i.i order that Germany may
ron*’ of automobiles began loading supAs
subtle and unscrupulous conquest?
play her role which the Teutonic God has we have already taken over most of their plies of clothing, medicaments and comlaid out for her is one of the most stuproperty in this country, shall we not de- | forts, which were rushed off immediperi.iuout pieces of effrontery in all his- bar them from
any future economic hold ! ately to the barracks where the men
tory. They miw: extend their frontiers
us? Shall we not prohibit the in- , were being sheltered.
upon
e«*a. >»nd west and then add more laud to
vestment of any German capital in this
Hunter Sharp, consul, had gone to
protect their exposed frontiers. Just country, and the residence here of any the barracks as soon as he had learned
where they would stop does not appear.
individual Huns, unless they become citithat the Red Cross machinery^was in
It is time ihere came a day of humilia- zens of the United States?
Let us proHe appeared before the
operation.
tion and .. iy< r in the laud of the Hun.
tect ourselves against the contagion of the
men, introduced himself as the Amersack(lothe themselves in
Let the pe
German spirit as we would against the
ican consul and cheered them with the
cloth ail ashes; lei Eucken be heard; let
information that the Red Cross was
plague.
for invoking destruction
wee
Hieik
on the job and soon would be there
upon th^ and of Darwin to whom he^
with all the necessary equipment.
GOUlDSBORO.
owed so much; let their clergy take back
“Three cheers for the Red Cross!’’
Kenneth Tracy has gone to Goodwin’s
their boastful aud unchristian utterances;
The
proposed a husky Georgian.
let their editors and lawyers acknowledge Siding to work.
cheers were given with a will and the
and binding force of interthe cxieteu
Archibald Rolfe is home from Texas,
men picked up heart.
They crowded
uatioua 11w; let their generals renounce
where he has been employed by the govaround the consul, finding comfort in
militarism, an 1 von Tirpitz swear he is ernment.
the very presence of an American.
dlie.l with remorse over bis piratical subHrs. Irving MacDonald has returned
The discussion all around the big
Some such manifesta- home from
marine warfare.
Augusta, where she has been hare room had begun to center comtion of sorrow and repentance from her
visiting relatives.
pletely on the question of food when
leading raeu would become Germany at
Mrs. Edith Hovey has returned home,
the first Red Cross car, honking cheerthis time.
after an extended visit with her daughter,
fully, rumbled into the cobbled driveLot us waste no sympathy on the lower
Mrs. Helen Mitchell, in Harvey, 1)1.
way of the barracks. The door opened
and middle classes among the German
The body of Mrs. Martha Young, wife
and a cheerful voice called out, “Anypeople; they were body and soul with
of Roacoe Young, formerly of this place,
body want any cigarettes? Here are
their kaiser as long as he was winning the
was brought
here for burial last week. all the American brands.”
game; when he began to lose, they turned
There was a rush to the doorway
instiuct of self- Mr. Young aud son Wilson of Chicago,
him. Their
against
revolt. They have the sympathy of old friends here, in and the men themselves took charge
preservaaou caused the
•
of cigarettes, chocolates, biscuits and
Was there any pro- their sorrow.
were bu lly scared.
woolen clothing of all kinds,
warm
illTTAH.
Dec. 16.
test as long as their armies were victo- !
from socks to blankets.
rious? Had they wou the w ar and crushed
COREA.
American Women to Rescue.
and
France and England for

in

clas* of

a

MaisonnecveSt., II cll.
"In my opinion, no other medicina
is so good os ‘Fruit-a-tives’ for
Indigestion and Constipation.
I
:

Miss Goldie Hardison, who has been
teaching at Marlboro, returned home
Saturday.
Harry Coombs has moved his family

For years, I suffered with these
dreaded diseases, trying all kinds of
treatments until I was told I wa3
incurable.
One day a friend told me to try
•Fruit-a-tives’
Liver
(or Fruit
Tablets). To my surprise, I found
this medicine gave immediate relief,
and in a short time I was all right
DONAT LALONDK
again".
50c. a box, G for $2.60, trial size 25c.
At dealers or from FRUIT-A-TIVES
Limited, OGDENSBURG, N. Y.
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King is fishing.
Sylvester Gott have moved

and wife

where Mr.

Will and

their families to lirewer
Will Trask and

Higgins

in

are

for the winter.

wife and Mrs. Amanda
Massachusetts this

Joseph Higgins and wife
Higgins’ house here.

Echo.

living in

Mrs. Vesta Chaffee and

after

visiting Mr. and Mrs. Holmes. Katie
yet recovered from an attack of

Richardson, son
of Whitcomb Z. Richardson, will be
grieved to learn of his death, which ocon
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ceeds

fancy

were

Mira Dix

of

Southwest Harbor this winter.
Sadie
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joined

have

Wilson

and

in

Wilson

Mr.

Wilson is

new

mail route for L.

Ellsworth.

J. Norwood.

officers

stalled

SEAL COVE.

R. Conners has made several trips to
Corea recently, buying lobsters to ship to
E.

Boston.

Workman, who has been working
Bath, finished his vork there and came

in

Thursday.

home last
Mrs.

Agnes V. Kane
a

has gone to Bosvisit of several weeks with her

Thompson.
Frank L. Trundy,

son, Leon A.
Mrs.

Fred

Mrs.

L.

Mrs. Peariie Tracey, in Ellsworth.
Mrs. Tracy and children have the influ-

ter,

enza.

marshal;

K. R. Co.
W. W.

est

WEST FRANKLIN.

Floyd

Scammon shot

a

deer

Saturday.

the

Mrs. Cora Hardison i9 visiting her oon,
C. O. Hardison, in Bangor.
The

prize

of the

commission, eight

national
thrift

war

the wharf.

Noyes, Winslow Young and ForYoung of Corea, who have been weir
fishing here this summer, have taken up

P. M.

Dec. 16.

on

garden

stamps and

a

weir

and

They have had

very

good

season

Wilbur, C. E
geodetic survey,

Elwood M.
coast and

returned to their
a

from

Hodgdon

a severe

of
is

of

Center

attack of

is

recovering

grip.

School closed one week, earlier than
planned, owning to illness of pupils.
Donald, the seven-months-old son
Mrs. Fred Butler, died Dec.
Much sympathy
after a long ifli -is.
felt for the j areuts, both of whom are
Mr. and

Mrs. James

nesday

on

Sprague,
Reed, tyler.

T.

Dec. 22.

Albert

in-

and A.

F.

deepest sympathy.

L.

Dec. 21.

M.,
j Frank A. Workman of East Franklin,
Tuesday evening as j
who has been setting the boiler for the
follows: JL. W. Rumill, W. M.; Leslie E.
portable mill tor M. T. Ober, returned
Hamblen, S. W.; Fred Bickford, J. W.;
home Saturday.
Albert D. Moore, treasurer; Eugene M.
Camden D. Sargent, who has been very
Stanley, secretary; Vernon Laity, S. D.;
ill of influenza and pneumouia, has fully
Washington Norwood, J. D.; Fred V.
recovered and resumed his duties as agent
Thurston, S. S.; Waison Thurston, J.S.:
Adelbert for the American Express Co. and M. C.
Luraan
McKinley lodge,

sisters, the residents of Sorrento extend

f 10.

Goodwin and Mrs. Charles H. Workman
were in Bangor last week.
Eugene j Mrs. 1. W. Nash is visiting her
daugh-

that end of the

operating

Mr.

son

He was a young man,
years.
well liked. To his parents and the three

several

articles, aprons and iceand home-made candy.
The pro-

ton for

is visiting Mrs. May
Hannah
Tremont, and Mrs.
Holden is boarding at Mrs. Cousins’ in
Rich

va-

C. H.

Ralph

Friends of

Residents of Sorrento were shocked to
death of A. A. Hanna of the
U. S. N. R. F., of pneumonia, at Chelsea,
Mass., on Dec. 13. He enlisted at Bar Harhear of the

week’s

a

visiting her mother.

sale of

influenza.

Mrs.

for

SORRENTO.

has not

curred

PENOBSCOT.

Friday

called

Gray, Center,

from

years, w'ould they not have
pocketed the spoils and gioritied their

Velma Stewart

kaiser and his heuchmen?

Germany

was a

unit when

the

war

be-

gan; every voice, high and low. of people
and autocracy was for it; tnere are divi-

discord now, because the war
was a failure, and instead of huge spoils
to divide, there are huge bills to pay.
awaken
all
The changed
conditions
classes to a sense of terrible realities.
Germany’s ethical development has
her intellectual. 1
lagged far behind
sion and

spent the week-end

i Prospect Harbor.
j The dance planned
been

postponed

for

at

has

Christmas

until New- Year’s.

William Farrar,

w

Swan’s island for

ho has

some

been

time,

living at

has moved

family here lor the winter.
William Paul and
anuly, who have been visiting relatives

his

Miss Anna Paul aud

in

New

Hampshire

and

Philadelphia,

are

home.
S.

Dec. 18.

aOUitlSiUltilis,

Good blood makes firm tissue, strong

nerves,

steady eyes and clear brain. Keep your blood pure and
full of healthy, red corpuscles, and your liver acuve, by
using Beecham’s Pills, which remove poisonous matters

from the system, assist the stomach to assimilate i.s,
A worldto nourish the body.
famous remedy to strengthen the vital organs and he Jy to

food, and the food

Make Pare
F.verv l.
Directions of Special Value to Women are
Sold by druggists throughout the woriel. In boxes, ioc^,

~‘r*._c.

There were American women, too,
that spoke with all sorts of American
accents from pure “Bostonese” to the
hearty tones of the Pacific coast.
Meanwhile came the news that other
survivors and many bodies were likev to be found on the coast of Islay,
off the Scotch const, where the OtranIt was
to had perished <*n the rocks.
known that the Red Cross organization
in Scotland was trying: to reach Islay,
but it was doubted whether, owing to
the terrific storm, travel by the usual
routes was possible. So the Red Cross
organization in Belfast decided to send
n expedition on the perilous trip from
A party of eight,
Ireland to Islay.
•eluding two physicians, and carrylarge outfits of clothing and
ing
quantities of medical and other supplies, made the voyage on a small vessel furnished by the British navy.
Here, in Islay, it was found that the
greatest loss of life had occurred, for
ihe Otranto had gone on the rocks
close to the scene of the Tuseania disaster.
Of her 450 passengers 20 men,
including 17 American soldiers and
three members of the crew, were
These twenty,
the only survivors.
more dead than alive, were washed unconscious on the rocks, a bleak and desolate spot, and were taken care of by
a handful of cottagers who live on this
barren shore at a little hamlet known
as Kilehoman, which consists of only
three houses, a church and a schoolhouse.

Delmont

she

Murphy.

Mrs.

Murphy

Teachers and

pupils

of the

Baptist

BUY WR-SAVINCS
STAMPS
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re-

Sun-

BUCKSPORT.
George Crosby,
wife of

son

Bucksport,

of Arno

died

Crosby and
Dee. 20, at

Friday,

Waterville, after a short illness of pneumonia, following an attack of influenza.
He leaves, besides his parents, a widow, a
little daughter, one brother, Pearl Crosby
of

Bucksport,

and

sister,

a

Mr-.

Frank

Goodwin of Brewer.

homes.
here.

the

U. S.

spending

a

few days with his parents, L. E. Wilbur

Itch: Itch: Itch! Scratch: Scratch: Scratch'
The more you scratch, the worse the itch. Try
Doan’s Ointment. For eczema, any ski^ itching. 60c a box.—Advi.
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STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK
mMih

is

day school are practicing for a Christmas
entertainnumt. The date will be announced later, as there is much illness at
present in the community.
N.
Dec. 21.

From getting-up time till bedtime, Perfection Oil Heaters radiate
generous, inexpensive, wholesome warmth. They save starting
the furnace these sharp days—preserve valuable coal for freezing
weather. Carry a Perfection Oil Heater from room to room, and
s »y good-bye to chill.
Fill it with one gallon of SO-CO-NY OIL, and enjoy 8 hours of
No smoke, smell, fuss or litter.
cosy comfort.
No trouble to fill, light and keep clean.
Sold by hardware and general stores

YQVR

was

covering.

T“Comfort In Every Room

»•

is

ill.

by the illness of her daughter, Mrs.

impoverished

hundred

of

19,

returned Wed-

where

Trenton,

<

a

ton

state and Alaska.

Wednesday evening, Dec. 17, at Bagaduce ball, the Willing Workers held a

Higgins

daughter Katie

taken

Capt. I. W. Bowden has gone to Wal- bor early in the war, and had «een service
pole, Mass., where Mrs. Bowden has em- at several stations, being some time at Bar
ployment.
Harbor and Rockland. He was the only
Mrs. Laura English and son have re- son of Capt. A. A. Hanna and wife, formturned to their home in Wollaston, Mass., erly of Mt. Desert, but a resident here for

formerly Mrs. Phebe Loriug.

was

are

are

Mrs.

■.,

80 CtS, 00 cts, $1.20.

Monday, accompanied by Clyde end wife. Mr. Wi bur's work bat.
employment there.
him 10
Texas, California, Wash

cation.

cream

winter.

Mrs.

Liniment
jKill& Pai n

who bas

Dec. 16.

past two weeks.

Wallace

Sloan's

Athol Smith and Leslie Clark returned
to Boston

in Jonesport

has been

Clean, refreshing, soothing, economical,
quickly effective. Say “Sloan’s Liniment” to your druggist. Get it today.

discharge from the army, and is at
from Camp Devens.
Irving Hollins and wife have gone to
East Machias, where they will have employment for the winter.

Old Town.
Mrs. E. L.

For practically every man has used
it who has suffered from rheumatic
aches, soreness of muscles, stiffness of
joints, the results of weather exposure.
Women, too, by the hundreds of
thousands, use it for relieving neuritis,
lame backs, neuralgia, sick headache.

home

Clark,

relief

means

Forrest Coombs has received his honor-

SOUTH

are

sent

Almost any man will tell you
that Sloan’s Liniment

able

Schools closed

family

Lake, recently

home two fine deer.

McKINLEY.
Nelson Gordius and

into the Charles

D. E. Smith and Eastman Hutchingr,
who

COUNTY NEWS

in

ityder.

John Williams is at home from Brockton, Alias., on a two weeks’ vacation.
Mrs. Ella Hardison and daughter Goldie
have gone to Brewer to spend the holidays.

63

falling one after the other that the Otranto disaster may he considered an old
j
story. Yet there Is a very great deal
which has not yet been told about j
how splendidly the Irish people behaved in succoring survivors and how
nobly the simple folk of Islay sacrificed themselves in rescuing and giving aid to the shipwrecked soldiers
who were cast, many of them unconscious, upon the wild Scottish shore.
And the story, too, of the swift and
successful aid furnished by the American Itwl Cross is one of which the
whole United States may well feel
are events

FROM RHEUMATISM

week-end with Alice

IRISH WE SPLENDIOLY

Soldiers.

James M., James E.and Hal Clark killed
three deer one day recently.

won

Miss Ethel Dyer of Eastbrook spent the

The Wonderful Fruit Medicine
Simple Folk of Islay Sacrifice Them,
selves in Rescuing and Giving
Aid
to
Shipwrecked

WHEN YOD SUFFER

place, who

contestants.

seven

of

neon. of the brute, to
keep it
Keep it there fora generation at

thirty-

of this

have the iron

the

Stfjrrtt&ni.nufc

national certificate of achievement, to be
the club member in each county
making the best exhibit of five jars of
canned vegetables, comes to Nellie Coombs
awarded

would
course

of this country in regard to Cuba after
“°ril
self-seekimf,
I
had released her from the Spanish
Knianttreacherous,
unscrupulous,
of Great Britian in the freedom
yoke,
^ I
deceive ourselves. Not j
humble

aWiCTtieemnus.

FIRST TO AID IN
OTRANTO WRECK

PERFE :T10N
OIL HEATERS A *£££&*

M

MAINE WON N
PLEDGE SUPPORT
WORLD RELIEF
Remain

Resolutions

Adopt

Army Until

Conservation

After

Out

1

OuM«ve

Boston,

the Government.

"And if economy sometimes grows
Irksome. or if this service works uo
welcome change in our manner of liv
ing, we will think of those who have
given their lives for their country and
uf those whose whomes have been de
vastated.
that

We
too,

we,

hunger,
in
a.id
homes."
their

age,

be

glad

serve

in

will
can

in

hear

to

satisfying

renewing their
re-establishing

cour

iheir

This pledge and resolution endorsing it have been adopted by all organization affiliated with the Maine
Clubs, the
Federation of Women’s
Women's
Christian
Temperance
Union, the various Cbaptexs of the
D. A. R_, and other patriotic organisations.
The women as housewives
were asked by the Food Ad ministrauntil the
tion to remain mobilized
Allies and the liberated millions of
necessity for
Europe are fed. The
carrying out America’s food pledge
of twenty million tons for the relief
of more than 300 million hungry people of the world is recognized by
in
child
woman
and
every man.
Maine.

the request for continued food
conservation.
RESTRICTIONS.

as

to

the

reasons

for the

re-

restrictions upon the nse of
in households, and napccia'lv

moval of
sugar

the service of sugar In public
eating places. Federal Food Administrator Leon S Merrii: has issued the
from

tollowing

statement:

"Since its inception, the Food Administration’s policy has been to adjust its conservation requests
with
conservation necessities and the pin
lie has shown its appreciation of this
I rankness by immediate response.
"It may astonish the public to know
that during the months of
July. Au
gust, September. October and November this year, the American people
saved no less than 775.100 tens of
sugar over their normal consumption
This conservation, of course, includes
the amount of sugar saved by the restrictions placed on confectionery and
soft drink products.
Administration's
in asking tor economy in the use ol
sugar was to insure
a supply
tha'
would be adequaie to meet the needs
•f the Allies who would hare to de
pend on the same sources as the United States as long as the war lasted
It waa necessary to take precautions
so that there would he a
certainty of
sufficient sugar through
the
year
With the signing of the armistice the
situation was
immediately changed,
just as It was with all measures taken with the needs
of
a continuing
ne

war

in

made

cou

slew
a

As soon

change in

as

our

Francois Guledeux, a teu-year-old
Belgian refugee, who is now in the
United State#. When the war broke
out he was but six years of age aud
was attending a
school in one of the
little Belgian towns that was later
overrun by the German hordes.
While
coming home from school one day his
pa rents told him that the Germans had
Invaded his town. A little later he was
hit by a fragment of an aerial bomb
from a German plane. Getting up he
ran to his home and there saw’ his family killed before his eyes. Francois did
now know what to do, so he
pushed
off in a rowboat. After rowing for a
and
he
was
day
night
picked up by
sailors of an American transport and
taken to the Municipal
hospital in
Brest. He was treated there for about
six months and was finally discharged.
No one would adopt him so he wandered about the streets of Brest with
some
of his brother unfortunates,
Whenever an American transport arrived at the port, he and his companions would rush to the wharf where
they would surely get something to eat
from some of the sailors. This conttnued for about two years. Then the
men on the transport that had given
him food so many times decided to
make an American of him so
they
adopted Francois. After making a
collection for him they decided to send
him to school in the United States,
He is to be sent to the boys’ school at
Germantown, Pa.

sible. (he restrict ions
"While U is true that certain states
on the eastern seaboard are
still lacking a plentiful supply of sugar, it is
also a tact that with the Cuban
crop
almost upon us. we have a large surplus of western beet sugar and Iataisiana cane sugar and It is
quite permissible to return to the normal use
of sugar wherever it is available, it
is a great relief to the Pood Admmij
tration to fee! that no
extraordinary
sacrifice in the use of sugar is required of our people until further notice.
"Until Mr.
Hoover's
the
return,
Pood Administration will outline no
definite campaign of saving on any
specified commodities. A great deal
will depend upon the supplies which
arc
found available in the
various
countries of Europe and
in the arrangements which art made with the
Allied Peed Council.
"The people of America arc urged
fc c'iminate vPsi* rigid!'
This advice applies to all foodstuffs, including sugar, from t-ty-h the nceesa^ry
and artificial restrictions have now
been removed.”

ais

nineteen years of

young

man.

reserve

early

in

age, and a promising
He eniiated in the
n.v,|
the war,

being stationed

Duck Island last summer and at
Umoine
thia winter. He was taken ill at
Umoine
and brought to the Bar Harbor
hospital
The body was brought home by the
at

coast

patrol boat 266. and funeral aersices were
held at hia home Sunday
afternoon. Rev
A. M. MacDonald offleiatiug.
Fourteen
marines paid their tribute at the
grave to
their brother. He leaves bis
father snd
step-mother, Mr. aud Mrs. Gilbert Stanley
an aunt, Mrs. Detlie
Harding, w,th whom
be bad lived since bis
birth, and a hast of
friends.

Rooney.
NORTH OKLANI).

food map of Europe today shows
not a single country In which the future does not hold threat of aerlona
difficulties and only a small part which
Is not rapidly approaching the famine
With the exception of the
point.
Ukraine only those countries which
hare maintained marine commerce
have sufficient food supplies to meet
actual needs until next harvest, and
even In the Ukraine, with stores accumulated on the farms, there Is famine
in the large centers of population.
Belgium and northern France, as
well as Serbia, appear on the hunger
map distinct from the rest of Europe
because they stand in a different relation from the other nations to the people of the United States. America has
tor four years maintained the small
war rations of Belgium and northern
France and Is already making special
efforts to care for their Increased
after-ihe-war needs, which, with those
of Serbia, must be Included in tilts
plan, are urgent In the extreme and
must have immediate relief.
The gratitude of the Belgian nation
for the help America has extended to
her during the war constitutes tint
strongest appeal for us to continue our
work there. The moment the German
armies withdrew from her soil and she
was established once more In her own
A

of government the little nation's
first thought was to express her gratitude to the Commission for Relief In
Belgium for preserving the lives of
millions of her citizens.
Germany, on the other hand, need
not figure In such a map for Americans because there Is no present Indication that we shall be called on at all
to take thought for the food needs of

glons, with condition*

cent

Germany.

Germnny probably

A

serious In

non was

Harper

Finland.

l>ec.

born to

17.

Mr. and Mr., tdwtrd

Hohetnla, Serbia, Roumanla and j Mr*. Caroline Gray is visiting her
Montenegro have already reached the daughter, Mrs. Spencer, in Veazie.
famine point and are suffering a heavy |
Schools are closed on account of intoll of death. The Armenian populu
fluenza.
tlon la falling each week ns hunger
Walter Nickerson has retura.- home
takes Its toll, and In Greece. Albania

can care

for her own food problem If she Is
given access to shipping and Is enabled
to distribute food to the cities with
dense populations, which are the trou- j
ble centers.
England, France, the Netherlands j
and Portugal, all of which have been ;
maintained from American supplies, j
have sufficient food to meet Immediate
j
.needs, but their fututre presents serloils difficulties.
The same Is true of
[Spain and the northern neutral coun- [
trie* Norway, Sweden and Denmark
I —whose ports have been open and who
have been able to draw fo some degree

foreign supplies.
| upon
Most of Russia

is already in the
throes of famine, and 40,000,000 people
I there are beyond the possibility of
Before another spring thou| help.
of them Inevitably must die. 1
; sands
i This applies as well to Poland and
throughout the Baltic re-j

j

[practically

most

and Ibuimanta *o aerlous are the food from Massachusetts.
Shortages that famine Is near.
AlSympathy Is felt for Mr. and Mr- Edthough starvation Is not yet Imminent, gar Gray, in the loss of their infant i*Uirn.
Italy, Switzerland, Kulgnrln and Tur- ter, Dec. H.
key are In the throes of serious strinMrs. Minnie White was called to Boston
gencies.
Monday bv the illnwi of her daughter,
In order to fulfill America's pledge
Mrs. Hazel Clarke, of mllueora
Mrs.
In world relief we will have to export
Clarke is recovering.
ton
of
food
which
can
be
hanevery
The community is saddened
tin
dled through our ports. This means at
death of Mrs. Fred Clair, wlurb
curred
the very least a minimum of 20,000.000
Of
a
kind
and sunny disSunday night.
tons compared with 6,000,000 tons preposition, she had many friends, .-uf was
war exports
and 11,820,000 tons exand
always ready
willing t
s.-.p the
lairted last year, when we were bound
The community moor i. -a ,th the
by the tie* of war to the European needy.
Cattily an its loss. She lea* husband,
allies.
1
If we fall to lighten the black spots
Ha uler
Katherine, her parents, Char!
on the hunger map or If we allow any
and wife, and two sister-—Mrs. Jeanette
portions to become darker the very j
Blaisdeil of
Bucksport and Mim Lena
pence for which we fought and bled j
M u tnler.
will he threatened. Revolt and anarchy
Dec. 23.
B.
Inevitably follow fnmlne. Should this
happen we will see In other parts of
THE FALLS, HANCOCK
Europe a repetition of the Russian deJoseph Brinkworth, who is employed as
bacle and our fight for world peace
ferryman at Waukeag Ferry, ba- moved
will have been In vain.
his family into the ferry house at Sulli■

van.
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ployee of
Saturday

the General
for

a

Electric Co., arrived

family.

visit with bis

The influenza haw made some inroad* in
the community recently. Harold Wit barn
Wesley Williams came home Saturday died
Saturday, ana George L. Butler on
Carl Gaspar returned home last week.
Monday morning. John Rich of Bucksj
Ralph (Collins went; to C rnden Kst I port Center succumbed on Sunday. There
are htiil one or two serious
a'eek for.the w inter.
cases, but
Mrs. Kay Gray is visiting Mias Fannie I many are improving. The doctors are
hard pushed to meet the demands
UK-n.
upon

j

j
j
I

Miss

M» belle

Clark

returned

I

from

Massachusetts Saturday.
Rev. E. S. Giihan vent to Orrington

Monday

apeud

to

So bools

Christmas.

Friday

closed

a

a

His wife

afternoon.

borne.
are some

c ases

of

Mrs. H. H. Harden spent last week in
Sht was aicon j ar.ieu home by

Bangor.

was

placed

Arbutus

will

grange

md fourth

Lake, to await burial in tbe
(beir

great loss.
Dec. 23.

W.

Frank Urindle, wba| has been in the
marine, is at borne, tbe ship on
which be was employed having been sold.
The steamship Silver Shell (tanker > on

Refreshments

be

but

Orlando Howard, who has been ill
sral weeks, is convalescent.
is

has

now

sailed

lor

in

port
m the transport service.
Fred Coggins and Edward Curtis, who
went to New York with Capt. Kane in the
schooner Lizzie D. Small, which was
hauled up tor tbe winter, have
shipped
with Capt. W. C. Bellatty in schooner Lavolta, lor a trip to St. Jobo, N. B., with
some

France,

CAPE HOSIER.
sev-

coasting in schooner

Emily Bell.

coal.

is

employed

in

_

Terror stricken, a chauffeur
alighted from his machine
recently after he
had knocked down and run over what
he thought was a child. He returned
to where the “body” was
lying in the
street and discovered that it was a
dummy. He went to his car in a happier frame of mind, but he had no
more heart for
running fast through
the thickly-settled parts of the
city.
And many more chauffeurs suffered
the same thrilling experience.

some

ter.
«
The pupil, of Fall* district school. ill)
help ot their teacher and parents,
held no ice-cream nodal in the schoolA good time is
house Friday evening.
reported. They will have* basket supper
The
New Year’s night in the scboolbou-e.
united
ot these socials are (or the

the

The youngest has

pneumonia.
Miss Alice Verana Bunker of the penoffice, Washington, D. CM is spending
her vacation
with
her mother,
Mrs.
Johiab (>. Bunker,
sion

came

up from

proceeds
1

there
work fund. It is hoped that
s good attendance.
Dec. 23.

war

will be

NUKTH SULLIVAN
Williams visited Her mother

Washing-

New York for the winter.
resumes his former
position

School bis cloaed tor the

Dec. 23.

Mr.
as

Veague
chauffeur

:here.

Dec. 23.

G.

county Saturday to join Mr*. La writ*
and Miss Theresa who came here Tuesday from Waterville.
To correct

regrettable error in last
week’s paper—our esteemed townswoman.
Mrs. Bunker, is survived by her husband
and three sons, Theodore of Bingham,
Harris, who is in France, and Grafton,
a

j

BUCKS PORT.
T. P. Blodgett, Miss Marion Rust and
Miss Alice Forsyth are home for the holilays.
C. A.; Terrill of Lynn, Mass., an em- i

influenza.

The sturdy little lad had
many friends, who sorrow for his passing
away. Since the deatb of his mother a
tew years ago, he and
have lived with their

Malvina Brown, who

his younger sister

grandmother, Mrs.
will keenly feel the

loss of her young helper. The
of all goes eut to the family.

sympathy

28._

Y.

Tilling the Soil.
No race can prosper till It learns
that there ia as much dignity In tilling
a field as In writing a poem.
It la at
the bottom of life we must begin, and
not at the top.
Nor should we permit
our grievances to overshadow our opportunity.—Booker T. Washington.

Hopkins

employed

at Clarence

of

Ellsworth

is

Young’s.

Walter West, who has been In the service, arrived home Monday. He and his I
wife are at Clarence Young’s for the pres#

\
Hubbard.

Power of the Buzzard.
power of the buzzard to sail
through the »ir for long periods with
little or no apparent movement of the
wings Is due to its expanse of the
wing surface. Birds with smaller wing
surface make Up for this by rapidity |
of the motion of the wings.
The

Tunic Pond Wednesday.
influenza.
Tracy is quite ill of
are unthe other* who have been ill

Lin wood
All

Moving.
Franlc Hooper of Hallowed

is

visiting

■datives here.

o

J. B. Havey has gone to
work on the railroad.

Wytopitlock

children
Wallace Springer and three
recovering from chicken-pox.
Mrs. Winfield
Mrs. John Oakes and

ire

lu

Hancock, were guests
lay of Mrs. N. H. Williams.
otter L’r<?
Virgil Blaisdell of the
bis another,
radio station is visiting
stratton of

t

few days.
Dec. 23.

y

HANCOCK POINT

that she is not going to return.

Dec. 23.

it

from Harr.Minnie Ball is home
teaching
where she has been

Mis.

School taught by Miss Sara Jordan of !
Winter Harbor closed Friday. All regret ;

ant.

Mrs. Ada

B.

Persia Y oung is at home from
M'ss
Lawrence, Mass., for Christmas.

Edward

poor health

Walter and Lester Kief aud Alexander
who are employed at Washington
Junction, will move their families there
for the winter.

Joseph Morrison of Ellsworth
Friday to care for her daughter,
Mrs. Estey. ill of influenza.
Mrs. F. L. Swan, Mrs. Gertrude Fernald
Lincoln Bragdon and Mrs. Dana Dyer and
Mrs.

ill.

in

Mrs. Reuben Martin and Mrs. Freeman
Mr.
went to Boston Saturday.
Martin and Mr. Grant will go Tu *day.
winThey will be employed there for the

came

are

beta

Moon,

Grant

four children

visited their

Raymond Hsvey, Sunday

ilavey, who has
time, is failing.

The Christmas tree and entertainment
has been called off on account of increased
iuflueuza cases.

PARTRIDGE COVE.

NORTH LAMOINE.

Boston

engineer.

:o

I

household.

Tramp.

holidays.
Eddie Kemick ol Bayside recently visMrs. Manfred Gray went to Belfast Friited at|Walter Young’s.
day to meet her son;Wsles, who is attendMiss Anna M. Young of Boston is
ing school in Boston.
spending the week with her parents, E. F.
Capt. Benjamin Sargent, who has been Young and wile.
;mployed in the navy yard at Portsmouth,
Supply Serge Lester E. Young ot Camp
s
his
vacation at C. K.
spending
Devens, Mass., waa granted a five-days’
Crockett’s.
furlough this
week, and will spend
Murray Veague and family have gone Christmas at home.
is

Miss Frances Brandon is home from
New \ ork caring for those ill in the

Dec.

23-

Elwin Dyer is employed with the Sawyer Lumber Co.

Eugene Jordan

Mrs.

Mr*. Mary A. Bragdon is seriously ill.
j
The high school and district schools are
closed for the holiday recess.

living at home.
wbicb;Volney (Coggins ia employed, waa
Cecil, only son of Fred Brown, died
at; Philadelphia tor a few (days recently,
Monday, after an illness of a few days, of

on

will

Mrs.

aunt,

FRANKLIN.

Walter l^awrie

merchant

L.

Gray

have

home.

the third

work

.degrees (Saturday evening

candidates.

Albert

the

School; clotted Dec; 13. Mips Florence
Bracy of Sedgwick, leacber, bis returned

terved.

‘DUMMY’ CURE FOR SPEEDERS

in

*

Mrs.
Phebe
Torrey died suddenly
Friday at the home of ber daughter, Mrs.
1
Rodney Emerton. Services were held
j Sunday, Rev. E. 8. Gahan officiating.

Pittsburgh. Pa.—The “dummy” cure
Is what the children of Larimer avenue
call their method oi check speeding automobiles who rush through their favorite playing ground.

body

Gordon of Sullivan and Mrs.

NEWS | Bertha Pinkham of Sorrento

ton

I

Children Have Method of
Curing Reckless Auto
Drivers.

very ill

jSOUTH SURBY. f

1

Pittsburgh

was

Francis.

Milton Parron of Ellsworth is boarding
it Mrs. Charles Osgood’e and hauling
1
wood for the Bar Harbor Co.
!

:wo

Water vilte on
influenza. His

few hours before his

spring. Mr. and Mrs. Arno Crosby
tbe sympathy of many friends in

j

!

The

tomb at Silver

influenza here,

»nd many had colds.

son

mother arrived but

died at

ter

Paul Clark~came boire Monday from
I'amp Devens on a short furlough.
| Ralph Torrey spent tne week-end at

ber

of the

also, but lareports speak of some improvement in
her condition.
Mr.
Crosby’s body was
brought to Bucksport Saturday, and britf
services were conducted by Rev. H. W.
Webb at Nye’a undertaking parlors in the

week’s

*

j

George L. Crosby
Thursday, a victim
death.

for

ra cation.

There

them.

Mrs. Kdna

COUNTY

8UKKY.

Dec. 23.

To make the “accident” more real
as the auto approaches the
dummy the
kids yell in its direction, “Get out of
the street.” Then when the auto crushes over the form the children yell and
scream, giving the impression that a
terrible accident has occurred.

„

a,,.'

Again death has entered
tbecommunitv
Wednesday last, Bertie Stanley died at
the Bar Harbor hospital, ot
pneumon,,
having previously had influeora He

the armistice

program poswere lifted.

,„rt

On

j

In view of the large number of In-

the

days.

Dec. 23.

attend

quiries

g„,DeF',

DtCLKBER, t. 1*11

j

The women, who are the guardians
this country's food reserves, have
been urged to remain in the servile
of the food army until they are mustered out.
of
Acceptance
simpler
habits of living and the dally yield
lag of indulgences Is urged. The prevention of famine in
Europe, it is
to
pointed out, is necessary
keep
down revolt and
anarchy. Serious
results are predicted should failure

OF

££

j^T y| Unclassified

j

f-1

,t

i,

Mies Halite Murphy has been
the
ot Mrs. Dellie Harding the
past tew
George Stanley spent the week-end
relatives and friends here betore
to spend the winter.
Bernice Bpurling. Leslie
Stanley
Russell Bunker,
attending school
Southwest Harbor, are home lor

Mr. Holllnshead then introduced the

of

REMOVAL

rece^ijg,

room.

i MUTILATED BELGIAN ORPHAN

in

j,'
mother.™

At one port where our navy men j
ashore in great numbers the (
hoys couldn’t find a dance hall of any
sort, so they came to Mr. Holltnshead
of the Y. M. C. A. and asked his help.
After scouring the town he found the
only available room was the upstairs
of a second-hand shop.
With the aid
of a working party from the ship he
was able to have the junk removed
after four hours’ labor and the place
was converted Into a very usable ball-

step Hnd the first of a series of many \
dances was inaugurated.

°ye<i

Banker and wile
arrived s
day from Aurora, where they were
oaii
by the illness ot Mrs. Buukere’

came

boys to a number of the nice Scotch
girls of the town, the ship's Jazz band
played American “rags," and soon the
lithesome lassies were swinging into

enilJ

Alton

SU/Ticiert Present food Supply
But Mure Ser.rlous

Peoples' already

i,

holiday,
Spurling ia emnl.
'®P>o5-fi

Mr^

j Serious Food Shortage

1

Evanston, III.—According to K. J.
Hollinsuend of this city, secretary in

American Y. M. C. A. naval hut
Been Fed.
j somewhere in Scotland, the canny j
! Highlander is succumbing to the lure
Orooo, Maine, December—Practiof the navy’s Jazz hands and in many
|
1b
woman'®
organisation
cally every
a “wee hoose on the heather” the baglooc
the
aid
to
Maine has pledged
pipe stands in the corner unused.
Administration in the new food proAlong with the craze for Jazz there j
regram for World Relief. Reports
has naturally developed a love of the
ceived by Federal Food Administratoi
trot and one-step. When Jack comes I
Decn S. Merrill show conclusively thai
ashore he wants to dance. But in Scotthe women of this State intend to reland he didn't And much satlsfacUon ;
main in the ranks of the Food ConI In watching the lassies doing a horn- :
servation Army until discharged from
pipe, nor did the bagpipe seem like
the voluntary service hy the Govern
music to his “Jazzened” ears.
"We pledge to our country oui best
efforts to prevent waste and seliish
We pledge our
use of food reserves.
loyal cooperation in carrying out the
constrvaiion measures suggested by

approchmg) famine Point

Food Shortage

Yank Dances.

who

for the

Wilbert Rice and wile ot
Hatton
moved here for the winter.
Mi«. Currie Jordan of
beal Harbor
Honda, wi,h her mother,

MB Famine Condition?

Also

an

menu

Peterson,

is home

Mies Gladys
Harvard Beal-,.

Develop Love of the
Trot, One-Step and Other

Lassies

NKWs

CRANBERRY 18LEH

Music.

Musterei !
Ha

COUNTY

HUNGER DRAWS THE MAP

Bagpipe Is Routed by American

Fooi

in

Europe

Hungry

SCOTS TAKE TO JAZZ

in,

O'*”
Misses Edith, Msrci* *nd
the Christmas
from Bangor for

sine

ition of

one

week.

r“0 tBt
‘W(|t00 ot

haw
Several loads of brick
making
ora Ellawortb for
b>
>ttage formerly owned
angor.
Mrs.

Koy Crabtree

was

8olito‘(tl“*e

,0*n
drive in this pert
to h«. tWt
sre
glad
Friends
%
at week.
1* mu
it. Crabtree’s health
Caribou.
from
nee retorning
^ y.
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ed Cross

LAMOINE.
Waio.

from
George King is borae
training
here he hss been in

Harbor
Edgar Paine of Bar
Ms y
with bis sunt, Mrs.

week
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